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Cover Caption: March 23, 2015 marks the 50th anniversary of the first manned 
mission of Project Gemini (Gemini 3). Project Gemini was NASA's second human 
spaceflight program, planned as a bridge between Projects Mercury and Apollo. 
The Gemini spacecraft carried a two-astronaut crew, flew ten missions into low 
Earth orbit during 1965 and 1966, and developed the space travel techniques that 
were necessary for later Apollo missions and landing astronauts on the Moon.



As I’ve noted many times in this column, I’m not  a big fan of 
winter. My two favorite pastimes – stargazing and cycling – 
are both adversely affected by the snow, ice, and bitter cold. 
The dazzling bright winter stars notwithstanding, the days 
and weeks of winter cannot  pass fast enough for my taste. As 
I write this message, I’m lamenting over the bare trees, single 
digit temperatures, and piles of snow outside my window.
 There are, however, some hopeful signs of 
improvement. Sunset time is now approaching 6 o’clock in 
the Land of Lincoln, and the days are now lengthening at 
their fastest  rate of the year. Twilight sure beats darkness for 
the drive home! And despite the fact that the Vernal Equinox 
rarely ushers in an immediate warming of our weather, it  does 
offer the promise that  we won’t need our heavy coats too 
much longer.
 For me, it heralds the promise of snow-free telescope observing and a return to outdoor cycling. Regarding the 
latter, plans are already underway for Team GLPA to participate in the May 31 Ride for the Arts along Milwaukee’s 
lakeshore for the fifth consecutive year. Last year, five GLPA members from Wisconsin and Illinois comprised our team. 
We invite anyone interested in joining our team to contact me.
 Spring is also the time for GLPA state meetings, and I encourage you to attend yours. The dates and locations are 
given at the beginning of each state’s report  in the State News section, or by visiting GLPA’s State Organizations webpage 
at www.glpa.org/states.
 Please note that the deadline for the summer issue of the GLPA Newsletter is May 1, 2015 and that facility reports 
should be sent  to your State Chairs by late-April. Here’s wishing you a wonderful spring with starry skies, balmy 
temperatures, and enjoyable state meetings!

There’s always a lot  happening in astronomy! Have you 
seen Comet Lovejoy cruising across the sky this winter? 
Just yesterday, I saw images from the New Horizons 
mission showing the best  yet of Pluto and Charon 
(pluto.jhuapl.edu/News-Center/News-Article.php?
page=20150212). Remember the asteroid that  skimmed 
past  the Earth on January 26? Radar images show it had a 
moon (www.jpl.nasa.gov/video/details.php?id=1357). We 
had both a total lunar eclipse and a partial solar eclipse last 
October. I could go on and on, but there are always plenty 
of things occurring to get  our visitors excited about 
astronomy. And, I don’t  know about you, but as beautiful 
as some of our planetarium skies can be, I still get  inspired 

going out and looking at the real thing on a dark night, whether naked eye or through a telescope. Nothing beats the 
photons from the actual objects hitting your eyes! It’s up to us to inspire that  wonder in others, especially young people. 
That’s our job, and I think it’s the best job in the world. I hope you do too.
 With all the things we do to inspire our students and visitors, don’t forget  that  Astronomy Day is a good way to 
not only expand that  excitement, but to promote your planetarium too. If you haven’t  done any special shows or activities 
in the past for Astronomy Day, think about  it  this year. Perhaps you can hook up with the local astronomy club and let 
them help. There are two Astronomy Days celebrated each year. This year, the dates are April 25 and September 19. Gary 
Tomlinson and I coordinate Astronomy Day, so let us know if you have any questions as to what you could do. Plus, there 
are Astronomy Day awards for the best activities. Go to www.astroleague.org/al/astroday/astrodayform.html for more 
information.
 The GLPA Executive Committee will be meeting in Grand Rapids on April 18. If you have any questions, 
comments, or topics that we should be considering, please contact any of the Executive Committee members. Remember, 
GLPA is YOUR association. It looks like we will be having another great conference in October in Grand Rapids, and it’s 
not too early to think about  presenting a paper, poster, or workshop. Please think about sharing. I hope you’re staying 
warm this winter!
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Illinois State Meeting
Date: Saturday, May 2, 2015
Location: William M. Staerkel Plm.
Parkland College, Champaign
Contact: Dave Leake 
dleake@parkland.edu
At the Peoria Riverfront Museum, 
the new free program Relax Under the 
Stars has been successful, with 
growing attendance each month. Their 
adu l t  en te r ta in ing /educa t iona l 
programs are really taking off; most 
events sell out. In February, they 

hosted Romance Under the Stars and a four-week adult 
astronomy class. In March, they will host their 16th annual 
Interplanetary 5K race, in which participants run to Mars 
and back in their Community Solar System model.
 The Cernan Earth & Space  Center in River 
Grove will be receiving a new Konica-Minolta Super 
MediaGlobe II and new theater seats as part of Triton 
College’s sale of bonds, which is financing a wide range of 
campus upgrades and improvements. The Cernan Center 
plans to retain its Spitz 512 star projector and three-screen 
video system, thereby allowing the staff to gradually 
introduce new fulldome programs as the operating budget 
allows. Eventually, the new system will replace the older 
systems and their slide and three-screen video programs.
 The Illinois State  University Planetarium  in 
Normal celebrated its Golden Anniversary in September of 
2014. Over the past 50 years, nearly a half-million visitors 
have explored the wonders of the night sky under the 
planetarium’s dome. Ash Enterprises carefully inspected 
and made general repairs to the planetarium’s Spitz A3-P 
(with an A4 star-field) during June, in anticipation of the 
planetarium’s anniversary. In addition to routine 
maintenance, the A3-P’s Sun and planet projectors were 
replaced with LEDs. The ISU Planetarium’s star-projector 
is now performing splendidly, with a beautiful rendition of 
the night sky. The Sun and planets are realistic and distinct, 
allowing planetarium visitors to learn about  and enjoy the 
beauty of the night sky.
 The Strickler Planetarium on the campus of 
Olivet Nazarene University in Bourbonnais was recently 
awarded a university community engagement  grant to 
partner with a local low-income school district and provide 
transportation reimbursement for 20 school field trips for 
the Spring 2015 semester. Spring offerings at  the 
planetarium include One World, One Sky: Big Bird's 
Adventure, Secret of the Cardboard Rocket, and 

STATE CHAIRS

ILLINOIS:  Bart Benjamin
   Cernan Earth and Space Center
   Triton College
   2000 Fifth Avenue
   River Grove, Illinois  60171
   (708) 456-0300, Ext. 3408
   bartbenjamin@triton.edu

INDIANA:   Alan Pareis
   9421 Stagecoach Drive
   Fort Wayne, Indiana  46804
   (260) 432-8786
   bellerophonii@aol.com

MICHIGAN:  Matthew Linke
   University of Michigan Plm.
   Room 4508 Museums
   1109 Geddes Avenue
   Ann Arbor, Michigan  48109
   (734) 647-1381
   mlinke@umich.edu

OHIO:   Dale Smith
   BGSU Planetarium
   Department of Physics & Astronomy
   Bowling Green State University
   Bowling Green, Ohio  43403
   (419) 372-8666
   dsmith@newton.bgsu.edu

WISCONSIN/ Jean Creighton
MINNESOTA:  Manfred Olson Planetarium
   Univ. of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
   1900 E. Kenwood Boulevard
   Milwaukee, Wisconsin  53201
   (414) 229-4961
   jcreight@uwm.edu
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Undiscovered Worlds. Stephen Case, their planetarium director, recently completed his Ph.D. in the history and 
philosophy of science at the University of Notre Dame, with a dissertation entitled “Making Stars Physical: John 
Herschel's Stellar Astronomy, 1816-1871.” Congratulations, Steve!
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Indiana State Meeting
Date: May 2, 2015
Location: Digital Visualization Theater, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame
Contact: Keith Davis (keith.davis.dvt@nd.edu)

Dayle  Brown of Pegasus Productions  is “tickled to announce” that she has her sixth (and final) 
book ready to go! It’s titled Skylore from Planet  Earth: Stories From Around the World . . . 
Comets & Meteors. Congratulations, Dayle.
 The new Charles W. Brown Planetarium at  Ball State University opened for the public 
in November of 2014. In the first 2½ months of operation, the GOTO RSA hybrid projector 
amazed over 5,000 visitors with its exceptionally accurate night  sky and its digital fulldome 
imaging. The program titles included Wonders of the Winter Sky (a live presentation), Back to the 
Moon for Good  (Google Lunar X-Prize), and Chasing the Ghost Particle (Milwaukee Public 
Museum). In the spring, they will offer Undiscovered Worlds (Boston Museum of Science) and 

their first in-house fulldome program, titled The Rings of Saturn and Beyond.
Chuck Bueter re-visited a GLPA initiative when he shared Paper Plate Astronomy activities on a Learning Space 

broadcast (youtu.be/WDDdlKWJAEA). For more information about  Paper Plate Astronomy, please visit  Chuck’s website 
at www.nightwise.org. The link to all the PPA stuff can be found under the “Projects” tab.

The Koch Immersive Theater passed the one year mark in February and the public and friends of the 
planetarium celebrated with a cake and a birthday bash. The Evansville planetarium is currently running its live sky show, 
plus the four fulldome feature movies Life: a Cosmic Story, One World One Sky, Perfect Little Planet and Clark 
Planetarium’s Exploding Universe. Mitch Luman says that he has already made one trip (and has several more planned) 
to check out potential locations to observe 2017’s eclipse in nearby Western Kentucky.

At this writing, the Edwin Clark  Schouweiler Memorial Planetarium, University of Saint  Francis, Fort Wayne, 
had just completed its second annual Valentine’s Day Desert  Cruise. This limited advance ticket  sale event  lasted nearly 
two and a half hours. The cruise destination was Polynesia, via the Schouweiler’s production of The Explorers of 
Polynesia, with an extended time under the stars for couples equipped with red flashlights and star charts. The event 
included breaks for beverages, different  kinds of cookies, and assorted “sugar bombs.” A week later, the planetarium’s 
WinterFest 2015 ran for two weekends. The first  weekend featured a variety of music laser shows, a science show titled 
Laser in Space, and a Black History Laser Tribute, all from Prismatic Magic. The second weekend featured planetarium 
shows from the Schouweiler’s show catalogue.

Michigan State Meeting
Date: May 2, 2015
Location: Abrams Planetarium, Michigan State University, East Lansing
Contact: Shannon Schmoll (schmoll@pa.msu.edu)

Matthew Linke from the U-M Museum of Natural History Planetarium  in Ann Arbor 
is pleased to announce that the U-M Regents have approved the budget, site, and plans 
for the new Biological Science Building, 50,000 square feet  of which will be the new 
Museum of Natural History. Demolition on the site (North Hall and the Herbarium) will 
start  in February. The dome will be 30 feet with a 10 degree tilt, 8 degree tilted floor, 
and approximately 70 seats. Their opening date will be 2018 or mid-2019. They are not 
yet announcing a specific projection system, but they do plan to fundraise for two 

planetarium systems in the dome, consistent  with their new teaching museum philosophy. The dome is also being fitted 
out for lectures, colloquia, dissertations, and the like, as well as with a distance learning package.
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Ohio State Meeting
Date: Saturday, April 11, 2015
Location: Bowling Green State University Planetarium, Bowling Green
Contact: Dale Smith (dsmith@newton.bgsu.edu)

Cleveland area planetarians and astronomy aficionados gathered at the home of Jeanne Bishop 
on Saturday, December 20 for their annual Christmas potluck. See Dale Smith’s photo on page 
11. This holiday tradition was begun by Jeanne and Allan Bishop in 1988 and has continued in 
every year since. Len Muni hosted the first  2015 meeting of the Cleveland Regional 
Association of Planetariums on February 18 at the Midpark Planetarium.
 The winter show at the Bowling Green  State  University Planetarium  is Oasis in Space, 

which uses their new SciDome XD fulldome system. The December show was the 25th annual run of the classic BGSU 
program Secret of the Star, originally run with slide projectors and now imported into SciDome.
 Congratulations to Dr. Ann Bragg of the Anderson-Hancock  Planetarium at Marietta College for becoming IPS 
Treasurer/Membership Chair on January 1. Ann joins fellow Ohio planetarians Sharon Shanks (Youngstown) and Dale 
Smith (BGSU) who serve respectively as Planetarian Editor and Directory Editor/Publications Chair in their work for 
IPS. Congratulations also to BGSU alum Bill Buckingham ‘86 who became Visitor Center Manager at  Kitt  Peak National 
Observatory in January. He previously managed the visitor center at Goddard Space Flight Center.
 Attention Buckeyes! If you want to see your news in this column, please respond to Dale Smith’s quarterly 
requests for news. As Dale quipped, “I didn’t do well in my mind-reading course in college, so please help by sharing 
your news.”
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 The Michigan Science Center in Detroit  has hired Paulette Auchtung as their new Planetarium 
Coordinator. She comes from the Adler Planetarium, where she worked as a presenter and got her degree from 
Wisconsin University. Theaters Senior Manager Fred Huebener recently attended IMAX’s demonstration of its 
new laser projection system in Toronto. It  was an 80-foot  wide flat screen demo and looked absolutely 

amazing.
 This spring, the Vollbrecht Planetarium in Southfield will offer eight  90-minute public shows on 

consecutive Wednesday evenings. Spring’s presenter, Mike Best, celebrates his 82nd orbit  with 20 of them under 
the Vollbrecht  dome. During public shows, the other planetarians (i.e. Cliff Jones and John Tremonti) are found behind the 
console adjusting a plethora of dials and switches while Mike waxes eloquently out  front under 13 to-scale planets and 
seven telescopes.

The spring meeting for Michigan will be held at the recently upgraded Michigan State University’s Abrams 
Planetarium in East Lansing. The Abrams Planetarium is currently running Ice Worlds for its feature show and will be 
switching to Violent Universe later in spring. Their family show, starting in March, will be Our Place in Space.
 At the Kalamazoo Valley Museum, the big news is that Eric Schreur will be joining the ranks of retired GLPA 
planetarians, effective July 1, 2015. Before that, he will be completing two projects – a family show called Small Worlds 
about the exploration of asteroids, comets, and dwarf planets; and a feature show called Eclipse 2017 about – you got it – 
the total eclipse of the Sun in August of 2017. These programs will be installed and ready for his successor to run. 
Upcoming shows include Secret of the Cardboard Rocket, Constellation Show – The Artists’ Sky, and Wildest Weather in 
the Solar System. Eric Schreur is also planning to present  a Sunday Science program titled “Photographing the Night 
Sky.”

The growing staff at  the Chaffee  Planetarium at  the Grand Rapids Public Museum has really been on the move 
in recent months. The first fully in-house production using their one-year-old Digistar 5 technology in the renovated 
theater – Pink Floyd’s The Dark Side of the Moon – opened in early March. Now, attention is being focused on their first 
core show, which will be a fulldome experience with original graphics about  one of the most  high-profile scientific 
discoveries – the Higgs Boson. One of the world’s up-and-coming researchers in particle physics, Chaffee Planetarium 
alumnus Dr. Jacob Bourjaily, is a consultant  for this ambitious project. Meanwhile, planning is accelerating now for the 
gala 50th anniversary celebration of GLPA in Grand Rapids in October.

In 2016, the Besser Museum  will celebrate its 50th Anniversary, and their Board of Trustees has adopted the goal 
of upgrading the planetarium sky theater with digital technology.
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The International  Planetarium Society (IPS) is the  largest organization of professional  planetarians in the  world. 
It is  comprised of members from all over the  globe. GLPA is an affiliate  of this prestigious organization. If you 
are not a member of IPS, you should consider becoming a member! Why?

Because IPS serves its members with . . .

• its full-color quarterly journal, Planetarian, filled with a wide range of articles
• its biennial conferences
• Proceedings of each IPS conference
• free publications, including the Directory of the World’s Planetariums and the IPS Resource Directory
• access to resources found only in the members section of the IPS website
• access to the IPS News listserv
• networking on all scales, from local to global

See more on the IPS website:  www.ips-planetarium.org

IPS dues are  only $65 a year, or two years for $100. Other levels  of membership are  also available  at Institutional 
and Corporate levels. For more information or to join IPS, please contact:

IPS
7714 Lookout Court
Alexandria  VA  22306
www.ips-planetarium.org

http://www.ips-planetarium.org
http://www.ips-planetarium.org
http://www.ips-planetarium.org
http://www.ips-planetarium.org
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WIMPS State Meeting
Date: Friday & Saturday, May 8 & 9, 2015
Location: Wausau West High School Planetarium, Wausau
Contact: Chris Janssen (cjanssen@wausau.k12.wi.us)

The L.E. Phillips Planetarium on the UWEC campus expects to be 
closed next year as a result  of the latest cuts to state funding of the 
University of Wisconsin system. The UWEC Department of Physics 
and Astronomy has two unfilled positions due to the hiring freeze, the 
current director (Lauren Likkel) will be needed to teach next year with 
no release time for the planetarium. Weekly public shows and 

children’s shows, scout groups, and school field trips will continue this spring. In May, the planetarium will participate in 
the ninth annual “Astronomy Day” in partnership with the Chippewa Valley Astronomical Society.
 Milwaukee’s Daniel M. Soref Planetarium  finished its original show Space Aliens: Looking for Life in the 
Universe. This staff is creating another new show called The First Stargazers. The story recreates one of the 
earliest recordings of early skywatchers, which were lunar observation etchings on bones some 30,000 years ago. The 
story is recreated in this show. The Soref Planetarium is also running its popular Valentines’ show Romancing the Stars.
 The UW-Milwaukee Manfred Olson Planetarium will have its first “Space Trek” on March 7 with special 
astronomical activities through the campus for adults and children. Spring Stars and their Myths will run until May. Jean 
Creighton reports that her arm is doing much better, and she thanks everyone for their good wishes!

Cleveland area planetarians and astronomy aficionados gathered at the home of Jeanne Bishop on Saturday, December 20 
for their annual Christmas potluck. Photograph taken by Dale Smith with Photoshop assistance by Bart Benjamin.
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Teach Astronomy with clear, dark skies.
When guests are seated and the lights dim, the night sky should look great, not gray.

Contact Chuck Rau  (314) 303-1140 
Email: crau@seilerinst.com • www.seilerinst.com

Photo courtesy of Laupheim Planetarium.

Ask us for a demonstration in your dome!

ZEISS SKYMASTER ZKP4

Fiber optics and LED illumination combine to 
create the world’s most spectacular night sky, 
rivaled only by Mother Nature herself.
Common controls with Zeiss powerdome® 
digital systems combine to provide the best 
of both worlds through one manufacturer.

ZEISS VELVET PROJECTOR

Carl Zeiss designed and manufactures their 
VELVET digital projector with a contrast ratio 
of 2,500,000:1 exclusively for planetarium 
and immersive theaters where a true black 
background is essential.

The sole distributor of Carl Zeiss Planetariums in 

the United States and Canada.



A R T I C L E S
WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

KEN PERKINS
Submitted by Mitch Luman

Ken Perkins once shared a story  at a GLPA Conference. Perhaps you will 
remember this particular story. It  involved a student of Ken’s who had a 
role in a Christmas pageant planetarium show at the Vandalia-Butler 
Planetarium at  the middle school where he worked. In this story, things 
didn’t work out quite as planned.

On the night of the Pageant, both parents and students were in 
attendance. One student’s role was to plug in the two ends of an 
extension cord to activate some sort of electrical device for the show’s 
finale. The student was concealed under a sheet in the center of the 
darkened planetarium. At the end of the show, the time came for the 
student to mate the two ends of the plugs. It must have been too dark to 
see the ends of the cord, so frantically, grasping both ends of the cord; the 
student then “felt” the metal prongs and proceeded to seat  the blades into 
their mark. Well, you can imagine what happened next. Under that sheet 
at that moment, the student got the surprise of their young life. He let out 
an “ouch”! The show ended and the student was apparently no worse 
after receiving their jolt. That is the way  I remember the story. It  has 
remained a memorable story for me ever since.

I am happy to report that Ken Perkins is alive and well and living in an assisted care facility in Lake 
Wales, Florida. Ken is now 89 years young and his memory is not as good as it used to be. I had the opportunity 
to speak with Ken during a recent phone conversation over the holidays. He sends his greetings to all GLPA 
members. He still receives the GLPA Newsletter, eagerly skimming its pages for news several times a year. He 
is frequently mindful of his many friends in the North.

Ken told me that the time he spent teaching at  the planetarium at Smith Middle School in Vandalia, Ohio 
made for some of the best times of his life. After retirement, like many  snowbirds, he moved to Florida. For a 
time, he worked at the planetarium at St. Petersburg College. In 1998, Ken began toting a portable planetarium 
around central Florida doing planetarium shows under the shingle, “Have Stars: Will Travel.” Ken says he has 
not been actively teaching astronomy for many, many years, but still has the fondest place in his heart for the 
stars. If you wish, you can write to Ken at:

     Ken Perkins
     10 Grove Avenue West #151
     Lake Wales  FL  33853
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Cosmic Colors: An Adventure Along the Spectrum is a dynamic new  planetarium show  from the Great Lakes 
Planetarium Association (GLPA) that will take you on a wondrous journey across the entire electromagnetic 
spectrum. Get ready for an amazing adventure under a rainbow of cosmic light!
  31 minutes in length   Target audience: 5th grade and up

Ordering information:
FULLDOME VERSION: $300 for a full dome masters at 4K x 4K   (need 1 TB hard drive)

$250 for full dome masters at 2K x 2K      (need 500 GB hard drive)
$200 for full dome masters at 1K x 1K      (need 100 GB hard drive)

For FullDome versions, each planetarium must ship an appropriate hard drive to GLPA. Show  encoding is the 
responsibility of each planetarium.
TRADITIONAL VERSION: $100 for traditional version with two discs -- a playable Cosmic Colors show DVD 
and a DVD data disc containing all-sky images, digital JPEG images, audio tracks, flattened video scenes, 
teacher guides, and documentation.

Order Cosmic Colors through the GLPA Online Store at glpa.org/online-store.

Cosmic  Co lors
An Adventure  Along  the  Spec trum

http://glpa.org/online-store
http://glpa.org/online-store
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GLPA CONFERENCE SCHOLARSHIP
Each year since 2011, GLPA’s Executive Committee has awarded a pre-determined number of 
scholarships for the next fall conference. Each scholarship waives the registration fee and meal 
package for the award recipient.

Complete rules and procedures for the GLPA Scholarship are provided on the following 
web document: www.glpa.org/sites/default/files/glpa-scholarship-info.pdf. The application form 
can be downloaded from www.glpa.org/sites/default/files/glpa-scholarship-form.pdf. The deadline 
for scholarship applications is September 1st.

2015 CONFERENCE UPDATE
Planning is well underway for the gala 50th Anniversary Celebration of GLPA in Grand Rapids, 
Michigan from October 14 -17, 2015. One highlight  will be a report  on the New Horizons mission 
to Pluto from one of the guidance engineers for the 9½ year journey. Other special speakers and 
commemorative events are being planned, with the conference countdown now underway.

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS UPDATE
Dale Smith reports that  production of the 2014 Conference Proceedings has been delayed because 
the co-worker who is responsible for the page layout of the publication has been dealing with 
extended illness and a death in his family. Production will move forward as soon as circumstances 
allow. Watch for additional updates posted to the GLPA members’ Google Group.

WELCOME GLPA’S NEW TECHNOLOGY CHAIR
During last  fall’s Executive Committee meeting, Geoff Holt announced that  he had began a search 
to find a member who was interested in learning Drupal and CiviCRM to potentially take over the 
GLPA website and the Technology Chair position.
 Geoff and the Executive Committee are pleased to announce that Dayna Thompson, who 
co-hosted the recent  conference at  Ball State University, will succeed Geoff Holt as GLPA’s 
Technology Chair. Geoff will continue serving GLPA in other capacities.
 Congratulations to Dayna, and a huge and heartfelt thank you  to Geoff Holt  for his 
outstanding service to GLPA.
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U P D AT E
Jeanne Bishop, IPS Representative 

Under the leadership of Jon Elvert, IPS is working on its effort Vision 2020. At  the fall GLPA meeting, Jon presented a 
paper about  this effort. Vision 2020  was setback somewhat due to the unexpected withdrawal of Paul Knappenberger from 
his position as IPS President-Elect and designated leader of Vision 2020. But now, processes are picking up speed. A 
SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) analysis has been ongoing and many have responded. However, 
the Vision 2020  Committee still needs more thoughts from individual members. Feedback from each member is desired 
and needed to move forward meaningfully.
 Jon Elvert has an important question for every IPS member: What  is the one thing about IPS that you feel could 
be the most important change or improvement?
 Please read the document below prepared by the Vision 2020  Committee. Then, be sure to give Jon’s question 
some thought  and respond. Send your response to either Jon Elvert at jelvert@lasm.org or me at  
jeanneebishop@wowway.com.
 For instance, I already sent Jon this idea of mine, which I feel is very important: Discover ways to better use 
technology to engage planetarians and improve communication. Not only has planetarium technology changed immensely 
since its founding (45 years ago as ISPE, the International Society of Planetarium Educators), but computer, laptop, and 
cell phone technology have exploded.
 If you agree and have further thoughts about  the technology suggestion, please share your ideas. If you have other 
ideas, please share them.
 2015 is not an IPS conference year. IPS met  in Beijing last year and will meet  in Warsaw in 2016. But it  is hoped 
that much work can be accomplished on the Vision 2020  project  this year and discussed in detail at  the off-year IPS 
council meeting in Montreal on August 7-8. Please forward your opinions about  IPS change, which are extremely 
valuable, to Jon or me within the next month so that  your voice in Vision 2020 can be heard and your ideas can be 
implemented. I look forward to GLPA members having an important role in the Vision 2020 project.
 IPS welcomes new officers Joanne Young, President; Shawn Laatsch, President-Elect; Thomas Kraupe, Past  
President; and Ann Bragg, Treasurer.
 As always, I welcome your suggestions about any aspect of IPS procedures, not just Vision 2020.

International Planetarium Society
Vision 2020 Strategic Plan

Rationale and Approach
The International Planetarium Society (IPS) is the global association of planetarium professionals. Its nearly 700 members 
come from more than 35 countries and represent schools, colleges and universities, museums, and public facilities of all 
sizes, including both fixed and portable planetariums. To meet future challenges, the IPS Officers and Council met in 
August, 2013 and adopted a “Vision 2020 initiative” -- a bold, far reaching strategic planning initiative designed to foster 
fresh ideas and encourage serious discussion about how we might reshape IPS for continued growth and relevancy. 
Vision 2020 will become the strategic document that will guide IPS in the decade ahead. To be effective, the planning 
process must be inclusive, providing opportunities for input and feedback for all IPS members, including individuals and 
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institutions. It must consider the perspectives of all types of planetariums (stand-alones, portables, and those in museums, 
science centers, schools, and universities), as well as vendors and external partners. Vision 2020 must anticipate what will 
be different over the next ten years and answer the question: How can IPS better serve and support its members as they 
work to accomplish their missions?
Vision 2020 will be created by focusing on how best to

1. improve and increase professional development efforts that are based on research and best practices (e.g. 
summer schools, KAVLI Institute); 

2. strengthen ties with the professional scientific community in the field of astronomy and other space sciences 
(e.g. ESO, NASA, ESA, NAOJ) to bring current research and discoveries to our audiences through immersive 
data visualization on our domes;

3. expand international collaborations in recognition of the more global nature of our society and increase media 
attention to foster enhanced financial support;

4. gain greater recognition for IPS members’ efforts and results, especially as related to STEM or STEAM 
education; and 

5. provide support and leadership in transitioning to next-generation planetarium design, technologies and 
content development.

The process of creating Vision 2020 must engage our younger members, who have unique perspectives and enthusiasm, 
as well as tap into the deep experience pool of our longer-term members. We must review and update the IPS Mission, 
By-laws and Procedures; the format and effectiveness of Council meetings; conference guidelines and best practices; 
standing committees; awards; and other aspects of the services that IPS provides to its community.
Vision 2020 will provide IPS with the opportunity to grow and better support its membership in every region around the 
world.

Format
Vision 2020 will use a format that many organizations have found helpful to clearly articulate plans and then assess 
progress towards their shared vision. Existing IPS Mission, Vision, and Values Statements will be updated to reflect 
changes that have occurred since they were developed and that are anticipated to occur in the decade ahead. 
The Mission will state why IPS exists and what it does. The Vision will clearly articulate what IPS aspires to become in 
the next ten years. The Values will be a set of beliefs that are shared among the members of IPS. Values will drive the 
culture of IPS, help shape priorities, and provide a framework in which decisions are made.
To support these three fundamental statements, goals will be developed to guide the work of IPS in the decade ahead. A 
goal is a broad aim toward which IPS efforts will be directed over a ten-year period. It states where IPS is going, rather 
than how we will get there.
To achieve each goal, a set of objectives will be formulated. An objective is a specific and measurable milestone that must 
be accomplished in order to reach a goal. Progress towards accomplishing objectives can be readily measured over the 
course of one or two years.
As Vision 2020 evolves, strategies will be implemented for accomplishing each objective. A strategy is a plan of action 
that states how IPS will accomplish each objective.

Methods and Steps for creating Vision 2020
Suggestions and input from the IPS community will be welcomed and encouraged throughout the planning process, 
seeking the perspectives of university theaters, large stand-alone theaters, planetariums that are part of science centers or 
museums, portable domes, school theaters, the international community, external partners, vendors, potential new 
members, and the fulldome evolution that is now encompassing other sciences, arts, and culture. To facilitate input and to 
guide the planning process, several steps are envisioned.

U P D AT E Vernal Equinox, 2015
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Develop a renewed appreciation for our 
fragile planet. Sigourney Weaver narrates this 
immersive excursion that explores a universe 
filled with the possibility of life. 

Winner 
FullDome Award of Excellence
Jena FullDome Festival

Earthquake explores the forces that  
transform the surface of our planet and 
influence the course of human history. 
Narrated by Benjamin Bratt.

Evidence of a Restless Planet

FINALIST 
Best Video

the international  
science & engineering  

visualization challenge

nominated 
Best Visual Effects  
in a Special Venue

Visual effects society 

nominated 
Best FullDome Program

Jackson Hole  
Wildlife Film Festival

Narrated by Academy Award winner Jodie 
Foster, Life launches the audience on a 
journey through time to witness key events 
since the Big Bang that set the stage for life. 

Winner 
Best Integration of Scientific 
Data and Best in Narration
Jena FullDome Festival

Winner 
Best FullDome Program

Jackson Hole  
Wildlife Film Festival

For more information on licensing our shows, visit www.calacademy.org/licensing.

Learn how life changes our planet<—<and  
how we benefit from our connections to  
the life that surrounds us.

Our new show coming March 2015!



1. Establish a Vision 2020 Planning Team: The IPS Officers, with input from Council, will identify and appoint a 
Planning Team of five persons; each one assigned the lead in formulation of one of the six goal statement above. 
Members of this Team will: 
• facilitate and coordinate input from and communications among all stakeholders throughout the planning 

process
• review and analyze input and feedback from member’s surveys, vendors, external partners, committee chairs, 

Council members, and officers
• review existing documents and results of previous surveys
• examine documents from other similar organizations
• assist in leading a S.W.O.T. analysis
• draft the documents necessary in creating all components of the Vision 2020 document 
The Planning Team will do much of its work using the Internet, will meet periodically via Skype, will organize 
and lead a planning workshop aligned with the 2015 Council meeting, and will make a final presentation of 
Vision 2020 at the 2016 Conference with implementation expected early 2017. The Planning Team will report to 
the IPS Officers, and will be chaired by Jon Elvert. In selecting members of the Planning Team, consideration 
will be given to individuals who are willing to commit to the time and effort required to accomplish the specified 
tasks, and who represent many of the diverse perspectives listed in the opening paragraph of this section. See 
attachment for list of both Planning Team and Advisory Group members.

2. Assemble an Advisory Group: The Officers will recruit advisors to provide historical and focused perspectives 
on important topics that emerge in the preparations of Vision 2020. This group will serve in an advisory capacity, 
not in a policy-making role. It will conduct its work via the Internet and during targeted Skype sessions, and will 
not be expected to participate in regularly-scheduled or on-going meetings. Advisors may be drawn from IPS 
past-presidents, external partners, and individuals with specialized knowledge and experience.

3. Conduct a survey of members and non-members: After reviewing existing survey results, the Planning Team will 
formulate a new survey specifically designed to gather input for Vision 2020 that will be sent to all members. 
This survey will be part of an analysis of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (a SWOT analysis).

4. Activate Council members: Council members, along with the Officers and the committee chairs are key to 
facilitating and gathering useful information to formulate the essential components of Vision 2020. Council 
members will actively engage other IPS members in the planning process through Affiliates and standing 
committees. They will be responsible for reviewing and commenting in a timely manner on draft documents 
prepared by the Planning Team. The Planning Team will develop effective means of communication to enable 
Council members and other key individuals to be actively involved, and to keep them informed as plan details 
develop. Communications may include a chat-line, blog, and/or designated sections of the IPS website.

5. Inform and engage Affiliates: A descriptive document and/or short video about the Vision2020 process will be 
produced to aid Council members in informing and engaging Affiliate members about the planning process.

6. Conduct a Planning Workshop: The workshop will align with the 2015 Council meeting, during which the Vision 
2020 Planning Team, Officers and Council members will participate. Web streaming to other key stakeholders not 
in attendance could be arranged.

For current Vision 2020 Timeline, budget, and list of Planning Team & Advisory Group members, please contact Jon 
Elvert.

Respectfully submitted, Dec.15th, 2014
Jon W. Elvert, Chair, IPS Vision 2020 Initiative
Thomas W. Kraupe, IPS President, Dave Weinrich, IPS Past-President, 
Joanne Young, IPS President-Elect, Lee Ann Henning, IPS Executive Secretary, 
Shawn Laatsch, IPS Treasurer & Membership Chair

U P D AT E Vernal Equinox, 2015
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Lamp Replacement
Made Easy

1.855.YES.LAMPS | +44.1322.282397 | lamps@electrosonic.com

Payment only on receipt of your lamp

Lamp warranty begins at installation

Guaranteed availability

And many more exciting perks...

•
•
•
•

Global Immersion is now the
Electrosonic Giant Screen & Planetarium Team

Visit our immersive theater website: ElectrosonicImmersion.com

Extensive selection for most digital

projector brands & models

Choose original equipment or 

OEM-equivalent lamps at up to

50% less than MSRP OEM prices

•
•

Lamp Replacement Program

A tailored service for planetariums 

that eleminates the hassle of 

procuring, purchasing and budgeting 

for your projector lamps.

Projector Lamp Sales

Reduce your lamp replacement costs 

and ensure you utilize only the highest 

quality lamps by purchasing your lamps 

from Electrosonic.



NEED  FINANCING?



VOLUME X, NUMBER 1 VERNAL EQUINOX, 1975

There was no Vernal Equinox issue in 1975.
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DON’T MISS OUT

To be included in the summer issue’s State News 
column, please forward news from your facility to 
your state chair in the latter half of April.

If you have a digital picture of a newsworthy event 
held at your planetarium, please e-mail it to Bart 
Benjamin for possible inclusion in the IPS 
Planetarian’s “International News” column.

WHO DO I CONTACT?

If you ever have a GLPA-related question, but are 
not quite sure to whom you should direct that 
question, GLPA may have your answer.
 The GLPA website has a page that provides 
a helpful way to determine who best  could answer 
your question. To use it, please visit

glpa.org/contacts

HST IMAGES
If you would like to download beautiful Hubble Space 
Telescope images like the ones that are found throughout 
the GLPA Newsletter, all you need to do is visit:

Hubble Heritage Project
heritage.stsci.edu/

or

HubbleSite Gallery website
hubblesite.org/gallery/

And the best news of  all? Since the photos come from 
NASA, they are free (with proper credit)!
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VOLUME XXX, NUMBER 1 VERNAL EQUINOX, 1995
(12 pages in length)

GLPA’s 107th newsletter and the first issue of 1995 contained the 
following articles and columns:

★ In his Editor’s Message, Bart  Benjamin noted that  “during the past  few years, the GLPA Newsletter has gradually 
grown in size. What  used to be contained in twelve pages now often requires twenty or more pages. To balance the goals 
of maximizing the number of articles, meeting minutes and notices that appears in the newsletter while minimizing the 
postal costs to the organization, there are usually three long issues and one short issue of the GLPA Newsletter each 
calendar year. The spring issue of the GLPA Newsletter is traditionally the short  issue. In lieu of this, a couple of articles 
that I recently received will be saved until the summer issue. If you are one of these authors, I hope you'll 
understand.” [Ed. Once the GLPA Newsletter started to include paid advertising, we were no longer able to send the 
newsletter via USPS bulk rate. With the number of advertising pages growing larger each year, last  year’s newsletters 
ranged from 30 - 46 pages in length].

★ The Indiana State news offered “Congratulations to Art  Klinger on the birth of his son, Jacob Joseph!” [Ed. Twenty 
years later, Art Klinger provided me with the following update to share]:

Zero to 20 years in what has seemed like a few blinks of the eye! That’s what it’s been like watching my son Jake 
grow into adulthood. It’s a feeling that many of you have experienced, I’m sure.

Although he finds certain aspects of astronomy and Earth sciences interesting, his real passion is history, which 
started out as a simple question when he was six years old: “Hey Dad, what was the cybil war?” So, I showed him the 
movie “Gettysburg” and long story short, he was hooked. His interest eventually spread to warfare across the globe and 
through the centuries. He also participated in football, baseball, and golf.

Jake is currently enrolled as a History major and American History minor at Indiana University in Bloomington, 
Indiana. His future plans are either to be a history professor or join the military as an intelligence officer in the 
Pentagon. It will be interesting to watch his journey unfold.

★ Dayle Brown from Pegasus Productions and Olive Township Elementary School is taking her Young Astronauts to 
Space Camp in Huntsville this spring. Dayle will also be making a presentation at  the Star Lab Workshop at the MAPS 
meeting in Trenton, New Jersey in May.

★ In early 1995, GLPA had ten patron members – Astro-Tec, Audio Visual Imagineering, Bowen Music Productions, East 
Coast Control Systems, Evans and Sutherland, GOTO, Laser Fantasy, Minolta, Pangolin Laser Software, and Seiler 
Instrument. [Ed. All but  one of these companies was a conference sponsor for the 2014 conference. GLPA is very 
fortunate to have such longstanding corporate sponsors! Currently, GLPA has 26 sponsors! They are listed in each issue of 
the GLPA Newsletter (see page 30].

★ In early 1995, GLPA’s President  was Dave Batch, its President-Elect  was April Whitt, its Past President was Dale 
Smith, and its IPS Representative was Dayle Brown. [Ed. Dayle Brown returned to the GLPA Executive Committee in the 
spring of 2014, this time as GLPA’s President-Elect].
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Digital Theaterwww.es.com
digistar5@es.com

NOW AVAILABLE FOR

YOUR FULLDOME AND

PLANETARIUM THEATER!



DigitalSky

The  next  evolution  in  intuitive, 

unified fulldome theater software. 

Introducing

skyskan.com



The Great Lakes Planetarium Association acknowledges 
the following companies and organizations for their 
generous support in Fiscal Year 2014-15:

Parallel Universe Sponsors
Ash Enterprises    www.ash-enterprises.com
Evans & Sutherland    www.es.com
GOTO INC.     www.goto.co.jp/english
R.S.A. Cosmos    www.rsacosmos.com/en/
Seiler Instrument    www.seilerinst.com/divisions/planetarium/
Spitz      www.spitzinc.com
Sky-Skan     www.skyskan.com

Universe Sponsors
Astro-Tec Manufacturing, Inc.  www.astro-tec.com
Audio Visual Imagineering, Inc.  www.av-imagineering.com
Digitalis Education Solutions, Inc.  www.digitaliseducation.com
Konica Minolta Planetarium/Magna-Tech www.mediaglobeplanetarium.com
Mirage 3D     www.mirage3d.eu

Solar System Sponsors
Bays Mountain Productions   www.baysmountain.com/planetarium-productions/
California Academy of Sciences  www.calacademy.org
ChromaCove     www.chromacove.com
Clark Planetarium    www.clarkplanetarium.org
GeoGraphics Imaging & Consulting www.geographicsimaging.com
Milwaukee Public Museum   www.mpm.edu
Museum of Science/Charles Hayden Plm. www.mos.org

Planet Sponsors
East Coast Control Systems   www.eastcoastcontrol.com
Laser Fantasy    www.laserfantasy.com
Michigan Science Center   www.mi-sci.org
Prismatic Magic    www.prismaticmagic.com
SCISS Uniview    www.scalingtheuniverse.com

Moon Sponsors
Bowen Technovation    www.bowentechnovation.com
Stargarten     www.billionsuns.eu
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IMAGE CREDITS

The current design of the GLPA Newsletter incorporates 
small sections of several Hubble Space Telescope images 
for its page mastheads. These and other images can be 
accessed from the Hubble Heritage Project website at 
heritage.stsci.edu or the HubbleSite Gallery website at 
hubblesite.org/gallery. And because the photos are from 
NASA, they are free to use (with proper credit).

Cover:  Hubble Wide Field Camera 3 Image Details Star Birth in Galaxy M83
  Credit: NASA, ESA, and the Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

Image Credits page background image: Abstract Art Found in the Orion Nebula
  Credit: NASA, ESA, and The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

State News: Prototypical Barred Spiral Galaxy NGC 1300
  Credit: NASA, ESA, The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

Bulletin Board: Hubble Ultra Deep Field (STScI-2004-28)
   Credit: NASA, ESA, R. Windhorst (Arizona State University)
    and H. Yan (Spitzer Science Center, Caltech)

IPS Update: August 29, 2011 GOES East Full Disk Satellite Image
  NASA/NOAA GOES Project Science website

Articles: A Giant Hubble Mosaic of the Crab Nebula
  Credit: NASA, ESA, J. Hester and A. Loll (Arizona State University)
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THE GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION (GLPA) offers membership opportunities to all  individuals in any way connected with 
the operation of planetariums regardless of geographic location. GLPA is an affiliate of IPS (International Planetarium Society), NSTA (National 
Science Teachers Association), and  IMERSA (Immersive Media Entertainment, Research, Science & Arts). Membership dues are $20 annually, 
payable at  the time of the Autumnal Equinox. General correspondence should be addressed to the Secretary, and requests for membership should be 
addressed to the Membership Chair (see below). The quarterly GLPA Newsletter is received by all members in good standing. Ideas and opinions 
expressed in the GLPA Newsletter  are not  necessarily those of GLPA, its membership  or the editor. Deadlines for contributions fall  on the 1st of 
February, May, August and November. Send information to GLPA Newsletter Editor (address below). Copyright © 2015.

GLPA Home Page:
glpa.org

PLEASE NOTE:

The GLPA Newsletter is printed and mailed from:

Physics and Astronomy Department
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green  OH  43403

For a replacement copy of this newsletter, please contact Dale Smith
(address given above).

Astronomical photographs used within the GLPA Newsletter are courtesy of 
NASA and the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI).

PRESIDENT
Garry Beckstrom
Flint, Michigan
garrybeckstrom@comcast.net

PRESIDENT-ELECT
Dayle Brown
South Bend, Indiana
dayledavid@comcast.net

PAST PRESIDENT
David Leake
William M. Staerkel Planetarium
Champaign, Illinois
dleake@parkland.edu

SECRETARY
Daniel Tell
Morrison Planetarium
San Francisco, California
dtell@calacademy.org

TREASURER
Cheri Adams
Boonshoft Museum of Discovery
Dayton, Ohio
cadams@boonshoftmuseum.org

IPS REPRESENTATIVE
Jeanne Bishop
Westlake Schools Planetarium
Westlake, Ohio
jeanneebishop@wowway.com

MEMBERSHIP
John Potts
Bay City, Michigan
jjpotts42@gmail.com

PUBLICATIONS
     GLPA NEWSLETTER  EDITOR
Bart Benjamin
Cernan Earth and Space Center
River Grove, Illinois
bartbenjamin@triton.edu

     PROCEEDINGS EDITOR
Dale Smith
BGSU Planetarium
Bowling Green, Ohio
dsmith@newton.bgsu.edu

EDUCATION
Susan C. Batson
North Hills High School
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
batsons.nhsd@gmail.com

DEVELOPMENT
Robert Bonadurer
Daniel M. Soref Planetarium
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
bonadurer@mpm.edu

HISTORIAN
Garry Beckstrom
Flint, Michigan
garrybeckstrom@comcast.net

GIFT SHOP
Todd DeZeeuw
Gary E. Sampson Planetarium
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
dezeeuto@wauwatosa.k12wi.us

TECHNOLOGY
Dayna Thompson
Charles W. Brown Planetarium
Ball State University; Muncie, Indiana
dlthompson3@bsu.edu

     AUDIO-VISUAL RESOURCES
David Leake
William M. Staerkel Planetarium
Champaign, Illinois
dleake@parkland.edu

     TECHNOLOGIES AD HOC
Waylena M. McCully
William M. Staerkel Planetarium
Champaign, Illinois
wmccully@parkland.edu

CONFERENCE PLANNING
Gary Tomlinson
Comstock Park, Michigan
gtomlins@sbcglobal.net

2015 CONFERENCE HOST
Kenneth J. Cott
Roger B. Chaffee Planetarium
Grand Rapids Public Museum
272 Pearl Street NW
Grand Rapids, Michigan  49504
(616) 929-1747
kcott@grpm.org

UPCOMING GLPA CONFERENCES:
2015 October 14 - 17
 Grand Rapids, Michigan

2016 To be determined
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visiting  glpa.org/exec.
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July 14: New Horizons flies by Pluto



IMAGE CREDITS

Cover Illustration: Artist’s concept of the New Horizons spacecraft during its planned 
encounter with Pluto and its moon, Charon. Its  closest approach to Pluto will occur on 
July 14, 2015 at approximately 11:50 UTC (6:50 a.m. CDT). The craft’s  miniature 
cameras, radio science experiment, ultraviolet and infrared spectrometers, and space 
plasma experiments  would characterize the global geology and geomorphology of Pluto 
and Charon, map their surface compositions  and temperatures, and examine Pluto’s 
atmosphere in detail. The spacecraft’s most prominent design feature is  a nearly 7-foot 
(2.1-meter) dish antenna, through which it would communicate with Earth from as far as 
4.7 billion miles (7.5 billion kilometers) away.
Credit: Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory/Southwest Research Institute (JHUAPL/SwRI)

The current design of the GLPA Newsletter incorporates small sections of 
several Hubble Space Telescope images for its page mastheads. These and 
other images can be accessed from the Hubble Heritage Project website at 
heritage.stsci.edu or the HubbleSite Gallery website at hubblesite.org/
gallery. And because the photos are from NASA, they  are free to use (with 
proper credit).

Cover   Solar Dynamics Observatory Captures X1.9 Class Solar Flare
Masthead:  (Nov. 3, 2011)  Credit: NASA/SDO

Image Credits page background image: Abstract Art Found in the Orion Nebula
  Credit: NASA, ESA, and The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

State News Prototypical Barred Spiral Galaxy NGC 1300
Masthead: Credit: NASA, ESA, The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

Bulletin Board Hubble Ultra Deep Field (STScI-2004-28)
Masthead:  Credit: NASA, ESA, R. Windhorst (Arizona State University)
   and H. Yan (Spitzer Science Center, Caltech)

IPS Update  August 29, 2011 GOES East Full Disk Satellite Image
Masthead: NASA/NOAA GOES Project Science website

Articles A Giant Hubble Mosaic of the Crab Nebula
Masthead: Credit: NASA, ESA, J. Hester and A. Loll (Arizona State University)
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I think summer is finally coming. I have to be careful 
though, because after some really warm weather, it turned 
cool again. But  wait  . . . I forgot, I live in Michigan! I’m 
really looking forward to this summer because the New 
Horizons spacecraft will finally arrive at Pluto in July and 
there is no doubt  that  the new pictures and information we 
get will blow our minds. The universe is more wonderful, 
strange, and interesting than any of us can really imagine.
 To help us teach about our wonderful universe, 
do you have a project you’ve been thinking about that 
might  further the goals of GLPA? A project that could 
benefit our members and is not  specific to one facility? A 
project that  would be aligned with NGSS and/or state 

science standards? The Executive Committee has approved guidelines for submitting project proposals to a Project 
Review Subcommittee for funding by GLPA. If you think you might have just  such an idea, contact  Sue Batson, GLPA 
Education Chair, for details.
 This is an election year for GLPA. It’s important that you participate in running your association. We have some 
great  candidates running for office this year. Check them out beginning on page 23. If you find that you will be unable to 
attend the conference in October, be sure to request an absentee ballot when you renew your membership online.
 The folks at  the Roger B. Chaffee Planetarium in Grand Rapids are hard at  work on the upcoming conference, 
which will mark the 50th anniversary of the Great Lakes Planetarium Association. The primary founder of GLPA, Von Del 
Chamberlain, has agreed to come and speak on his experiences, reflect  on his career, and look ahead to the future of our 
profession. Von Del certainly is experienced. From Longway Planetarium to Abrams Planetarium to the Einstein 
Spacearium at  the Air and Space Museum to Hansen (now Clark) Planetarium, there’s a lot to learn from Von Del. We 
need to know about our past  in order to look to the future. This will be a talk not  to miss. It will be my honor to welcome 
back GLPA’s first president. Keep an eye out; online registration for the conference will go live shortly and everyone will 
be notified by postcard and email when that happens.

(continued on page 11)

Garry Beckstrom

President’s
Message

Recently, my parent  institution (Triton College) completed a 
year-long celebration of its 50th anniversary. During its 
inaugural year (1964) the Great  Lakes Planetarium 
Association was also founded. Soon, GLPA will have its 
own 50th anniversary celebration in the same city that 
hosted its very first  conference -- Grand Rapids, Michigan. 
From the history page of the GLPA website comes this 
abridged description of that 1965 conference:
“That event took place on October 8 and 9, with headquarters at 
the Pantlind Hotel and what was then known as the “Planetarium 
of the Grand Rapids Public Museum.” There were about 75 
participants for the two-day meeting, with the keynote banquet 
address delivered by Dr. Ralph Baldwin, an authority on the 
moon. A proposed constitution proposed by the steering 
committee was debated and the organization was officially born. 
Von Del Chamberlain is elected as GLPA’s first president.”

I look forward to celebrating GLPA's 50th anniversary milestone with as many of you as possible at  the upcoming 
conference in Grand Rapids. We will have much to celebrate!
 As many of you know, I recently reached my own personal milestone and retired from my full-time planetarium 
position. As many of you also know, my role as GLPA Publications Chair and Newsletter Editor will not  change. 
However, my email address has changed, since my Triton College email has been discontinued. If you regularly submit 
material for the GLPA Newsletter, please make a note of my new email address, which is bart.benjamin@icloud.com. For 
those of you who've previously sent messages to my Gmail account, that remains a valid way of reaching me as well.
 Please note that  the deadline for the autumn issue of the GLPA Newsletter is August 1, 2015. Please submit  your 
facility reports to your State Chairs by late-July. Have a wonderful summer! Let's hope that  New Horizons will give us 
some great images of Pluto!

Editor’s
Message

Bart
Benjamin
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Illinois has a new State Chair – 
Renae Kerrigan from the  Peoria 
Riverfront Museum. In late-April, 
Bart Benjamin resigned from these 
duties after two stints spanning 18½ 
years. Congrats to both!

The Illinois State  Meeting was held 
on  Saturday, May 2 at the  Staerkel 
Planetarium on the  campus of 
Parkland College in Champaign. 
See page 19 for details.

The Strickler Planetarium on the 
campus of Olivet Nazarene University had another strong 
season with monthly public shows and school visits 
throughout the year. A university grant provided $2,000 in 
transportation funding so that  nearby low-income schools 
could visit  the planetarium. Among many visits, they set  a 
record this year for campus coordination with 185 sixth-
graders from Manteno Middle School, who were hosted on 
campus for a presentation in the planetarium and 
participated in STEM activities and demonstration with 
Olivet’s student chapters of the National Science Teachers 
Association and the Society of Women Engineers. Shows 
this season include Attack of the Space Pirates, Stars, One 
World, One Sky: Big Bird's Adventure, Undiscovered 
Worlds, Dawn of the Space Age, and We Are Aliens.
 The Dome Planetarium  at the Peoria Riverfront 
Museum was busy with school groups and special events 
this spring. They hosted their first electronic music concert 
in May – Robert  Rich played as part of his Filaments Tour. 
It  was a great success with 80 tickets sold. They also 
participated in JPL’s “I C Ceres” event in May, and will 
host a Pluto Party on July 14 to celebrate New Horizons’ 
flyby of the dwarf planet. This summer, to accompany their 
feature exhibition “Dinosaurs in Motion”, they will use 
Uniview to teach visitors about  Earth’s geologic history 
and asteroid impacts.
 The Elgin School District Planetarium  and Elgin 
National Watch Company Observatory in Elgin is 
wrapping up its 51st  year with the addition of The Moon 
and Legends of the Night Sky: Perseus and Andromeda to 
its fulldome offerings. The next  year will include, in 
addition to daily lessons, merit  badge workshops, public 
evening shows, and boy/girl scout sessions.
 The Cernan Earth and Space Center on the 
campus of Triton College in River Grove enjoyed more 

STATE CHAIRS

ILLINOIS: Renae Kerrigan
  Peoria Riverfront Museum
 222 S Washington Street
 Peoria, Illinois  61602
 (309) 863-3030
 rkerrigan@peoriariverfrontmuseum.org

INDIANA:  Alan Pareis
 9421 Stagecoach Drive
 Fort Wayne, Indiana  46804
 (260) 432-8786
 bellerophonii@aol.com

MICHIGAN:  Matthew Linke
 University of Michigan Plm.
 Room 4508 Museums
 1109 Geddes Avenue
 Ann Arbor, Michigan  48109
 (734) 647-1381
 mlinke@umich.edu

OHIO:  Dale Smith
 BGSU Planetarium
 Department of Physics & Astronomy
 Bowling Green State University
 Bowling Green, Ohio  43403
 (419) 372-8666
 dwsmith@bgsu.edu

WISCONSIN/ Jean Creighton
MINNESOTA:  Manfred Olson Planetarium
 Univ. of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
 1900 E. Kenwood Boulevard
 Milwaukee, Wisconsin  53201
 (414) 229-4961
 jcreight@uwm.edu
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changes during the past  month than it  has during the previous decade. In mid-April, their new Super MediaGlobe 
II was installed, propelling the Cernan Center into the fulldome universe. Late this summer, new theater seating 
will replace their 31-year-old counterparts. On May 1st, Director Bart Benjamin retired after 30 years at  the 
Cernan Center and 34 years in the museum/planetarium profession.

S TAT E  N E W S
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The Indiana State Meeting was held on Saturday, May 2 at the  Digital Visualization 
Theater on the  campus of the University of Notre Dame in South Bend. See page  20 for 
details.

Art  Klinger, who has served as Director of the P-H-M DVT/Planetarium in Mishawaka, is 
retiring after 35 years. He has been in the P-H-M School District  for 45 years. During the past six 
months, Art  has been mentoring Mindy O’Malley on astronomy and planetarium operations. 
Mindy is an eighth grade science teacher in the Penn Harris School System who will become the 
Planetarium Director upon Art’s retirement. It was good to meet Mindy at the spring state 
meeting.
 The Charles W. Brown Planetarium on the campus of Ball State University in Muncie 
will host  its first-ever kids summer camp, “Adventures in Space,” for 4th-6th graders from June 
21st – 26th. Most of the activities for this residential camp are inspired by the NASA design 
challenge “Gaining Traction on Mars.” For the first  time ever, the planetarium will have public 

programs scheduled during the summer months at  Ball State. The CWB hosted the American Association of Variable Star 
Observers (AAVSO) conference from June 4 - 6.
  GLPA President-Elect Dayle  Brown of South Bend has become president  of the Art League, auxiliary of the 
South Bend Museum of Art. Dayle’s last  book, titled Skylore from Planet  Earth: stories from around the world…Comets 
and Meteors is available online or directly from Dayle. Dayle will be at the annual conference in Grand Rapids this year 
as a vendor with her books and watercolor illustrations for purchase.

Summer Solstice, 2015

The Michigan State  Meeting was held on Saturday, May 2 at the Abrams 
Planetarium in East Lansing. Nearly 30 planetarians gathered for food, fun, 
fulldome, and various presentations and updates. Thanks to Bowen Technovation 
and ChromaCove for the morning snacks and lunch.

The Michigan Science Center continues to make available a free fulldome show about 
the Sun called Sunstruck. This show was funded by NASA and is 21 minutes long, 
allowing for a live show portion to be added. The show comes complete with educator 
and teacher resource guides. Additionally, solar activity kits and a show kiosk exhibit 
are also available for no charge other than shipping. Information on all of these elements 
is available at www.mi-sci.org/sunstruck by email at sunstruck@mi-sci.org or by phone 
at (313) 577-8400, Ext. 474.
 The staff at the Chaffee  Planetarium in Grand Rapids are now in high frenzy as 
they work out all the details required to make the upcoming 2015 Gala 50th Anniversary 

Conference (October 14-17) the best ever. Please read the latest  updates on page 12. Meanwhile, the first in-house 
production using Digistar 5, Dark Side: The Light Show featuring Pink Floyd’s iconic album, is playing to large audiences 
and great reviews. The staff is also tackling a number of other projects as they keep an eye on the calendar now counting 
down to the big fall conference. The Grand Rapids Public Museum collaborates with the Grand Rapids Amateur 
Astronomical Association in operating the James C. Veen Observatory near Lowell, and twice monthly public observing 
nights are underway. Check out the observatory’s schedule at graaa.org.
 At the University of Michigan's Museum of Natural History Planetarium, new museum planning moves into 
the schematic design phase on May 4, and the drawings are getting increasingly detailed. The University's development 
people are ramping up the fundraising stage as well. Demolition on the building site is about complete. On March 20/21, 
the Museum hosted the general public and faculty and students to an open house, the topic of which was “Neurodome.” 
The staff hope that this Uniview-based 3D exploration of the human brain will soon be added to their collection of live 
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This program is funded in part by the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation.

Narrated by Frances McDormand

Explore our relationship with the animals, plants and  
other life forms that make up the many ecosystems on  
earth. Learn how life changes our planet and how we  
benefit from our connections with all the life that  
surrounds us. 

To watch the trailer and for information on ordering  
the show, visit www.calacademy.org/licensing or  
contact your local distributor.

A new fulldome experience from the California Academy of Sciences



The Ohio State Meeting was held on Saturday, April 11 at the Bowling Green State 
University Planetarium. See page 21 for details.

The Buckeyes are busy! Alex Mak reports that the University of Toledo/Ritter 
Planetarium’s Brooks Observatory is undergoing a significant  renovation this summer. 
They are replacing their venerable six-inch Brashear refractor with a Celestron 14 Edge HD 
telescope mounted on a Paramount MX+ mount. The new facility will be a state of the art 
instructional observatory that will continue the mission of undergraduate education and 
public outreach. Partial funding comes from a series of endowments established 
posthumously by Helen Brooks, the founding director.
 At the Shaker Heights Planetarium, Bryan Child continues to fully support  
earth and space science by bringing each K-6 class to the planetarium 2-3 times during the 
school year. New this year were all of Shaker ninth graders coming for a special lesson, as 

well as visits by numerous schools from other districts. With the new SciDome, Bryan is also expanding his unique lesson 
offerings.
 Bryan has also been assisting the reopening of the Warrenville Heights Schools Planetarium. It had been 
inactive for years but reopened this year with a SciDome Touch system and a refurbished room. They had their first 
elementary field trip in early May.
 Formerly at  Shaker and now retired in Put-in-Bay (PIB) on Lake Erie’s South Bass Island, the “Energizer Bunny” 
Gene Zajac (whose last  name means rabbit) continues volunteering for Perry's International Peace Monument, where the 
park service rangers want telescope viewing nights after his programs. He has programs centered around a “view the Sun” 
day, HST's 25th anniversary, and telescope day. During the telescope day he refreshes people’s memory on how to use 
their telescopes. Gene will also teach celestial navigation and constellations for the U. S. Naval Sea Cadets program. The 
Road Scholar program has asked Gene to present a pair of HST  anniversary programs during their Road Scholar weeks. 
With the Lake Erie Black Swamp Conservatory, Gene is planning an evening constellation cruise aboard one of the Miller 
ferries on July 15. Jay Reynolds and Suzie Dills have expressed interest  in helping. They expect  about 200 people for the 
cruise! Back on dry land, Gene will also do observations for the three adventure camp programs on three different  Bass 
Islands and he has been doing programs at the PIB School for an astronomy class and the elementary classes.
 Jeanne Bishop will be giving a series of live planetarium presentations at the Westlake  Planetarium for a 
summer-school program. The challenge is having audiences of children age 4 (pre-kindergarten) through age 14 (eighth 
grade). The administration of the summer school has divided the students into a younger group and an older group, but 
they want the same planetarium topics for both! So Jeanne will put understanding of developmental differences into action 
and use different strategies to talk about  the same topics. Very young children have very limited ability to "see" 
constellations, even an easy asterism like the Big Dipper. Students of all ages enjoy cultural stories, which can be found 
for many sky bodies and constellations. So Jeanne will draw from Dayle Brown’s excellent  series of books, Skylore from 
Planet Earth and look for creative age-appropriate analogies for features of sky objects, for space scales, and for physical 
changes or processes.
 Farther afield, Jeanne will be going to the Rio de Janeiro Planetarium in Brazil, May 23-31 to present  ideas on 
teaching astronomy in and out  of the planetarium as part of the larger program titled “Workshop on Museums and 
Planetarium Education.” Teachers of different age-levels and planetarium professionals will attend the workshop and a 
representative from the American consulate in Brazil will do simultaneous translation of Jeanne’s talks into Portuguese. 
Meeting in the Rio dome equipped with a Zeiss Universarium VII will enable Jeanne to go back and forth between 
PowerPoint slides and demonstrations with the planetarium. She’ll discuss and illustrate how to teach basic topics of 
rotation and revolution, seasons, moon phases, and planet  motions. For the topic of seasons, for example, she’ll present  a 
flow chart  that  shows the ideas that need to be understood to fully grasp the projective concept of seasons. She has 
photographed many physical models, including students doing dynamic modeling, to show ways of presenting the out-in-
space view of what  occurs in seasons. Screen pictures of computer planetarium programs, such as Starry Night and 
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presentations. The modules for this open house were generously loaned by SCISS and Dr, Johnathan Fisher. 
Summer will see a relaxing fulldome collection, with night sky and other topics included.



Contact: sales@skyskan.com

The next generation in intuitive, unified
fulldome theater software



Distant  Suns, will let teachers see how restrictive these flat  views of the Earth-based aspects of seasons are 
and the planetarium will show the full Earth-based view of seasons. With four hours of lecture in one day, 
there will be time to also discuss developmental abilities in relation to teaching astronomy, misconceptions, 
methods for reducing and detecting misconceptions, and methods for remembering and motivating in the 
planetarium. Celso Cunha of the Rio Planetarium invited Jeanne to come and present in Rio following a talk 

she gave in Beijing at  IPS 2014, “Suggestions for Some Best  Educational Practices,” and she is excited about the 
opportunity to share these ideas.
 At the Bowling Green State  University Planetarium, Dale Smith has been running Spitz’s Oasis in Space as his 
spring public program.

11
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The L.E. Phillips Planetarium  at UW-Eau Claire celebrated 
“Astronomy Day in the Chippewa Valley” jointly with the Chippewa 
Valley Astronomical Society on May 2. About 175 people had the 
chance to see short  planetarium shows, displays, and interactive 
activities. During the school year, public shows have been offered 
twice weekly as well as group shows such as school field trips, but 
these are ending due to budget cuts to the UW system.
 The Manfred Olson Planetarium at  UW-Milwaukee is 
celebrating the arrival of New Horizons this July with a special 
program Pluto Rocks, which includes the story of how Pluto changed 
status! In late August, Stars and S'mores will highlight  the beautiful 

night sky and yummy treats for students and families.
 The Allen F. Blocher Planetarium at  UW-Stevens Point will be presenting six different programs this summer -- 
Sky Quest, Cosmic Colors, Light Years From Andromeda, Bad Astronomy, Mars Quest, and ending with Chasing the 
Ghost Particle. Since Randy Olson is retiring at the end of July, these programs are “Director's choice.” The department 
was to hire a replacement Planetarium/Observatory Director, but  the search was halted in January. There are apparently 
some questions about  the future fate of the facility. This next  year, the facility will be open with an academic staff member 
as interim manager running shows. The hope is that  next year, with budgets in better shape, it  will be possible again to 
look for a Planetarium/Observatory Director.
 The price dropped to zero at  the Soref Planetarium in Milwaukee (sort  of). A star show ticket is now free, but 
only with Museum admission. The new policy has resulted in much higher attendance! Summer shows include Clark’s 
Perfect Little Planet and the Soref’s live show Wisconsin Stargazing. Coming this fall will be an original production titled  
Teenagers’ Guide to the Galaxy.
 This spring and summer, the staff of the Bell  Museum and Planetarium are busy working with the architects and 
exhibit designers for their new facility on the St. Paul campus of the University of Minnesota. The building design is 
underway, and the plans will be released to the public when they are approved by the University Board of Regents in the 
fall. The 62,500 square foot facility will feature a 120-seat planetarium, permanent exhibits, and learning spaces designed 
to feature Earth, space, and biological sciences. The tentative schedule is to break ground in summer 2016 and open in 
summer 2018.

Summer Solstice, 2015

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE (continued from page 3)

 While our conference will acknowledge our past, we will continue to provide valuable, up-to-date professional 
development, inspiration, and networking opportunities. Please be thinking now about sharing what you have been doing, 
such as your techniques and practices, what  works for you and what doesn’t. What did you do that was unique this year? 
What  are your plans for the coming year? What  do you envision for the future of planetariums? Whether it’s a poster or 
oral paper, please share with us. That’s the heart  of our conferences. Plus, don’t forget, if you need assistance to attend the 
conference, look into the GLPA Conference Scholarship at glpa.org/sites/default/files/glpa-scholarship-info.pdf. That’s it 
for now. Have a great summer!

https://glpa.org/sites/default/files/glpa-scholarship-info.pdf
https://glpa.org/sites/default/files/glpa-scholarship-info.pdf
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GLPA CONFERENCE SCHOLARSHIP
Each year since 2011, GLPA’s Executive Committee has awarded a pre-determined number of 
scholarships for the next  fall conference. Each scholarship waives the registration fee and meal 
package for the award recipient.

Complete rules and procedures for the GLPA Scholarship are provided on the following 
web document: www.glpa.org/sites/default/files/glpa-scholarship-info.pdf. The application form 
can be downloaded from www.glpa.org/sites/default/files/glpa-scholarship-form.pdf. The 
deadline for scholarship applications is September 1st.

GLPA CONFERENCE UPDATE
The staff at  the Chaffee  Planetarium in Grand Rapids are providing additional details about the upcoming 2015 
Gala 50th Anniversary Conference (October 14-17), as follows:

• Surviving charter members are being located and invited to attend the conference if they are able.

• Featured speakers, in addition to previously announced Dr. Thomas Strikwerda of the New Horizons mission 
to Pluto, will include planetarium education specialist Julia Plummer of Pennsylvania State University, and 
our planetarian colleague Susan Button as the Spitz Lecturer.

• Founding member Von Del Chamberlain  will appropriately close the conference with comments about the 
significance of GLPA and its rich history.

• Adjunct activities, including a tour of one of Grand Rapids’ famous micro-breweries, are being arranged.

2014 CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS UPDATE
Dale Smith reports that, after a campus server problem stopped his progress for about three 
weeks, he expects that  CD duplication may finally begin during the first  week of June, with 
distribution to follow shortly thereafter. Dale hopes that future issues will be much easier!
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GLPA PLANETARIANS IN CHILE
submitted by Renae Kerrigan

Three GLPA planetarians will be traveling to Chile this summer as participants in the National 
Radio Astronomy Observatory's Astronomy in Chile Educator Ambassadors Program. Sarah 
Komperud of the Bell Museum of Natural History at the University of Minnesota, Shannon 
Schmoll  of the Abrams Planetarium at Michigan State University, and Renae  Kerrigan  of the 
Dome Planetarium at the Peoria Riverfront Museum will spend 10 days in Chile in June, visiting 
the ALMA, Gemini South, and CTIO observatories. When they return, they will spread the word 
about all the astronomy that  is being done in Chile. Expect to hear more about  the adventure at 
the GLPA conference this October!

RICHARD KNAPP OBITUARY
submitted by Gary Lazich

Richard Knapp, founding Manager of the Russell C. Davis Planetarium in Jackson, Mississippi and GLPA’s Spitz 
Lecturer in 1985, died on April 26th of pancreatic cancer.
 Knapp helped to pioneer the use of hemispheric film on the dome screen. The Davis joined three other 
planetariums (the Cernan Earth and Space Theater near Chicago, the Fleischmann Planetarium in Reno, and the 
Flandrau Planetarium in Tucson) to found Cinema-360, Inc. (later C-360, Inc.) to promote the use of hemispheric 
cinema (35mm, then 70mm) in dome theaters, paving the way for fulldome video. Knapp also directed the 
production and 1985 premiere of The Space Shuttle: An American Adventure, the first  hemispheric film featuring 
scenes shot in and around Space Shuttles by the astronauts. The film played at  dome theaters worldwide and won 
a Gold Medal at  an international Cine Festival. He shared his experiences training astronauts in celestial 
navigation and cinematography during “Planetariums and the Space Program - A Perspective,” the Spitz Lecture 
at the 1985 Great Lakes Planetarium Conference.
 After retiring in 2001, Knapp entered a Lutheran seminary and eventually became a pastor at  parishes in 
Louisiana and Texas before retiring from this second career. He moved to Florida and, eventually, back to North 
Carolina, where he spent his remaining days.

GLPA OBITUARIES PROJECT
The GLPA Obituaries page, which can be found at glpa.org/obituaries, contains written obituaries 
of past GLPA members. The GLPA Historian welcomes submissions to this GLPA Obituaries 
Project to document the professional contributions of past  GLPA members. Please send 
information about member deaths (both recent  and past) to Garry Beckstrom at 
garrybeckstrom@comcast.net.
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A R T I C L E S
WHERE ARE THEY NOW? RON WALKER

Gary Tomlinson
Retired, Chaffee Planetarium

Grand Rapids, Michigan

Recently, I had the pleasure to visit Ron Walker at his home-built planetarium (see the Planetarian, September 
2014, pp. 18-21) just  north of Phoenix, Arizona. Ron is a semi-retired film producer who has dreamed of 
building his own planetarium since he was a child in Chicago after visiting Adler Planetarium. Most of us just 
dream about working in a planetarium (and trying to make a living doing so). Ron, on the other hand, not only 
doesn’t get paid, he used his own funds (and yes, his wife encouraged him to do so) to build, operate, and 
improve his facility. His “Star Barn” has been open less than one year and already  has several community 
followers. It took over two years to get zoning approval. His 30-foot dome could be no higher than 20 feet, 
which meant  his entry door (he has no light locks) extends into the dome area. Ron offers shows about once per 
month, but more importantly the sky in his 30-foot home-built dome would be the envy of many “professional” 
planetariums. You see he has a Viewlex Minolta IIB projector (which he affectingly calls “Bob”) with Minolta’s 
usual beautiful sky. Ron supplements his planetarium shows with several special effects (thanks in part to 
Sheldon Schafer, Peoria, Illinois) and an extensive sound system. While he does not do “canned” shows, he 
does use music behind his live shows.
 While astronomy is 
blessed with many amateur 
astronomers, the planetarium 
profession has traditionally not 
been. Ron is one of those rare 
amateur planetarians who had 
done a remarkable job at  his 
hobby. For the people who 
know me, they realize that I 
think a sense of humor is 
incredibly  important and Ron is 
blessed with a good sense of 
humor. In his quest to have his 
own planetarium, Ron has 
purchased other projectors 
(until he found his dream “miniature Zeiss”) many of which are still in storage, so like most traditional 
planetariums, Ron has a lot of very  valuable “junk.” So if you have any  valuable “junk” you no longer need, 
Ron might be interested in gifting. You can contact Ron at The Star Barn; PO Box 161; Carve Creek, AZ 85327 
or via email at thestarbarn@deadcactusfilms.com. If you happen to be in his neighborhood, he’d enjoy 
scheduling a visit with you.
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A MUSEUM FOR OPTICAL-MECHANICAL PLANETARIUM PROJECTORS
Gary Tomlinson

Retired, Chaffee Planetarium
Grand Rapids, Michigan

There are perhaps 20 to 30 thousand amateur astronomers in the United States but only about a half dozen 
amateur planetarians. While many of us are in this profession because we truly enjoy it, I still have to ask, 
“What drives a person to collect  planetarium projectors, spending thousands of dollars in the process?” Most of 
those amateur planetarians have just a couple of projectors, but there is one collector that has gone to extreme 
— well at first glance.
 Owen Phairis has taken 
collecting a step further than 
anyone else — he has established a 
whole museum for op t ica l -
mechanical planetarium projectors. 
In his 800-square-foot, jam-packed, 
floor to ceiling museum resides 
over 20 planetarium projectors, 
some special effects robots (both 
commercial and homemade) and 
one 138 pound museum quality 
meteorite.
 Owen, an award winning 
(he has two Emmys) former 
employee of CBS, has for the past 
15 years amassed the largest 
collection of planetarium projectors 
in the world including Spitz, 
Viewlex, Minolta, Goto, Nova, 
Emmons and a home built model (only the Zeiss eludes Owen). STP, STS, A3P, 512 (which used to be Sheldon 
Schafer’s), A-1, A-4, S-2, Mercury, Venus, EX3, E-5, 373 are just some of the models under his roof. Also 
contained within the walls of the cramped museum are two Conic orreries, a Spitz, a Minolta and a Viewlex 
orrery (again the Zeiss orrery eludes Owen).
 I had the pleasure to visit Owen and his museum (located in Big Bear Lake, California). During my 
visit, I was quite impressed with Owen’s knowledge of the history of planetarium projector manufacturing and 
his commitment to preserve these now disappearing artifacts of our profession. Owen refurbishes the projector 
to as close to original condition as possible. One day, he hopes to have every make and model ever built to 
preserve and display. He’s well on his way  but he could use your help. He is always on the lookout for 
projectors he does not have so if you know of any, please let him know at opharis@hotmail.com. His website 
(www.planetariummuseum.org) shows many of the projectors in the museum. Maybe one day he will have a 
Zeiss.
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DON’T MISS OUT

To be included in the autumn issue’s State News 
column, please forward news from your facility to 
your state chair in the latter half of July.

If you have a digital picture of a newsworthy event 
held at your planetarium, please e-mail it to Bart 
Benjamin for possible inclusion in the IPS 
Planetarian’s “International News” column.

WHO DO I CONTACT?

If you ever have a GLPA-related question, but are 
not quite sure to whom you should direct that 
question, GLPA may have your answer.
 The GLPA website has a page that provides 
a helpful way to determine who best  could answer 
your question. To use it, please visit

glpa.org/contacts

Gary Tomlinson discovered a treasure trove of planetarium projectors and special effects robots in Owen Phairis‘ 
museum for optical-mechanical planetarium projectors in Big Bear Lake, California.

mailto:bart.benjamin@icloud.com?subject=
mailto:bart.benjamin@icloud.com?subject=
mailto:bart.benjamin@icloud.com?subject=
mailto:bart.benjamin@icloud.com?subject=
http://glpa.org/contacts
http://glpa.org/contacts
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At the Illinois State 
Meeting, Dr. James 
Kaler’s home-built 
planetarium was on 
d i s p l a y. H e h a s 
mentioned this in his 
featured appearance 
in the StarGazer 
planetarium show and 
in several of his 
GLPA talks.

The Illinois State Meeting was held on Saturday, May 2 at the Staerkel Planetarium on the campus of Parkland College in 
Champaign. 27 planetarians from Illinois and Missouri gathered for continental breakfast, paper presentations, a harpist 
playing to a starry sky, catered lunch, and even a post-meeting bird/nature walk.
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I N D I A N A  S TAT E  M E E T I N G

THE INDIANA STATE MEETING
Alan Pareis, Indiana State Chair

Thanks to Keith Davis, Director of the Digital Visualization Theater, University of Notre Dame, South 
Bend for hosting the Indiana Spring Meeting on May 2. About 30 planetarians gathered for a continental 
breakfast underwritten by Bowen Technovation of Indianapolis. Major presentations included:

Monique Gabb and Dayna Thompson from The Charles W. Brown Planetarium, Ball State, 
Muncie showed clips from the planetarium’s fulldome show Saturn and Beyond. The planetarium’s 
techniques for embedding and blending NASA Cassini imagery into fulldome animation were 
stunning.
Jeff Marchant and Dan Karmgard presented The Large Hadron Collider and the QuarkNet 
Experience, a Notre Dame fulldome production detailing the Higgs Boson discovery and other work 
at CERN. The Notre Dame QuarkNet is a local group of South Bend area high school students and 
the Notre Dame Physics Department that designed some of the CERN instrumentation.
Justin Crepp, University of Notre Dame is part of the team working with the second Kepler 
Mission. His presentation “The M Dwarf Opportunity” shared Kepler data indicating “that the 
smallest stars in the universe, the so-called M-dwarfs, have a propensity to form planets similar in 
size to the Earth.”
Dayna Thompson shared the CWB Planetarium, Ball State development and use of hands-on 
activity stations used by visitors to the Charles W. Brown Planetarium and the grant funding process 
that made the stations possible.
Tom Dobes, Merrillville Community Schools Planetarium, discussed the use of small inexpensive 
computer modules in the planetarium. Tom’s presentation title was. “Using the Raspberry Pi in and 
around the Merrillville Dome.”

Of course, all enjoyed the casual conversation between events to catch up with colleagues and learn 
from each other. It was great to meet and have at our meeting Jim Reynolds from Triton College, who 
was there on a fulldome fact-finding trip for the Cernan Earth and Space Center in Illinois.
 The Schouweiler Planetarium staff thanks host Keith Davis for meeting with them following 
the event. Keith’s coaching, counsel, and DVT demos were invaluable for us as we begin our process to 
acquire a single lens fisheye system for science visualization and special effects supplement to our 
classic opto-mechanical systems.
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The Ohio State Meeting was held on Saturday, April 11 at the Bowling Green State University Planetarium. Host 
Dale Smith showed the use of the SciDome system in his teaching and ran one of his classic original slide-based 
productions now imported with enhancements into SciDome. Alex Mak of the University of Toledo’s Ritter 
Planetarium showed their newly  created fulldome version of their vintage Christmas show Santa’s Secret Star and 
Scott Huggins from Spitz showed some of the latest features of SciDome including a layered Earth demo that 
incorporates visuals from "Science on a Sphere." A buffet lunch, afternoon sharing of news, and a paper by  Cheri 
Adams on conveying astronomical scales rounded out the day.

O H I O  S TAT E  M E E T I N G
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CANDIDATES FOR GLPA OFFICES
Voting will occur at the Annual Business Meeting of the GLPA Conference in Grand Rapids, Michigan or by absentee 
ballot following GLPA requirements.
 The GLPA Nominations Committee, led by President-Elect Dayle Brown, respectfully submits to the membership 
the following candidates for office:

President-Elect:
Geoff Holt

Waylena McCully

Secretary:
Renae Kerrigan

Daniel Tell

Treasurer:
Cheri Adams
Mitch Luman

IPS Representative:
Jeanne E. Bishop

Mike Smail

Candidates for President-Elect

Name:  Geoff Holt
Institution:  Madison Metropolitan School District Planetarium
Address:  201 S. Gammon Road; Madison, WI  53717
Email:  gholt@madison.k12.wi.us
Phone:  (608) 663-6102

Member of GLPA:  21 years

Educational Experience:
• B.S. at University of Wisconsin – Eau Claire
• M.Ed. at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
• M. Ed. at National Louis University

Current and Past Service to GLPA:
• Instructional Materials & Technology Committee Chair, 1999-2015
• Coordinator of the “Live from the Planetarium” Projec
• Paper and/or Workshop presenter, 2001, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014
• Host of two spring State Meetings

Member of the Following Organizations:
• Great Lakes Planetarium Association
• International Planetarium Society
• Wisconsin Iowa Minnesota Planetarium Society

mailto:gholt@madison.k12.wi.us
mailto:gholt@madison.k12.wi.us


The International  Planetarium Society (IPS) is the  largest organization of professional  planetarians in the  world. 
It is  comprised of members from all over the  globe. GLPA is an affiliate  of this prestigious organization. If you 
are not a member of IPS, you should consider becoming a member! Why?

Because IPS serves its members with . . .

• its full-color quarterly journal, Planetarian, filled with a wide range of articles
• its biennial conferences
• Proceedings of each IPS conference
• free publications, including the Directory of the World’s Planetariums and the IPS Resource Directory
• access to resources found only in the members section of the IPS website
• access to the IPS News listserv
• networking on all scales, from local to global

See more on the IPS website:  www.ips-planetarium.org

IPS dues are  only $65 a year, or two years for $100. Other levels  of membership are  also available  at Institutional 
and Corporate levels. For more information or to join IPS, please contact:

IPS
7714 Lookout Court
Alexandria  VA  22306
www.ips-planetarium.org

http://www.ips-planetarium.org
http://www.ips-planetarium.org
http://www.ips-planetarium.org
http://www.ips-planetarium.org
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Honors and Achievements:
• Lead author of book Project Earth Science: Astronomy, Revised 2nd Edition, 2011
• Madison Astronomical Society’s Astronomy Outreach Award, 2001
• Fellow of GLPA, 2000

Statement:  I have been fortunate to enjoy membership in the Great Lakes Planetarium Association for over twenty years. 
The skills, knowledge, support, and friendship I’ve received from GLPA is incalculable. GLPA is a leader in the 
planetarium profession: its mission, endeavors, history, and membership are second to none. I consider it a great honor to 
be nominated to this ballot, and would appreciate the opportunity to serve GLPA in this manner.

__________________________________________________

Name:  Waylena McCully
Institution:  William M. Staerkel Planetarium
Address:  Parkland College; 2400 West Bradley Ave; Champaign, IL  61821
Email:  wmccully@parkland.edu
Phone:  (217) 351-2568

Member of GLPA:  23 years

Educational Experience: 
• University of Toledo - B.A. in Geography
• Parkland College - Successful coursework in computer programming, operating systems, hardware, animation and 

graphic design

Astronomy education related classes/workshops:
• Various online classes pertaining to Astronomy, Science Education, Earth Science and Computer Programming 

(ongoing)
• GLIPSA (Live Interactive Planetarium Symposium) pre-conference workshop, 2013
• Blender Production Training Workshops, Novice and Advanced, Weber State University, 2010
• New Technologies in Planetarium Operations, Ball State University, 2001

Current and Past Service to GLPA:
• Chair, Technology Ad Hoc Subcommittee, 2013-present
• Co-editor, TIPS on Conversion to Fulldome Technology, ongoing
• Education Subcommittee for Supporting GLPA projects, 2014-present
• Conference Door Prize (Assistant, 2010-2013. Chair, 2014-present)
• GLPA Nominating Committee, 2009, 2013
• Conference Host, 2011
• Presented various papers and posters at annual conference and state meetings
• Co-presented workshops on open source production techniques, 2009-2014

Member of the Following Organizations:
• Great Lakes Planetarium Association
• International Planetarium Society
• Digistar Users Group

Honors and Achievements:
• GLPA Service Award, 2014
• GLPA Rank of Fellow, 2002

Statement:  In my earlier years as a planetarian, I benefitted greatly from the contributions of more experienced members 
of GLPA. Now I am pleased to help others in a similar manner. I want  to do more to help bridge some of the larger gaps in 
our field. We represent  K-12 schools, museums, colleges, and portable planetaria. We use classic, fulldome, 3-screen and 
combined presentation systems. We have far more in common than the shape of our ceilings, and we have ever so much to 
learn from one another. We need to understand evolving education standards and we need to promote science literacy 
wherever and whenever we can. Technologies for sharing astronomy in the classroom, field and dome have changed 

mailto:wmccully@parkland.edu
mailto:wmccully@parkland.edu
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significantly over the past 20 years. Yet  the single most important  ingredient for successfully reaching our students, 
audiences and participants has not  changed. We are still the most important ingredient. We planetarians are some of the 
cleverest and most innovative folks around. We use whatever tools we have available and we use them to teach and 
inspire. We bring the skies down to the people and we lift the people up to the skies.

Candidates for Secretary

Name:  Renae S. Kerrigan 
Institution:  Peoria Riverfront Museum Dome Planetarium
Address:  222 SW Washington Street; Peoria, IL  61602
Email:  rkerrigan@peoriariverfrontmuseum.org

Member of GLPA:  4 years (joined in 2011)

Educational Experience:  Bachelors of Science in Museum Education at Bradley University

Current and Past Service for GLPA:  Helped plan and coordinate the 2013 conference, moderated papers and presented 
at  the 2014 conference, began serving as Illinois State Chair in May of 2015, plan to moderate and present at the 2015 
conference

Member of the  Following Organizations:  International Planetarium Association, Peoria Astronomical Society, 
Planetary Society, Institutional member of the Illinois Science Teachers Association

Honors  and Achievements:  Selected as one of nine Education Ambassadors to the U.S. Astronomy Initiatives in Chile 
(2015), Evolving Universe Short  Course at  Kavli Institute (2014), NASA Glenn Research Center Informal Educators 
Workshop (2012)

Statement:  I am honored to be nominated for the position of Secretary. GLPA is very important  to me and has been 
instrumental in my career. I would appreciate the chance to give back to the organization by serving as Secretary.

Biographical information:  Planetarium Curator at  the Peoria Riverfront  Museum, has worked in informal astronomy 
education since 2009. Kerrigan first  became interested in astronomy during her tenure as an Education Intern at  Lakeview 
Museum. She quickly became immersed in planetarium programming, presenting shows to the public and school groups. 
After receiving her Bachelor of Science from Bradley University in 2011, she began working full time for the museum as 
a Learning Coordinator. In this role, she regularly presented science and astronomy programs to a broad range of 
audiences. In 2014, she assumed the role of Planetarium Curator, responsible for managing all aspects of the planetarium, 
including staff, budget, show creation, presentation, maintenance, participation in national and local astronomy 
organizations, and outreach activities. Quickly becoming known as the “Space Lady” in Peoria, Kerrigan regularly 
appears at public events, uses social media to promote science and astronomy, and hosts a popular series of adult events at 
the Peoria Riverfront Museum.

__________________________________________________

Name:  Daniel Tell
Institution:  California Academy of Sciences
Address:  55 Music Concourse Drive; San Francisco, CA  94118
Email:  dtell@calacademy.org
Phone:  (415) 379-5257

Member of GLPA:  10 years

Educational Experience:  Undergraduate Studies in English, Grand Valley State University, 2004-2006

Current and Past Service to GLPA:  Secretary (2013-present); Conference Host (2005); Chair, Michigan Planetarium 
Organization (2009-2011); Chair, Technology Standards Committee (2011-2013); co-editor of Fulldome TIPS booklet; 
annual workshop presenter on free software production (2009-present)

mailto:rkerrigan@peoriariverfrontmuseum.org
mailto:rkerrigan@peoriariverfrontmuseum.org
mailto:dtell@calacademy.org
mailto:dtell@calacademy.org
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Member of the Following Organizations:  International Planetarium Society (2012-2013), Digistar Users Group 
(2006-2012)

Honors  and Achievements:  Fellow, Great  Lakes Planetarium Association. Spearheaded GLPA involvement and action in 
industry standards discussions

Statement:  In my current  term of Secretary, I believe I’ve succeeded in my goals of increasing the transparency and 
accessibility of GLPA’s Executive Committee, better engaging the membership, and encouraging clear and open lines of 
communication between the members and GLPA as an organization. I feel I’ve brought  a valuable perspective to the 
organization, combined with my hardworking attitude, and deeply appreciate how my service as Secretary has given me a 
fantastic opportunity to repay GLPA for all the benefits it has provided to me. But  this service is an ongoing dedication 
and I would enthusiastically continue my service to continue to promote GLPA as a 21st century planetarium organization 
actively preparing and meeting the needs of future generations of planetarians. We are a shining example to other 
organizations and in any role I have within GLPA I will work as hard as possible to ensure we continue to lead the way in 
what our organizations can do for the development of the planetarium profession.

Candidates for Treasurer

Name:  Cheri Adams
Institution:  Boonshoft Museum of Discovery
Address:  2600 DeWeese Parkway; Dayton, OH  45414
Email:  cadams@boonshoftmuseum.org
Phone:  (937) 275-7431, Ext. 122

Member of GLPA:  21 years

Educational Experience:  BS/ED University of Missouri-Colulmbia

Current and Past Service to GLPA:  Currently serving as GLPA Treasurer; Past President serving as President  from 
March 2008 to March 2010; Executive Committee Meeting Recording Secretary (March 2010 to March 2014); Served on 
GLPA Scholarship Selection and Nominations Committees

Member of the Following Organizations:  IPS, NSTA, MVAS - Miami Valley Astronomical Society, Astronomical 
League

Honors  and Achievements:  GLPA Fellow, Astronomical League Great Lakes Region Recognition for Achievements in 
Amateur Astronomy.

Statement:  I have benefited professionally and personally as a member of GLPA over these past 21 years. I appreciate 
the opportunity to give back to this spectacular organization now as Treasurer and would love to continue in this role.

__________________________________________________

Name:  Mitch Luman
Institution:  The Dorothy and George Eykamp Director of Science Experiences; Evansville Museum

Statement:  I am honored to be nominated for the office of GLPA Treasurer. Although I am a member of several 
professional organizations, I have found GLPA to the single most beneficial organization to which I belong. GLPA has 
shaped many people. I am one of those persons.
 I got  my start  working in a planetarium while still in college. At the time I was matriculating in a degree program 
with the goal of becoming a high school science teacher and it was while working at Ohio’s Center of Science and 
Industry that  I first  became captivated with the field. I became a GLPA member and attended my first  GLPA conference in 
East  Lansing, Michigan in 1980. It  was the start  of a long professional relationship, where I met many people who I look 
up to in our industry. I graduated and taught high school for a year, then had the privilege to manage two planetariums, 
including my present dream job at the Koch Immersive Theater (a Digistar 5 planetarium) at the Evansville Museum.

mailto:cadams@boonshoftmuseum.org
mailto:cadams@boonshoftmuseum.org
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 To be trusted with the fiduciary responsibilities of GLPA is no small matter. The assets of our organization have 
grown steadily during the past  two decades and I feel that  I have the wherewithal to assist the Executive Committee and 
the membership to a good job. I have been a GLPA member since 1980 and was selected as Fellow in 1991. From 
1991-2002 I served on the Educational Materials Committee as its Curator of the Slide and Tape Bank. For my work in 
this endeavor, I was honored with a GLPA’s Service Award in 2002. I have served as Secretary, Treasurer, President  and 
Past President  of our local nature preserve. I was Treasurer of my children’s high school band for two years. I have 
chaired a National Convention of the Astronomical League and served as Conference Host  and Newsletter Editor of the 
Great Plains Planetarium Association. My most recent leadership position was as President of the rural waste water 
district in the township where I lived.
 If elected, I promise to be prompt in all my duties, safeguard our assets and assist  the membership and Executive 
Committee to the best of my abilities.

Candidates for IPS Representative

Name:  Jeanne Bishop
Institution:  Westlake Schools Planetarium
Address:  24525 Hilliard Road, Westlake, OH  44145
E-mail:  jeanneebishop@wowway.com
Phone:  (449) 871-5293

Educational  Experience:  Planetarium Director for Westlake Schools since 1971, high school classroom astronomy 
teacher Westlake High School, some college astronomy class teaching at  John Carroll University, Cleveland, coordinator 
of summer teacher programs at NASA-Glenn, volunteer education programs with scouts and Porter Library

• B.S. in Secondary Ed. from Kent State University
• M.S. in Secondary Ed. from the University of Pittsburgh
• Ph.D in Secondary Science Education, University of Akron

Current and Past Service to GLPA:  First GLPA Education Chair, began series of GLPA TIPS booklets, Past  President 
of GLPA, co-Chair of GLPA conference in Cleveland, Current IPS Representative

Member of Following Organizations:  GLPA; IPS, including IPS Past-President, twice Executive Secretary, the IPS 
Awards Committee, and Chair of the IPS Education Committee; NSTA (National Science Teachers Association), ASP 
(Astronomical Society of the Pacific), including Past Board member of the ASP, Planetary Society, Cleveland 
Astronomical Society, Cleveland Geological Society

Honors/Awards:  the GLPA Galileo Award, Master Teacher Award for a year of study from the Martha Holden Jennings 
Foundation, Finalist  in the Ohio Presidential Science and Math Teachers award program, winner of The ASP Brennan 
Award for Excellence in High School Astronomy Teaching, recipient  of the Humanities Award for studying astronomy in 
Native American culture, U.S. Planetarium Teacher in Italy for a week, winner of the NSTA Ohaus and other NSTA 
awards, chosen as Teacher of the Year by fellow teachers at Westlake High School

Publications:  many articles in the GLPA Newsletter, Planetarian, Science and Children, Science Teacher, and Mercury. 
Many presentations at GLPA and IPS conferences, as well as NSTA, ASP, and others

Statement:  I am passionate to continue my work for GLPA and IPS as our GLPA Representative to IPS. Having 
previously represented GLPA at the Council meetings, learning procedures and knowing others on Council, I believe that I 
have developed understandings that help me to be effective for both GLPA and IPS. I feel so very proud of GLPA as I 
interact  with the IPS Council, sharing our projects, website offerings, and history. IPS now is involved in constructing a 
plan for future operations called “Vision 2020.” I have made a number of suggestions for changes in IPS, and I have urged 
that other GLPA members also contact Vision 2020 me or Chair Jon Elvert with suggestions. One of my suggestions to 
Jon is to institute better ways to use technology for interacting with members. I think that  in order to attract  new members, 
especially younger planetarians, we need to look for ways to do business that matches current  business and lifestyle 
modes of operation, and that means more interaction using cell phone apps and computers. If I am re-elected as IPS 
Representative, I will continue striving to suggest  implementations in IPS that  will make IPS a strong and a truly 
representative organization for the great  diversity of planetariums, portables to fulldomes, single operator to many, 

mailto:jeanneebishop@wowway.com
mailto:jeanneebishop@wowway.com
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schools, universities, and museums. I also will support  enthusiastically the wonderful things that  now make IPS great: our 
journal Planetarian and the biennial conferences. I have spoken personally and at IPS council meetings to the hosts of the 
upcoming 2016 conference in Warsaw, pointing out  wishes of GLPA members. (The Warsaw meeting will have so much 
for our GLPA members. If possible, be sure to attend). I hope to continue to be a spokesperson to IPS for GLPA, and I 
always welcome your thoughts and suggestions.

__________________________________________________

Name:  Mike Smail
Institution:  Adler Planetarium
Address:  1300 S Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, IL 60605
E-mail:  msmail@adlerplanetarium.org
Phone:  (312) 294-0365

Member of GLPA:  25 years

Educational Experience:  Undergraduate studies in Politics and Government, Ohio Wesleyan University

Current and Past Service to GLPA:  Create and post content as the GLPA Twitter presence (@GLPApltms); presented 
paper sessions at 2014 and 2013 GLPA conferences; gave talks at 2015 and 2014 Illinois state meetings; participated in 
Technology Standards Committee meetings; hosted IPS 2012; hosted 2003 Ohio state meeting

Member of the Following Organizations:  IPS, IMERSA, SEPA (2005-12), Digistar Users Group (2002-04)

Honors  and Achievements:  Organized and hosted the 2012 IPS conference, presented over a dozen invited and accepted 
talks at  museum and planetarium conferences around the country, have been fortunate enough to educate young children, 
Moonwalkers, and everyone in between on the beauty of the night sky and our place inside of it

Statement:  GLPA is changing. IPS is changing. Fresh faces, innovative methods, and improved technologies are quickly 
becoming the norm in our region and throughout  our industry. The IPS Representative for our region is a crucial conduit 
for connecting each one of us with the world. Not  only are there valuable resources available from IPS for our use, but 
GLPA also has an important role to play in our parent organization. GLPA members currently chair five IPS Committees, 
and an additional four committees have GLPA member representation. Nevertheless, there is more work to do. For years, 
I’ve been promoting the excellent work that museums and planetaria perform via a variety of social media channels. Over 
the past six months, I’ve been tasked with officially representing GLPA on Twitter, to continue broadcasting our efforts to 
the world, and sharing the world’s efforts with us. The invitation to run for the office of IPS Representative is humbling, 
and I relish the opportunity to put my physical and digital communication skills to use for the betterment of all GLPAns. I 
look forward to seeing each of you in Grand Rapids, and to hear and learn more about your desired interactions with the 
International Planetarium Society.

mailto:msmail@adlerplanetarium.org
mailto:msmail@adlerplanetarium.org




GLPA Executive Committee Meeting
Grand Rapids Public Museum

Grand Rapids, Michigan
April 18, 2015

Present:  Garry Beckstrom (President), Dayle Brown (President-Elect), Dave Leake (Past-President), Dan Tell 
(Secretary), Cheri Adams (Treasurer), Jeanne Bishop (IPS Representative), Sue Batson (Education Chair), Bart Benjamin 
(Publications Chair), Dayna Thompson (Technology Chair), Bob Bonadurer (Development Chair), John Potts 
(Membership Chair), Gary Tomlinson (Conference Planning Chair) via Skype. This certifies a quorum with 12/12 officers 
attending.

Observers:  Janet Beckstrom (GLPA Registrar), Dale Smith (Proceedings Editor, BGSU), Emily Hromi (Production 
Technician, Grand Rapids Public Museum), Dave DeBruyn (Curator Emeritus, Grand Rapids Public Museum), KJ Cott 
(Planetarium Manager, Grand Rapids Public Museum).

Call to Order:  The meeting was called to order at  9:00 a.m., Saturday, April  18, 2015, Garry Beckstrom presiding. 
Gary Tomlinson welcomes Dayna Thompson to the Executive Committee as the new Technology Chair.
 KJ Cott and Dave DeBruyn gave a preview of the 2015 GLPA Conference to be hosted at the Grand Rapids 
Public Museum and Roger B. Chaffee Planetarium. Vendor spaces in the museum were reviewed, as well as potential 
other spaces within the building to accommodate increased vendor hall size since 2005.
 Dave DeBruyn explains the GRPM no longer has an in-house caterer, so catering is outsourced with slightly 
increased costs, although beverage service will still be provided by in-house service. A pair of offsite lunches slightly 
reduce this cost, and the offsite lunches are at a restaurant  owned by the caterer. Despite increased costs, after the subsidy 
meal package costs are comparable with previous years.
 Additional speakers were discussed for the conference. Conference budget  review commenced. Options for the 
Hospitality Suite were discussed; it was concluded that  the 3 room-rental was the least expensive option. The cost was 
$130/room/night  with taxes. One room is free if GLPA books at least 50 rooms. 97 delegate rooms are currently reserved, 
plus two standard rooms and one king suite for the Hospitality Suite. In addition, 15 rooms are reserved on Tuesday night 
for vendors, the Executive Committee and GLIPSA attendees. The committee suggested this number be increased to 
20-25.
 It  was suggested that charter members of GLPA have their registration for the conference subsidized in 
celebration of the 50th anniversary. Dave DeBruyn, presenting the list  of charter members, believes at  most there could be 
12 attendees, of which only 5 have attended any conferences in recent years. Dan Tell argues for subsidized registration 
but not meal packages. Sue Batson proposes the subsidy come directly from GLPA funds and not from the conference 
budget to avoid increasing registration costs for other members.
 Dayle Brown moves the  Executive Committee  subsidize, out of GLPA funds, the registration of charter 
members of GLPA for only the 2015 conference. Dave Leake seconds. The motion carries.
 Sue Batson moves  the  Executive Committee purchases the  meal packages of the charter members of GLPA 
out of GLPA funds for the 2015 conference only. Dayle Brown seconds. The motion carries.
 GLPA will fund the registration and meal  package  for charter members  from the  Association’s budget and 
not subsidized by other members.

Conference Planning:  Gary Tomlinson presented the Conference Planning report. Gary Tomlinson asked if we could 
introduce a separate vendor meal package this year. Such a package would only go through the Friday lunch, but vendors 
would still be able to select a full meal package. Dayna Thompson is working with Geoff Holt  on adding this functionality 
to registration this year. Vendors will be able to choose this package and add the banquet, or purchase the standard meal 
package with Saturday meals.
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 Gary Tomlinson inquires if we should track the number of attendees at  each lunch. John Potts does not see it as 
appropriate or beneficial to police every meal. Janet Beckstrom notes invited speakers aren’t full attendees and aren’t 
eating all the meals, throwing off some counts. Dan Tell notes at some meals there is excess food, Dayna Thompson 
noting Saturday is usually the exception. Dave DeBruyn clarifies for the 2015 conference food amounts are set  by number 
of attendees per meal, with an appropriate excess planned. No meals will be provided on Tuesday.
 GLIPSA 3 is planned for the Wednesday before the conference. KJ will work with GLIPSA to continue organizing 
the event. Cheri Adams calculated revenue generated vs. expenses for GLPA beyond which Karrie Berglund absorbed 
costs. Karrie Berglund was fine with the arrangement as in years past. GLIPSA can now be registered for independently of 
GLPA; GLPA attendance is not  required. KJ Cott notes there are 50 lunches budgeted for Wednesday, which appears to 
include the Executive Committee and GLIPSA attendees. Cheri Adams reminds KJ Cott  to ensure he lets Karrie know 
lunch is covered.
 After his popular reception at GLPA last  year, Gary Tomlinson asked if a Tim Slater workshop would be possible. 
Garry Beckstrom notes we already have an excellent  selection of speakers for 2015, and it’s good to have different 
speakers, and Slater can be considered again in the future. Gary Tomlinson agreed. It  was agreed that Tim Slater will not 
be an invited speaker for the 2015 conference.
 Discussion ensued on inviting GLPA founder Von Del Chamberlain. Gary Tomlinson proposes that the Executive 
Committee invite Chamberlain and pay his transportation, registration, and meal package. This was done in 2005 for him 
and co-founder Dennis Sunal [The third founder, Dave DeBruyn, was a conference host]. Dan Tell read from the April 
2014 meeting minutes that  the Committee already voted that  Von Del was mandated as a speaker for the 2015 conference 
with GLPA covering reasonable travel expenses. Bart  Benjamin suggests we invite Von Del Chamberlain with the terms 
agreed on.
 Jeanne Bishop asked Gary Tomlinson if he had a topic in mind for Chamberlain. Gary Tomlinson said he would 
ask Chamberlain to speak on his experiences and reflections on his career and the future of the profession. Dave DeBruyn 
asked when Von Del should be placed in the schedule, DeBruyn feeling later is better, with others agreeing. The decision 
is left up to the conference hosts. Garry Beckstrom will mention Chamberlain as a speaker in his President’s Message in 
the newsletter, both summer and fall.
 The Astronomy Update lecturer is discussed. Gary Tomlinson would like to invite Ron Kaitchuck. Dayna 
Thompson notes Ron is expecting to the Astronomy Update and is always honored by it. Dan Tell asks if we can establish 
Ron as the assumed Astronomy Update lecturer for the foreseeable future. This question is left unresolved.
 Cheri Adams moved the discussion to the honorarium for the conference videographer. It  was agreed this is part  
of conference expenses for last  year. GLPA will fund $1,000 for videography services, in addition to transportation, food, 
and hotel. If the videographer feels the need for an assistant, food and registration will be covered for them, but other 
expenses come from the honorarium.
 The Spitz Lecturer for the 2015 conference was discussed. Dan Tell reiterates his point from email discussion that 
the Spitz has the perception as GLPA’s highest honor, even if this was not  the original intent, and the Committee should 
favor inviting GLPAns. Most of the committee agrees.
 Special Interest Groups are discussed. Friday lunch is proposed at the optimal time to organize the SIGs. Dan Tell 
notes the schedule should include the SIGs and their chairs to make it easy for members to find them. The groups are 
History (Garry Beckstrom), Fulldome (Waylena McCully), and Educational Standards (Sue Batson).
 The Executive Committee voted in April of 2014 to pay for the cost of conference wallets, to be replaced each 
year for sanitation reasons (and thus available for members to take home with them). Wallets will be ordered for the 2015 
conference.
 Gary Tomlinson no longer argues for extra budget for a 50th anniversary trinket. Dave DeBruyn and KJ Cott are 
planning to get umbrellas again (as for the 2005 conference) which fit in the existing trinket budget.
 Gary Tomlinson asks if the conference budget  should be based on 125 attendees instead of 100. The committee 
agrees, based on attendance trends. This significantly reduces the conference cost.
 Future sites for conference are discussed. The Sloan Museum and Longway Planetarium in Flint  have sent an 
invite for 2016 and Todd Slisher and Buddy Stark are on the planning committee for the 2015 conference. The Chaffee 
staff expressed their willingness to provide reciprocal assistance.
 Dayle Brown moves the committee  accept Sloan/Longway’s  invitation to host the 2016 Great Lakes 
Planetarium Association Conference in Flint, Michigan. John Potts seconds. The motion carries.
 The dates of the conference are discussed. It  is noted the conference planning handbook asks hosts to be careful 
not to schedule GLPA at the same time as ASTC and this will be reiterated more clearly in the future.
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NEED  FINANCING?



 A potential East-meets-West  conjunction conference is discussed for 2017. SEPA and WAC are planning this 
conference to be hosted by the St. Louis Science Center. The GLPA Executive Committee is very enthusiastic. Dan Tell 
will connect relevant members of the Executive Committee with the existing planners. GLPA can likely handle all 
registration as the Association has the most functional website.
 The election of State Chairs was discussed. Dan Tell notes the Handbooks state the State Chairs should be elected 
at  the fall caucuses. Garry Beckstrom notes Michigan has always followed this practice, but none of the other states have 
been holding elections. This practice will be corrected, Dan Tell, Gary Tomlinson, and John Potts will clarify the wording, 
keeping Garry Beckstrom informed.

The committee  recessed for lunch at 12:12 p.m. EDT. During the recess, vendor spaces were investigated and the 
possible alternatives evaluated. The meeting resumed at 1:47 p.m. EDT.

Development: Bob Bonadurer gave the Development  Report. Vendors putting materials in the conference packets were 
discussed. In order to provide a level playing field, a fee structure was proposed by Bob Bonadurer. Dan Tell suggested 
this be included for the upper tiers of sponsorship, and the proposed prices should be cut in half for all others. Bob 
Bonadurer liked the idea of the top levels getting something in the packet  included, others can do a table giveaway or have 
it available at the registration, but not pre-bagged.
 Vendor plenary times and fees are again reduced based on feedback (including from vendors). Instead, more time 
will be set  aside for dedicated vendor hall time, placed at better times to encourage more attendance. Likely two one-hour 
blocks.
 Since the planetarium is closer to the Hospitality Suite, late night dome shows will be attempted again. A per-
minute pricing will be used and shows will not be scheduled too late to match the best  attendance from 2014. A one-show-
per-vendor limit  will be established. This means there will be less slots overall and will be assigned on a first-come, first-
served basis. Wednesday daytime shows were discussed, but it was concluded this will be too difficult logistically.
 In total, not including late night shows, six hours of conference and two hours of vendor hall time are dedicated. 
These are both increased over Muncie.

Education: Sue Batson presented the Education Report. Sue and Buck Batson attended the NSTA conference, especially 
NGSS session, looking into professional development options. Sue Batson is thinking of doing a workshop at GLPA with 
ideas for how planetarians can run teacher workshops on teaching to NGSS while incorporating planetarium visits into 
their lesson plans. There was some discussion on what could be offered and if it  is an appropriate place for planetarians to 
provide a service. Sue Batson also intends to do a presentation on planetarian/teacher cooperation in science lessons if 
accepted for the next  NSTA conference. Following this, she intends to move onto educational presentations on local 
standards, with assistance volunteered from Peggy Hernandez. Buck Batson went to the Informal Science Committee 
meeting at NSTA and in November has the option of official volunteer to join, replacing Gary Sampson. Buck Batson 
notes an appointment is not guaranteed.
 Gary Tomlinson asks if a question on the conference survey about GLPA providing professional development 
opportunities on planetarian/teacher cooperation. Sue Batson says she would appreciate such. Garry Beckstrom will write 
a letter of support for Buck Batson’s appointment to the Informal Science Education Committee.
 Sue Batson joined the Association for Astronomy Education Committee in NSTA, which only has a few active 
members, but does have NSTA voting rights.
 The Project Review Committee has developed a document  for proposal submission guidelines. Due to the length, 
Dan Tell suggested they be read offline and voted on for later approval. Garry agreed and the discussion was deferred. Sue 
Batson hopes they can be approved and in the newsletter before the fall meeting.
 Gary Tomlinson has spent several years trying to get  someone affiliated with NGSS to help align the GLPA 
Astronomy Literacy documents, but  has had no success. Dayle Brown asks how many states within GLPA use NGSS. 
Illinois is the only official one of the primary states at  this time, but other states still have standards based on it. Since 
external review has been discussed for 3-4 years with no progress, Sue Batson will do an internal review with Gary 
Tomlinson. Dan Tell proposes GLPA develop a generic document and individual states can do state-level assignments.
 It was asked if a GLPA rep should attend ASTC. Garry Beckstrom said maybe, but a decision was not made.
 Jeanne Bishop thanks Gary Tomlinson for his work on the Astronomy Literacy Document.
 Dan Tell spoke to Mark Reed’s work on a Great Lakes Geology show. It  was decided after the vote on the 
guidelines, Mark can be contacted directly. Jeanne Bishop asked Mark make an effort  to include representatives and 
contributors from all GLPA states.
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Your audience 
         will see the difference.

With crisp stars from a ZEISS projector
and deep black as only VELVET can deliver,
your audiences will be treated to the finest
planetarium experience possible. 

There’s nothing wrong with showing what 
light pollution looks like...we just think it 
should be optional. 

With crisp stars from a ZEISS projector
and deep black as only VELVET can deliver,
your audiences will be treated to the finest
planetarium experience possible. 

There’s nothing wrong with showing what 
light pollution looks like...we just think it 
should be optional. 

The sole distributor of ZEISS Planetariums 
in the United States and Canada

For a personal demonstration, contact:
Chuck Rau, Planetarium Sales Director
Direct: 314-218-6393
Email: crau@seilerinst.com
Toll Free: 1-800-489-2282

Exclusive Partner



 Dave Leake asked if the StarGazer Project  is dead in the water. Cheri Adams will pursue having disbursed funds 
returned, with the project eligible to apply in the future.

Technology: Dayna Thompson delivered the Technology Report. She introduced the conference photo galleries and it is 
discussed if they should be public and searchable. They are searchable via the internal website search, but photos need 
manually tagged and captioned. Dayna Thompson and Waylena McCully are not sure if this is the best option of all 
resources, but is manageable entirely within the site so it is easily controlled via the Drupal module. Dan Tell asks if a 
nested directory/gallery structure is possible. Dayna Thompson is unsure at this time. Not enough pictures may be visible 
at  one time for very large galleries, and it  would be nice to have more searchable information and tags. Bart Benjamin 
asks if Geoff Holt’s concern with external picture hosting was it could be lost  or fail. Dayna Thompson confirms this is 
the concern — keeping everything internal helps with longevity.
 Dan Tell inquires if there is any issue with photo release rights. Garry and Janet Beckstrom confirm these are 
cleared with registration. Dave Leake notes Hospitality Suite photos should not be included.
 Garry Beckstrom asks what content should be made public. Bart Benjamin notes conference photographer Dan 
Goins takes hundreds of pictures, a small subset  of which makes it  to the newsletter with the rest on the Proceedings CD. 
There has been interest  in moving away from the CD and the photos have been the last  limit  on this. Bart  Benjamin and 
Dan Tell suggest the highlights of the conference be made viewable publicly, with the entirety available once logged in. 
Garry Beckstrom requests photos be picked very carefully to represent the conference, and Bart Benjamin expresses he is 
open to whomever wants to assist  as a mediator. Dan Tell and Jeanne Bishop reiterate making all photos available to 
logged-in members. Bart Benjamin confirms it is possible, but will require more assistance with tagging and captioning.
 Dayna Thompson notes the website includes information about  the annual conference with some highlights and 
bullet points and could include some pictures. Garry Beckstrom suggests these could change annually with the current 
conference.
  Jeanne Bishop notes it will be good to have all the pictures online to promote greater interest in GLPA. Garry 
Beckstrom agrees that  the idea is to eventually have all photos online, it  will just  take time and sorting out the mechanism. 
Dale Smith notes this will take a lot of organization. Garry Beckstrom opens discussion on how organized is desirable. 
Dan Tell feels searchable captions is key, but Garry Beckstrom notes the difficulty of captioning all the names, especially 
for historical photos, but  he, Dave DeBruyn and Jeanne Bishop can definitely do some. KJ Cott asks if it  can work like 
Facebook tagging, but Dayna Thompson things this is unlikely. Garry Beckstrom summarizes the discussion: a few 
pictures from each conference for the public, selected by somebody (most likely Bart Benjamin) with the rest  available to 
the members. Eventually the Proceedings CD will be phased out. Dayna Thompson notes a photo repository is thus a 
priority for the website. Bart Benjamin notes with enough help it can all be captioned, but  at  the very least  everything can 
be up for browsing, as with the CDs now.
 Virtual meetings for the Executive Committee were discussed at the last meeting. Garry Beckstrom asked if there 
was still interest. John Potts expressed interest. Bart Benjamin inquired if the plan was the replace the in-person meeting. 
Dan Tell noted it is easier to do only one meeting rather than two (virtual and in-person). After discussion, it  was 
concluded the email conversations may still be the best. Dayna Thompson will upload the committee chair reports to the 
website so they are available there for easier access before the meeting. Face-to-face meetings are still preferable, but  time 
can be saved by not reading complete reports, only addressing discussion items.
 Dave Leake reports on Cosmic Colors distribution. There have been 76 sales and there are 4 vendor distributors.

Secretary: Dan Tell delivered the Secretary’s Report.
 Dan Tell  moves the Executive Committee  accept the minutes from the  October 29, 2015 committee meeting. 
Bart Benjamin seconds. The motion carries. The meeting minutes are accepted.
 Dan Tell has proposed making a consistent set of electronic forms for GLPA to replace all the printed-paper era 
forms. He will work with Dayna Thompson on how to integrate this with the website.

Treasurer:  Cheri Adams delivered the Treasurer’s Report. As of April 9th, 2015, GLPA’s account  balances were as 
follows:
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Conference insurance was again discussed. Formal insurance is not feasible and is too expensive. GLPA will maintain a 
self-insurance policy — a significant block of GLPA’s treasury is reserve for this purpose. Cheri Adams reminds the 
committee that  GLPA’s fiscal year runs 10/1 - 9/30 and this means conference expenses may occur the fiscal year after 
they are expected, so it  looks unusual at  times. Bart  Benjamin asks if this can be changed, but Cheri Adams explains it 
would take an appeal to the state of Michigan and the Association would need to be re-licensed. This does not seem 
practical, the committee should just be aware of how its budget works.
 Cheri Adams presented budget spreadsheets that were itemized for the Associations taxes and divided by month.
 GLPA guidelines require the bulk of GLPA’s funds be kept in a high-yield savings account, but this is not possible 
with current  savings account rates, so it is being kept in the GLPA checking account. Dayna Thompson will eventually be 
added as an account user for redundancy.
 Tax papers for Michigan (were GLPA is incorporated) were filed last fall.
Garry Beckstrom and the Executive Committee provide a major thanks to Cheri Adams for her service as GLPA Treasurer.
 Gary Tomlinson inquires if the 2014 conference saw net income or was a loss. Cheri Adams says she is still 
looking into that. Dan Tell does a review of historical budgets and notes, from a quick review — yes. GLPA generally 
does not lose money on conferences.
 Garry Beckstrom asks if there may be some sticker shock over conference costs this year. Cheri Adams feels there 
may be, providing all the more reason to thank Ball State for how much the University covered in costs and explain to 
members why the conference has returned to previous cost trends.

President: Garry Beckstrom gave the President’s Report. Galileo nominations were reviewed.

President-Elect: Dayle Brown delivered the President-Elect’s report. Dayle distributed a list  of the candidates for the 
fall election. They are as follows: President-Elect: Geoff Holt and Waylena McCully. Secretary: Renae Kerrigan and Dan 
Tell. Treasurer: Cheri Adams and Mitch Luman. IPS Representative: Jeanne Bishop and Mike Smail. Dayle praised the 
Nominating Committee for their work.
 Gary Tomlinson asked about  expanding the GLPA scholarship to cover substitute teachers to make it  easier for 
planetarians that are teachers to attend. It was concluded this was neither appropriate, nor logistically possible.
 A web form for scholarships was proposed. Dan Tell was assigned to produce one along with other GLPA forms 
and will follow-up with Dayna Thompson.
 Dan Tell  moves the  Executive  Committee  approve a maximum of 10 scholarships for the 2015 GLPA 
conference. Sue Batson seconds. The  motion carries. Ten scholarships will  be  available  for the  2015 GLPA 
conference.

Past President: Dave Leake presented the Past President’s report. Handbook changes have been sent  for inclusion on 
the website.
 Garry Beckstrom provided the Historian’s Update. He is currently waiting on the website to be ready for 
uploading of all materials, as discussed during the Technology Report.

IPS Representative: Jeanne Bishop gave the IPS Representative’s Report. She asks if GLPA has any changes anyone 
would like to see in IPS. The feeling was expressed that IPS may be making too much profit relative to conference costs 
(GLPA is also trying to improve this issue). Also that voting for elected positions is too difficult.
 Jeanne Bishop will report GLPA’s unique accomplishments to IPS. This includes robust online registration, 
scholarships, the success of Cosmic Colors, excellent Proceedings, the success of GLIPSA, video streaming, Gary 
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Tomlinson’s handbooks for the committee chairs, the conference host  guide and planning materials, and that  GLPA has 
reached its 50th anniversary.
 Funding for the IPS Representative was discussed. For non-conference years, IPS reimburses 1/3rd of the 
representative’s expenses, GLPA reimburses 1/3rd and GLPA can pay the remaining 1/3rd if requested by the officer. 
GLPA does not fund expenses for council meetings that  take place in conference years. The nomination committee chair 
will ensure they share the Handbook and policies with candidates, especially the IPS Representative so they are aware of 
the potential costs.

Membership: John Potts delivered the Membership Report. Awards for the 2015 GLPA conference were discussed.

Publications: Bart Benjamin presented the Publications Report. Garry Beckstrom congratulates Bart  Benjamin on his 
retirement from Triton College.
 Digital distribution of the newsletter is increasing. The Proceedings are soon to be distributed. They were delayed 
by a death in the family of the BGSU transcriber. The number of Facebook and Twitter followers continue to increase. 
Henceforth the Technology Committee with be reporting Facebook and Twitter statistics, it was only historically under 
Publications due to the workload when they were first started. The next newsletter is issue #110 edited by Bart Benjamin.
 Jeanne Bishop thanks Bart Benjamin, especially for the excellent transmission of information to IPS.

Old Business:  KJ Cott  inquires if the subsidized cost of the meal package is still $50. This is affirmed. The meal 
package for the 2015 Conference will be $120, after subsidy. KJ Cott  also inquired how to budget optimally. They had 
been rounding up each item then adding some contingency funding, but this adds about  $30 to the registration cost. It  was 
suggested, based on historical practice, to add everything at true cost and do a small round-up at  the end to keep the cost 
low. KJ Cott will recalculate this and work with Gary Tomlinson.

New Business: Dale Smith notes he has a new email address. A brief fact check was done on state meeting sponsorships. 
Jeanne Bishop thanks Cheri Adams for setting up the hotel reservations for the Executive Committee. Garry Beckstrom 
thanks KJ Cott and Emily Hromi for hosting the Executive Committee.

Adjournment: Dan  Tell  moved for adjournment. Dave  Leake  seconded. The  meeting was adjourned at 5:08 p.m., 
April 18, 2015.
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 IPS UPDATE (continued from page 43) 

 Planetarian keeps getting better and better. Editor Sharon Shanks continues to turn out a journal packed 
with in-depth articles relevant to planetariums with all types of equipment, in all types of facilities, and to 
planetarians with many different interests. Planetarian also disseminates much IPS news -- details of 
conferences, activities of different IPS affiliates, officer perspectives, and more. In one location, we can find a 
treasure of ideas and information important  to our work and to our worldwide planetarium family. I hope that 
you read it carefully.
 



Cosmic Colors: An Adventure Along the Spectrum is a dynamic new  planetarium show  from the Great Lakes 
Planetarium Association (GLPA) that will take you on a wondrous journey across the entire electromagnetic 
spectrum. Get ready for an amazing adventure under a rainbow of cosmic light!
  31 minutes in length   Target audience: 5th grade and up

Ordering information:
FULLDOME VERSION: $300 for a full dome masters at 4K x 4K   (need 1 TB hard drive)

$250 for full dome masters at 2K x 2K      (need 500 GB hard drive)
$200 for full dome masters at 1K x 1K      (need 100 GB hard drive)

For FullDome versions, each planetarium must ship an appropriate hard drive to GLPA. Show  encoding is the 
responsibility of each planetarium.
TRADITIONAL VERSION: $100 for traditional version with two discs -- a playable Cosmic Colors show DVD 
and a DVD data disc containing all-sky images, digital JPEG images, audio tracks, flattened video scenes, 
teacher guides, and documentation.

Order Cosmic Colors through the GLPA Online Store at glpa.org/online-store.

Cosmic  Co lors
An Adventure  Along  the  Spec trum

http://glpa.org/online-store
http://glpa.org/online-store


U P D AT E
Jeanne Bishop, IPS Representative 

This summer, the annual IPS Council meeting will be held in Montreal on August 6-8. This will be an 
unusual, expanded meeting due to an intensive discussion and planning session for the IPS Vision 2020 
Initiative. During the last year, I have asked for input into Vision 2020 from the GLPA Executive Committee, as 
well as from all GLPA members, in order to represent GLPA well in this important project. I have received a 
few recommendations for changes which I have passed on to Vision 2020 leader Jon Elvert and new IPS 
President Joanne Young. Please contact me with any further ideas prior to the Council meeting at 
jeanneebishop@wowway.com. Perhaps you filled out the Vision 2020 Survey on the IPS website. If so, the 
Vision 2020 Committee thanks you.
 There are two important  current IPS surveys, noted on the opening page of the IPS website at IPS-
planetarium.org. Please complete the important  Education Committee survey about education practices at your 
facility. We hope to form a worldwide summary of ways in which educational programming in planetariums and 
related to planetariums are conducted. We would like to know how you adjust your programming to local, state, 
and national (NGSS in the U.S.) standards. The survey  probably will take about 15 to 20 minutes to fill out with 
brief answers and some longer descriptions. Your input is needed and much appreciated. Please read my 
“Seeking What Works” Education Committee column in planetarium for details about  another project -- an IPS 
video collection project. GLPA’s project “Live from the Planetarium” was the inspiration for the video project. I 
will write much more about this in the fall issue of GLPA Newsletter and describe this at the fall GLPA 
conference.
 The second survey request noted on the IPS website opening page is for the Vision 2020 Professional 
Development subcommittee. Please also take time to offer your ideas on this very important planetarium issue.
 The IPS website contains a great deal of information and links to even more. Recently, Sharon Shanks 
has many of Jack Northrup's excellent Planetarian classroom activity articles available via the IPS website.
 A website letter from IPS President Joanne Young notes the search for a location for the 2018 IPS 
conference, as Salt Lake City’s Clark Planetarium withdrew its offer (after Clark Planetarium was selected last 
summer by IPS Council). If you have suggestions about a site, after discussing it with a possible host, please 
contact Joanne at  joanne@av-imagineering.com. Hopefully, a new location can be selected at this summer’s 
Montreal Council meeting.
 I recommend that everyone give serious thought to attending the 2016 IPS conference in Warsaw, 
Poland, June 19-25. Note the details for the Warsaw conference in Planetarian (including a summary of results 
from a survey conducted by the Warsaw hosts). Due to feedback from the survey and to the economic nature of 
the location, this meeting should meet needs of almost everyone in the diverse planetarium community. The 
theme “Revolve,” resonating with the history of the area in which Copernicus worked, will focus on many 
aspects of planetarium education, communication, development, and design and operation. The costs of hotels 
and other meeting budget items are lower than most places worldwide. To hold a planetarium conference where 
Copernicus developed his On the Revolution of Heavenly Spheres is an exciting prospect.

(continued on page 41)
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★ For the first time ever, the cover of a GLPA Newsletter included a photograph. The photograph showed 
noted Harvard astronomer Dr. Donald Menzel discussing the origin of the solar system at an Astronomy 
Symposium in Toledo, Ohio.

★ The cover article for this issue was titled “Recent Developments in Space Astronomy” by Dr. Menzel. Five 
and a half pages long, it  was very much like a solar system version of Dr. Kaitchuck’s annual Astronomy 
Update. Starting with the Sun and ending with comets, the article described recent research and our current 
understanding of each solar system object. At one point, Dr. Menzel quipped, “I know that you are all aware 
that we astronomers sometimes feel we would be happier if the Earth had no air. I remember when Henry 
Norris Russell, the famous Princeton astronomer, was alive he used to say that when good astronomers died, 
they  would be allowed to go to the Moon to make all their observations. Now that we have learned about the 
planet Venus being so extremely hot and completely  clouded over all the time, I am sure he would say that 
all bad astronomers would be sent to spend eternity there.”

★ A tentative agenda of the 1975 fall conference in Cleveland was printed. It  included visits to the NASA 
Lewis Research Center, the planetariums at Fairview Park High School and Midpark High School, the 
Junior Nature and Science Center, and the Warner-Swasey Observatory.

★ A complete GLPA membership list, complete with street addresses, was printed. GLPA’s list of its 167 
members required four pages, each page formatted into three columns.
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VOLUME X, NUMBER 2 SUMMER SOLSTICE, 1975
(12 pages in length)

GLPA’s 29th newsletter and the first issue of 1975 [there was no 
spring issue] contained the following articles and columns:



★ This issue started with both the GLPA President and Newsletter Editor voicing their excitement about the 
new Public Museum of Grand Rapids and its exciting new Chaffee Planetarium, which would be the site of 
the 30th anniversary  GLPA conference in the fall. Bart Benjamin noted that  “the planetarium is eye-
grabbing and houses some of the newest and most exciting audio and video systems in the planetarium 
world today.” [Editor: Twenty  years later, we are similarly poised to celebrate in Grand Rapids, this time for 
GLPA’s 50th anniversary].

★ Jeanne Bishop from the Westlake Schools Planetarium in Westlake, Ohio was recently awarded the Thomas 
J. Brennan Award for exceptional achievement related to the teaching of astronomy at the high school level 
by the Board of Directors of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. Congratulations, Jeanne!

★ Roger Grossenbacher from Lancaster, Ohio wrote an article titled “Using Ellison Machine Figures in Your 
Planetarium.” In it, he explains how he uses an Ellison machine, which is normally used to stamp out large 
letters and figures for posters, for use in a planetarium theater.

★ Education Chair Dave DeRemer reported that GLPA’s own third grade program, Solar System Adventure 
Tour, will run about 25 minutes, should be completed sometime in June, and will be presented at the fall 
conference. It will be geared toward the smaller planetarium but could easily be adapted by the larger 
facility.
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VOLUME XXX, NUMBER 2 SUMMER SOLSTICE, 1995
(16 pages in length)

GLPA’s 108th newsletter and the second issue of 1995 contained the 
following articles and columns:



The Great Lakes Planetarium Association acknowledges 
the following companies and organizations for their 
generous support in Fiscal Year 2014-15:

Parallel Universe Sponsors
Ash Enterprises    www.ash-enterprises.com
Evans & Sutherland    www.es.com
GOTO INC.     www.goto.co.jp/english
R.S.A. Cosmos    www.rsacosmos.com/en/
Seiler Instrument    www.seilerinst.com/divisions/planetarium/
Spitz      www.spitzinc.com
Sky-Skan     www.skyskan.com

Universe Sponsors
Astro-Tec Manufacturing, Inc.  www.astro-tec.com
Audio Visual Imagineering, Inc.  www.av-imagineering.com
Digitalis Education Solutions, Inc.  www.digitaliseducation.com
Konica Minolta Planetarium/Magna-Tech www.mediaglobeplanetarium.com
Mirage 3D     www.mirage3d.eu

Solar System Sponsors
Bays Mountain Productions   www.baysmountain.com/planetarium-productions/
California Academy of Sciences  www.calacademy.org
ChromaCove     www.chromacove.com
Clark Planetarium    www.clarkplanetarium.org
GeoGraphics Imaging & Consulting www.geographicsimaging.com
Milwaukee Public Museum   www.mpm.edu
Museum of Science/Charles Hayden Plm. www.mos.org

Planet Sponsors
East Coast Control Systems   www.eastcoastcontrol.com
Laser Fantasy    www.laserfantasy.com
Michigan Science Center   www.mi-sci.org
Prismatic Magic    www.prismaticmagic.com
SCISS Uniview    www.scalingtheuniverse.com

Moon Sponsors
Bowen Technovation    www.bowentechnovation.com
Stargarten     www.billionsuns.eu
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THE GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION (GLPA) offers membership opportunities to all  individuals in any way connected with 
the operation of planetariums regardless of geographic location. GLPA is an affiliate of IPS (International Planetarium Society), NSTA (National 
Science Teachers Association), and  IMERSA (Immersive Media Entertainment, Research, Science & Arts). Membership dues are $20 annually, 
payable at  the time of the Autumnal Equinox. General correspondence should be addressed to the Secretary, and requests for membership should be 
addressed to the Membership Chair (see below). The quarterly GLPA Newsletter is received by all members in good standing. Ideas and opinions 
expressed in the GLPA Newsletter  are not  necessarily those of GLPA, its membership  or the editor. Deadlines for contributions fall  on the 1st of 
February, May, August and November. Send information to GLPA Newsletter Editor (address below). Copyright © 2015.
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The GLPA Newsletter is printed and mailed from:

Physics and Astronomy Department
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green  OH  43403

For a replacement copy of this newsletter, please contact Dale Smith
(address given above).

Astronomical photographs used within the GLPA Newsletter are courtesy of 
NASA and the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI).
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IMAGE CREDITS

Cover Illustration: The summer Milky Way and Perseid meteors over Muskellunge 
Lake in Michigan. This  image was taken by GLPA member Eric Schreur on August 12th, 
when he was observing and photographing meteors, auroral activity, and Messier objects. 
Eric noted that “the air was very clear and dark, right down to the horizon. . .The little 
green glow on the horizon is the light dome over Newberry, Michigan.”

Credit: Eric Schreur, Kalamazoo, Michigan

The current design of the GLPA Newsletter incorporates small sections of 
several Hubble Space Telescope images for its page mastheads. These and 
other images can be accessed from the Hubble Heritage Project website at 
heritage.stsci.edu or the HubbleSite Gallery website at hubblesite.org/
gallery. And because the photos are from NASA, they  are free to use (with 
proper credit).

Cover   Star Cluster NGC 2074 in the Large Magellanic Cloud
Masthead:  Credit: NASA, ESA, and M. Livio (STScI)

Image Credits page background image: Abstract Art Found in the Orion Nebula
  Credit: NASA, ESA, and The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

State News Prototypical Barred Spiral Galaxy NGC 1300
Masthead: Credit: NASA, ESA, The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

Bulletin Board Hubble Ultra Deep Field (STScI-2004-28)
Masthead:  Credit: NASA, ESA, R. Windhorst (Arizona State University)
   and H. Yan (Spitzer Science Center, Caltech)

IPS Update  August 29, 2011 GOES East Full Disk Satellite Image
Masthead: NASA/NOAA GOES Project Science website
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I’m really excited! After waiting for years, we finally have 
close-up photos of Pluto thanks to the New Horizons 
spacecraft. What’s cool to me is that  it  makes Pluto more 
of a “place” with actual features we can talk about, not just 
a moving dot on a photograph. This is a great opportunity 
to tell our visitors that  their favorite (dwarf) planet  is still 
there and even more interesting than they could ever 
imagine. I can’t tell you how many times after Pluto was 
reclassified, I was asked by visiting school children why 
we “got rid of Pluto.” I think all our visitors will find it 
satisfying that this is an important world in our solar 
system. As more images and data come back from New 
Horizons, we’ll be able to learn more and more about it. 

I’m sure like me, a few of you will remember Clyde Tombaugh recounting his discovery of Pluto at  our 1988 conference 
in Bowling Green to a hushed audience. I think he would be so excited to see actual surface images of “his planet” if he 
were still here today.
 Speaking of conferences, our 50th anniversary conference is almost  upon us. GLPA and the staff of the Chaffee 
Planetarium have many “golden” events planned, including a “Living Legends Lecture” by GLPA Founder Von Del 
Chamberlain on Saturday. I hope you are already registered. For planetarians in the Great Lakes region, I believe this is 
your most  important professional development opportunity of the year. Of course, the more members who participate by 
presenting workshops, papers, and posters, the better the conference will be. I hope you have considered telling us about 
what you’ve been doing at your facility. Consider a poster if you don’t want to do an oral paper. I’d love to see more and 
more poster papers at our conferences. Registration is online again this year. Visit www.GLPA.org/conference for more 
information and to register. I know the staff of the Chaffee Planetarium in Grand Rapids has been working hard to make 
this conference a great one. I hope to see you there!

Garry Beckstrom

President’s
Message

Happy Autumnal Equinox!

GLPA’s 50th anniversary conference is fast  approaching! 
With great  speakers, workshops, and special anniversary 
events, you won't want to miss this one! If you haven’t  yet 
registered, you should do so as soon as possible. Conference 
deadlines are fast approaching, as follows:

✴ September 15 – The early registration deadline 
(including paper/poster submissions). After this date, a 
$25 late fee will apply.

✴  September 28 – The late  registration deadline. After 
this date, an additional $25 late-late fee will apply. This is 
also the last day to make meal selections and changes.

✴ September 29 – The Holiday Inn releases unbooked rooms; the conference rate will no longer be available.

✴ October 8 – The last day for registration refund (less any late fees). Electronic texts for papers and posters are due to  
Proceedings Editor Dale Smith.

 For the latest updates to the conference schedule, please visit  glpa.org/tentative_schedule. I look forward to seeing 
you there. It should be a grand conference in Grand Rapids!
 Please note that the deadline for the winter issue of the GLPA Newsletter is November 1, 2015. Please submit 
your facility reports to your State Chairs by late-October. Enjoy the early weeks of autumn and safe travel to everyone 
attending GLPA’s 50th anniversary conference in Grand Rapids.

Editor’s
Message

Bart
Benjamin

111189
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After running 22-25 shows a day for 
the entire summer, the staff of the 
Alder Planetarium in Chicago is 
looking forward to the shorter days 
and cooler temperatures of autumn! At 
the beginning of summer, astronaut 
Sunita Williams came to the museum 
to discuss science careers with about 
400 female middle schoolers as part  of 
Adler’s annual “Women in Space 
Science” celebration. On July 14, 
Adler was very fortunate to partner 
with AMNH’s “Breakfast  at  Pluto” 

event. Over 200 people came to the planetarium at  6 a.m. 
to participate in a livestream with Carter Emmart, Neil 
deGrasse Tyson, and mission scientists at the Applied 
Physics Lab in Maryland. Adler was the only site in the 
U.S. where the audience watched a fulldome real-time 
visualization of the New Horizons mission via the new 
OpenSpace software program. Summer also provided the 
Adler staff with the opportunity to perform hardware and 
software upgrades in their three theaters. The most notable 
upgrades were in their Definiti Space Theater, where Sky-
Skan installed new projector masks and an auto-alignment 
system that  has breathed new life into the digital 
planetarium system that  was first  installed prior to 
IPS2008.
 The Illinois  State  University Planetarium in 
Normal continues to make improvements to its facility, 
even as the planetarium celebrates its Golden Anniversary. 
In early June, the staff replaced its aging lumiline dome 
lights with an East  Coast Control Systems’ Pleiades LED 
cove lighting system. Afterward, Ash Enterprises 
performed general maintenance on the planetarium’s Spitz 
A3-P projector, including the replacement  of a number of 
star cells for the instrument’s upgraded A4 starfield.
 The Dome Planetarium at the Peoria Riverfront 
Museum had a busy summer, with patrons enjoying Back 
to the Moon for Good and their new Uniview tour Dynamic 
Planets, in which staff members take visitors back in time 
to see what the Earth looked like at the time of the 
dinosaurs. This show complimented their summer 
exhibition, “Dinosaurs in Motion.” In June, visitors got  to 
chat with Astronaut  Mike Hopkins via Skype as a part  of 
their space-themed summer camp. Their “Pluto Party” on 
July 14 welcomed over 350 visitors to learn about  the New 
Horizons mission and participate in related activities. In 
June, Planetarium Curator Renae Kerrigan traveled to 

STATE CHAIRS

ILLINOIS: Renae Kerrigan
  Peoria Riverfront Museum
 222 S Washington Street
 Peoria, Illinois  61602
 (309) 863-3030
 rkerrigan@peoriariverfrontmuseum.org

INDIANA:  Alan Pareis
 9421 Stagecoach Drive
 Fort Wayne, Indiana  46804
 (260) 432-8786
 bellerophonii@aol.com

MICHIGAN:  Matthew Linke
 University of Michigan Plm.
 Room 4508 Museums
 1109 Geddes Avenue
 Ann Arbor, Michigan  48109
 (734) 647-1381
 mlinke@umich.edu

OHIO:  Dale Smith
 BGSU Planetarium
 Department of Physics & Astronomy
 Bowling Green State University
 Bowling Green, Ohio  43403
 (419) 372-8666
 dwsmith@bgsu.edu

WISCONSIN/ Jean Creighton
MINNESOTA:  Manfred Olson Planetarium
 Univ. of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
 1900 E. Kenwood Boulevard
 Milwaukee, Wisconsin  53201
 (414) 229-4961
 jcreight@uwm.edu
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Chile as part  of the Astronomy in Chile Educator Ambassador Program, and has since been busy teaching the 
people of Central Illinois all about the astronomy that  the U.S. is doing in Chile. You’ll be able to hear more 
about her trip at the fall conference.
 This summer, the Strickler Planetarium  refurbished a 6-inch Criterion Dynascope reflecting telescope in the 
Reed Hall Observatory on the campus of Olivet Nazarene University. The telescope is original to the campus 

science building, which was constructed in the 1960s, and has been re-installed on its original equatorial mount in the 
observatory. The telescope is used for public viewing in conjunction with planetarium shows. Director Stephen Case 
participated in the 12th Biennial History of Astronomy Workshop held at  the University of Notre Dame in June, where he 
presented a paper on “John Herschel Against Positional Astronomy” as part  of a panel on 19th Century astronomy. Details 
of the workshop can be found online at www3.nd.edu/~histast/. This workshop, which takes place each second summer at 
Notre Dame, is an ideal venue for planetarians who are interested in learning more about  the historical development of 
astronomy.
 The William M. Staerkel Planetarium at  Parkland College in Champaign welcomed over 200 people for “Pluto-
palooza” on July 14. Patrons enjoyed seeing their toilet paper solar system and a model of the Pluto/Charon system, 
finding out if they could dunk a basketball on Pluto, and “discovering” Pluto from the original discovery images. 
Everyone then watched the “phone home” event  in the dome together. This fall, the planetarium will offer Fall Prairie 
Skies, Odyssey, and Solar System Safari. Late this fall, they will switch to Santa’s Secret Star and Loch Ness’s Season of 
Light. Their “World of Science” lecture series is set, with Dr. Jim Kaler visiting in December to speak on “Dwarf Planets.” 
Also planned are a lunar eclipse party and a day of gaming with the Artemis Bridge Simulator.
 The Cernan Earth  & Space Center of Triton College is pleased to announce that  Kris McCall (previously of the 
Sudekum Planetarium at the Adventure Science Center in Nashville) has been hired as its new Director. She will start  in 
mid-September. Congratulations, Kris, and welcome to the Great Lakes region! The Cernan Center will be closed from 
late-August through much of September for their next series of major theater upgrades. This time, new theater seating, 
new theater carpeting, and new lobby flooring will be installed. This “new and improved” Cernan Earth & Space Center, 
with the Super MediaGlobe II projection system that it received in April, will re-open in early October.
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In its first  ten months of operation, the Brown Planetarium at  Ball State University has 
welcomed nearly 17,000 visitors. Some 7,700 of those were part  of 184 private group visits, and 
the rest attended 92 public events. Congratulations to Director Ron Kaitchuck, Assistant Director 
Dayna Thompson, and remaining staff! The Brown Planetarium is collaborating with other 
University departments and the community on special projects. Work is underway on a special 
event  with the Muncie Symphony Orchestra. A summer camp conducted in June for 4th-8th 
graders centered on NASA’s Engineering Design Challenge, titled “Gaining Traction on Mars.” 
Dayna and colleagues will present  a workshop about this design challenge at  the upcoming 
Grand Rapids conference. Other Brown activities include setting up distribution for their new 
fulldome show Saturn & Beyond and a future hybrid version. Finally, the “old” Ball State 
University Planetarium is being converted into a production studio.
  GLPA President-Elect Dayle Brown of Pegasus Productions gave a July Starlab 
presentation in a library and participated in an August art  fair. Dayle will be a vendor this year at 
the Grand Rapids conference. She will have her books, the original art  works from her books, 

and cards. If you aren’t  familiar with Dayle’s book series Skylore from Planet  Earth, the upcoming conference will be 
your chance to see it. In addition to previous volumes of the series, she will have what she says is the newest (and last!) 
title — Comets & Meteors.
 The Edwin  Clark Schouweiler Memorial  Planetarium at the University of Saint  Francis in Fort  Wayne partnered 
with the Fort  Wayne Astronomical Society in June and July for a “Pluto Celebration.” The celebration was designed to 
provide opportunities for area residents to learn about the Plutonian system and the New Horizons mission. Just prior to 
the flyby, there were two evening events of multiple lectures and presentations called Pluto Up Close and Personal. Fort 
Wayne A.S. members and planetarium staff members Sydnee Hamrick and Alan Pareis were presenters, while Jackie 
Baughman provided logistical and computer support  for the events. Twenty minute Pluto Updates served as the “pre-
show” offerings for early arrivers to Fort  Wayne’s annual 3-Rivers Festival. The Pluto Flyby day occurred between the 
two 3-Rivers Fest weekends. Each of the 10 total presentations over 3+ weeks was regularly updated to reflect  current 
New Horizons data. Saturday evening public viewing at the new Fort Wayne Astronomical Society Observatory site 
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included attempts to spot Pluto through a telescope. One member of the Society’s imaging group did capture a 
blink-able pair of Pluto images with a 6-inch Newtonian and a DSLR. Planetarium Director Alan Pareis 
concluded the current  Pluto celebration series as the featured speaker for the August  Fort  Wayne A.S. meeting 
with an update titled — Pluto…this just in from our ship New Horizons. Sky and Telescope magazine granted 
the staff permission to reprint  and distribute copies of the eight page Pluto article in their July issue. The staff is 

hoping to offer more free community Pluto updates as additional New Horizons data becomes available. The partners 
continue to work with TekVenture in Fort Wayne to 3D print  some New Horizons Spacecraft models from NASA-
supplied code for future Pluto celebration updates.

On July 28th in Ann Arbor, the first concrete was poured for the new Biological Science 
Building, which includes the new Museum of Natural History. The current Ruthven 
Museum  will go dark sometime in 2018 so the staff can move exhibits (i.e. those that 
they’re keeping) to the new building. The current “planetarium” hardware will not  be 
moving, and installation of the dome and new technology in the digital theater by 
Bowen Technovation will occur at that same time. Precise dates will be determined by 
the construction schedule. Various “Ruthven Going Dark” celebrations are being 
planned. The battle is won . . . and there are no sprinklers sticking through the dome! In 
the meantime, the staff will move full speed ahead in their current facility, having just 
come off a year that  saw their second highest ever museum-wide attendance. A public 
version of their live “Big History” program is coming along, as is a detailed installation 
of the latest version of Uniview. New dome-casting partners are being identified as well.
 The Abrams Planetarium  just had the first  of what will now become an annual 

event  — the “Star Safari.” They collaborated with the Potter Park Zoo to have animals visit while doing a special star talk 
about animal constellations from different  cultures. This fall, they will reopen with Two Small Pieces of Glass to celebrate 
the International Year of Light  as well as Perfect Little Planet for their family visitors. In November, they will be running 
their Pink Floyd show as a limited engagement. Abrams Planetarium Director Shannon Schmoll has returned from her trip 
to Chile through the Astronomy in Chile Educator Ambassador Program and is available to give talks around Michigan 
region for interested folks; just contact her at schmoll@pa.msu.edu. Abrams is hoping to host  an informal Michigan DUG 
(Digistar Users Group) meeting to share production tips across the increasing number of D5 planetariums in the state. 
Please contact John French (frenchj@pa.msu.edu) if you are interested in seeing that  happen. Finally, Abrams is working 
with the MSU Science Festival to coordinate a statewide astronomy night  on April 15, 2016. They are looking for 
planetariums and observatories around the state who’d be willing to host  activities rain or shine that  evening for their local 
communities. Please contact Shannon (schmoll@pa.msu.edu) or Renee Leone of Science Festival (scifest@msu.edu) for 
more information.
 The big news at  the Longway Planetarium  in Flint is that  they’re open! Specifically, they reopened on May 
30 with Digistar 5. They stripped out the old dome, sound system, lights, seats, and projector and then rebuilt the 
planetarium from the ground up. They’re now running a 4K system on the new 30,000 lumen Christie Boxer projectors.

Autumnal Equinox, 2015

DON’T MISS OUT

To be included in the winter issue’s State News 
column, please forward news from your facility to 
your state chair in the latter half of October.

If you have a digital picture of a newsworthy event 
held at your planetarium, please e-mail it to Bart 
Benjamin for possible inclusion in the IPS 
Planetarian’s “International News” column.

WHO DO I CONTACT?

If you ever have a GLPA-related question, but are 
not quite sure to whom you should direct that 
question, GLPA may have your answer.
 The GLPA website has a page that provides 
a helpful way to determine who best  could answer 
your question. To use it, please visit

glpa.org/contacts
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Jeanne Bishop had a great  experience giving programs this summer in the Westlake 
Schools Planetarium. The school system’s Link Summer Camp enrolls students from pre-
kindergarten age through eighth grade. Jeanne divided the group of about 200 into five 
classes per titled planetarium program, mostly on the basis of age. She presented programs 
on “Native American Uses of the Sky,” “Star Legends Around the World,” “Cool Stuff 
About Planets and Dwarf Planets,” “Creative Writing Beneath the Moon and Stars,” and 
“Our Changing Universe” (which is about cosmology, the origin of the solar system, and 
star evolution). Jeanne put  her training in developmental abilities to real tests — one can’t 
give the same presentation to age 4 students as age 12 students. Each version of the topic 
was different. She changed terminology, level of detail, types of student interactions (role-
play, dance, mind trips) and content. For creative writing, she discovered that separation by 
gender, as well as age, was most  productive. Since this was a “camp” situation, rather than 
regular school classes, Jeanne applied some flexibility to the programs’ starting and ending 

times. Also, she needed to get used to opening the planetarium door when parents came at  odd times within programs to 
pick up their children. The planetarium camp sequence was a pleasant break from the standards-driven planetarium 
curriculum that she follows during the school year. The school district and community are happy to see the planetarium 
used during the non-school months.
 The Smith Middle School Planetarium in Vandalia concluded a successful school year in May with the popular 
and now annual Cosmic Jams music show as well as a Star Search Badge Night  for the Scouts. It  will start the year with 
Pluto, Far Out Man! followed by Exoplanets, another Earth?! and other monthly titles yet to be determined. Director 
Scott  Oldfield continues to lobby for district  support  for restoring full programing beyond the single high-school 
astronomy course the dome has been relegated to. Scott also continues to be interested in acquiring donated special effects 
equipment and constellation overlay slides from anyone who has recently benefitted from equipment upgrades.
 Gene Zajac’s streak of cloudy/rainy observing nights on Put-in-Bay ended on July 15! It  was the night of the Miller 
Ferry and Nature Center stargazing cruise and 188 people boarded a Put-in-Bay ferry at  8:30 p.m. for a beautiful starlight 
cruise. Jay Reynolds, Suzie Dills, and Gene talked about Pluto images and pointed out  the night sky objects to small 
groups. Their guests were given instruction on how to use the provided planisphere. Jackie Taylor of the Nature Center 
organized the event and asked vendors to provide wine, snacks, and other beverages. The cruise was a fundraiser for the 
Nature Center, where Jackie leads nature groups. Gene volunteers with programs and stargazing for her campers.
 Gene had three other “Plutopalooza” events. One was at  the Perry Monument Visitor Center on the Saturday before 
closest  approach by New Horizons. A second was at  the monument center for sea cadets the day of the flyby on July 14 
and the third was on July 21 for another group of sea cadets and the public, with telescopes and a clear sky after the 
presentation. Gene also planned a Perseid meteor public viewing session and two more New Horizons programs in the 
fall. Due to mosquitoes “as big as bats,” the night  viewing will be re-located nearer the Monument  where there will be 
fewer tall plants and a great sky view. This observing will be with the Perry’s Monument and the Black Swamp 
Conservatory.
 Rod Thompson, retired from the Mentor Schools Planetarium, is teaching a basic astronomy class at  Wayne 
College, a branch of Akron University, while trying to keep up with six grandchildren and another on the way. Rod writes 
that Ohio Northern has a new observatory with a flat  roof that  retracts so that  multiple telescopes can be used at  the same 
time.
 Alex Mak reports that  the big news from the Ritter Planetarium is the renovation of the Brooks Observatory and 
the installation of a new Celestron 14 Edge HD on a robotic Paramount GEM. There’s a nice write-up on the University of 
Toledo website at utnews.utoledo.edu/index.php/07_02_2015/observatory-undergoing-renovations.
 Laura Megeath of Lourdes University in Sylvania reports that  the Appold Planetarium recently had a very popular 
show called Hubble@25. They would have had more showings, but they had to close temporarily for an equipment 
upgrade! They now have a new digital projector from Spitz with 1600x1600 resolution and will be showing Solar 
Superstorms when they reopen to the public this fall.
 At the Lake Erie Nature and Science Center’s Schuele Planetarium, Fran Rifici Ratka was crazily busy this 
summer with Rocket  Camps and STEM Camps. Attendance at  the one-day rocket camps for students from second grade 
to junior high and the evening rocket camps for families was the highest  in her 3.5 years at the Center! At these camps, 
students had fun by learning physics and aerodynamics, building model rockets, and then launching them. The STEM 
camps featured a new partnership this year with the local community college, Tri-C. Second through fourth graders spent 
two days with the planetarium staff exploring the Sun and its energy and spectroscopy as well as the planet Mars with 
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many different experiments and hands-on activities. Students in grades 3-6 attended a week-long space camp 
filled with rockets, Mars rovers, spectroscopy, the planets, and everything science. “Mad Scientist Day” 
included the kids building a Rube Goldberg machine of their own design. Fran was thrilled to have 14 sixth to 
ninth graders attend the week-long camp “Engineering Mars.” This is a very large number of this age student 
attending a program at the Center! These students spent  the week learning about and building things that 

covered all aspects of getting a spacecraft to Mars and landing a rover. The students built the rover and tested wheel 
coverings outlined in NASA’s “Gaining Traction on Mars Challenge” that we will be hearing about  during GLPA this 
year. They also spent a day at Tri-C’s physics lab, taking advantage of college physics equipment.
 Sadly, three days after emailing this report, Fran was let  go by the Center in a downsizing, cost-saving measure, and 
was escorted out of the building. The planetarium’s future is uncertain. We wish Fran the best in these difficult 
circumstances. Her Center email is no longer valid, but you can reach her at fratka1@yahoo.com.
 On his summer travels, BGSU’s Dale Smith stopped in at the Northern Lights Centre Planetarium in Watson Lake, 
Yukon, which is one of the most isolated facilities in the world. With a population of about  a thousand, and hours from 
anything larger, Watson Lake is a stopover point on the Alaska Highway, and the planetarium’s programs feature the 
northern lights, which are a regular winter sight  at  that latitude. The 50-foot dome has 100 seats and a Spitz HD fulldome 
system. When the summer’s tourist  season ends, the Centre becomes a community resource, showing movies and serving 
the local school with sky-based programs using Starry Night software.
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The Gary E. Sampson Planetarium added fulldome video projection 
capabilities in August. Ash Enterprises cleaned and painted the dome to 
a lower reflectivity, and The Elumenati installed a GeoDome Evolver 
projection system. Their “legacy” equipment will be left  in place and 
will continue to be used alongside the digital projector. Director Todd 
DeZeeuw will be working to prepare new programs and to convert 
some of the legacy programs to fulldome digital format.
  The Buckstaff Planetarium in UW-Oshkosh will be closed 
again this year for upcoming renovations.
  The UW-Milwaukee Manfred Olson Planetarium received an 
internal grant  to purchase UNIVIEW software and research techniques 

to help people understand the scale of the universe. This fall, Director Jean Creighton will present two new in-house 
programs — Science and Cinema, where audiences enjoy some iconic movie moments in sci-fi and how that  connects 
with science, and Einstein’s Last Prediction, where audiences learn about gravitational waves.
 The Wausau School  District Planetarium is the happy recipient of a $230,000 grant to modernize its theater and 
internal technology. This two-year process will be transformative and exciting and will utilize all the ideas and 
experiences that Chris Janssen has seen over the years at GLPA meetings and conferences.
 To celebrate the harvest, the Charles Horwitz  Planetarium in Waukesha, Wisconsin will be offering sky shows for 
the public throughout September 19 for the annual Apple Harvest Festival at Waukesha County’s Retzer Nature Center.
 Lights, Camera, CREATE! Teenagers’ Guide to the Galaxy is the new show from the Daniel  M. Soref 
Planetarium. The show was created by Milwaukee-area students under a NASA CREATE grant.
 University of Minnesota President  Eric Kaler is recommending an increase of $6.725 million to complete a new 
Bell Museum of Natural History and Planetarium  on the St. Paul campus. The additional funding would add exhibit 
space and create opportunities for private investment to further the museum’s STEM education and outreach mission. The 
extra funding is subject to approval by the University’s Board of Regents in September, when the initial architectural 
designs will be presented. The new building will open in the spring or summer of 2018.
 The Marshall  W. Alworth Planetarium  at  the University of Minnesota-Duluth has a new Planetarium Director 
(Marc Seigar), a new Program Director (James Rock), and a new portable planetarium dome from The Elumenati. They 
have also received their GeoDome Theater system with Uniview, WorldViewer, and NASA Eyes. Their official launch 
date is scheduled for September 30. Finally, they are upgrading their fixed dome projection system with The Elumenati’s 
GeoDome Evolver 200 system, with the same software suite so that  there is seamless integration between the fixed dome 
and portable dome options.

Autumnal Equinox, 2015
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Cosmic Colors: An Adventure Along the Spectrum is a dynamic new  planetarium show  from the Great Lakes 
Planetarium Association (GLPA) that will take you on a wondrous journey across the entire electromagnetic 
spectrum. Get ready for an amazing adventure under a rainbow of cosmic light!
  31 minutes in length   Target audience: 5th grade and up

Ordering information:
FULLDOME VERSION: $300 for a full dome masters at 4K x 4K   (need 1 TB hard drive)

$250 for full dome masters at 2K x 2K      (need 500 GB hard drive)
$200 for full dome masters at 1K x 1K      (need 100 GB hard drive)

For FullDome versions, each planetarium must ship an appropriate hard drive to GLPA. Show  encoding is the 
responsibility of each planetarium.
TRADITIONAL VERSION: $100 for traditional version with two discs -- a playable Cosmic Colors show DVD 
and a DVD data disc containing all-sky images, digital JPEG images, audio tracks, flattened video scenes, 
teacher guides, and documentation.

Order Cosmic Colors through the GLPA Online Store at glpa.org/online-store.

Cosmic  Co lors
An Adventure  Along  the  Spec trum

http://glpa.org/online-store
http://glpa.org/online-store




B U L L E T I N  B O A R D
BIG CHANGES IN STORE FOR INDY’S 

SPACEQUEST PLANETARIUM

After many years, thousands of visits, and millions of 
smiles, SpaceQuest Planetarium at The Children’s 
Museum of Indianapolis is temporarily closing to the 
public on October 4, 2015. The space will be 
repurposed for an exciting new space object science 
experience which is slated to open in the summer of 
2016. In this process, there may be some equipment 
that will be available for sale. The list of available 
equipment will be created in late-October or early 
November. If you are interested, please contact  Deb 
Lawson at the 50th Anniversary GLPA conference.
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ABSENTEE BALLOT FOR GLPA 
ELECTION

Members who will not be able to attend the 
conference and who have paid dues for the 
upcoming year may request an absentee 
ballot from the Membership Chair. 
However, they must do so before September 
30 (two weeks before the conference). 
Candidate information was printed in the 
summer issue of the GLPA Newsletter, 
beginning on page 23.

IPS UPDATE  (continued from page 23)

An aspect of discussion procedures about recommendations was that no one was permitted to oppose a 
recommendation from the Planning Team . . . only raise a question about it and suggest ways to make it 
work. After all was done, and I have had a week to think a lot about the entire experience and the 
recommendations, I am tentatively opposed to the following Planning Team recommendations: 1) Hire a 
paid Executive for IPS, 2) Limit terms of office for officers, and 3) Tell the IPS affiliates how to elect or 
appoint Council terms of their IPS representatives. I have multiple reasons for opposing all of these 
recommendations, and I hope to explain my tentative conclusions in detail at the fall GLPA conference. The 
Vision 2020 Planning Team spent much time and effort to prepare their recommendations, trying to get input 
from as many IPS members as possible, and trying to bring IPS into our current time with increased 
efficiency and inclusiveness. But Council did not  air the negative side of recommendations, which was a 
mistake. I believe there are a number of cons to the proposals. Informally, I heard other Council members 
echo my sentiments.
 For the Vision 2020 Team’s recommendations to be implemented, there will need to be a vote by all 
IPS members. If I learn that  a vote on the recommendations is to take place before the GLPA conference, I 
will share my perceptions with you, my GLPA colleagues, via email. Of course, you may  disagree with me. 
It would be great to air the pros and cons together, which I hope that we can do at October’s GLPA 
conference in Grand Rapids.
 Have you seen the June issue of Planetarian? Editor Sharon Shanks again has shown that every 
planetarian should be an IPS member: ninety-two pages jam-packed with information relevant to 
planetarium education and operation. I do not think we could have a better IPS journal. Kudos to Sharon!
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REMEMBERING BOB ANDRESS
by Jeanne Bishop and Jon Marshall

Bob Andress was one of the most inventive, creative planetarians ever. He prepared his special effects in 
the historical optical-mechanical age of planetariums, which, of course, preceded the digital age. When 
he needed a particular projection in one of his programs, he tinkered with bulbs, mirrors, motors, rubber 
bands, and metal pieces salvaged from other devices, cellophane, and an overhead projector. And voila! 
He had a very respectable effect. Not only were his own programs at Warrensville Heights enhanced 
with these creations, but he enthusiastically shared his work. Bob’s designs made their way into many 
other planetariums, particularly in his home Cleveland area. We C.R.A.P. (Cleveland Regional 
Association of Planetariums) people were delighted to adapt Bob’s ideas for our own programs.
 Bob had a wonderful sense of humor. His now-retired successor at the Warrensville Planetarium, 
Jim Shannon (along with some of us veteran C.R.A.P. members), recalls how Bob especially  enjoyed 
making and hearing puns; the more groan-producing, the better!
 He was always happy and eager to participate in any and all of the projects our family of CRAP 
planetarians initiated. Perhaps the most memorable instance of this occurred at the 1975 GLPA 
Conference in Cleveland, when we held the annual banquet at the Cleveland Museum of Natural 
History. For reasons now lost to memory, some GLPA people had performed “belly  dances” at some 
other GLPA meetings around this time. But this inspired someone in the CRAP group to suggest that we 
launch our own belly  dancer as “Projectra,” using a huge old Earth globe found in the storeroom of one 
planetarium. Bob quickly agreed to be the star of the plan. So Projectra made “her” debut at the banquet, 
with appropriate drumming music playing as Bob appeared in flowing robes and wearing the globe. He 
slowly made his way among the tables of raucously cheering and laughing delegates, gracefully dipping 
and gyrating. (Strangely, Projectra was never seen again!)
 Bob was an avid amateur astronomer. In addition to teaching and working as Planetarium Director 
at Warrensville Heights, he also hosted observing nights as a volunteer at the Hiram College 
Observatory, the oldest still-operating observatory in the Eastern U.S.
 He retired from Warrensville Heights Planetarium in 1983, after 30 years in teaching, and in 1988 
Bob and his wife Lois moved west to Green Valley, near Tucson, Arizona. They always kept  in touch 
with the CRAP group  with Christmas cards and letters, always sorry that the distance was too far for 
them to attend our annual party at Jeanne’s home, or to attend regular CRAP meetings.
 Bob volunteered for many years at the Flandrau Planetarium in Tucson, and both he and Lois 
served as volunteer guides at the university’s world-famous telescope mirror-making facility. He was a 
member of the Sonora Astronomical Society, and frequently used the telescope he located in his 
backyard. Bob also gave telescope tours on Mount Hopkins and through a missile silo museum.
 Bob was father to three girls, with 11 grandchildren and 7 great-grandchildren. His wife Lois says 
that Bob’s most noteworthy characteristics were that “he was always a gentleman, and he was always 
there for anyone.” Those of us who had the privilege of knowing Bob Andress both as a professional 
colleague and a friend remember him fondly and exactly that way.
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U P D AT E
Jeanne Bishop, IPS Representative 

In August, the IPS Council met for three days in Montreal at the Rio Tinto Alcan Planetarium. As an IPS 
member, you should have received an email from IPS President Joanne Young about the site selected by 
Council at this meeting for the 2018 IPS conference. When Salt Lake City’s bid for 2018, which was approved 
last year by Council, was unfortunately withdrawn, four other host sites were put forward this summer. 
Toulouse, France was selected as the replacement for 2018. SEPA’s IPS Representative reported that there is a 
strong possibility  that a national U.S. planetarium conference will be held sometime in 2017, so GLPA and 
other U.S. affiliates may have the chance to meet together within our own borders before the next out-of-North 
America conference is held.
 The conference to be thinking most about now is the one to be held in Warsaw, Poland next summer. See 
the website www.IPS2016.org for information and paper/workshop  applications, with guidelines there 
beginning in September. In February, registration will begin. Conference hosts are Maciej Ligowski, Monika 
Malinowska, and Robert Firmhofer. I have never before seen such care placed in planning a program that 
reflects all IPS member interests, under the theme of “Revolve.” The hosts urge the participation of every 
attending IPS member, and they are directing sponsors to participate in creative ways. A novel feature at the 
Warsaw conference will be the opportunity for participants to use an “event app” to create their own personal 
programs, download sponsor information, see an interactive map, and contact other participants. There will be 
24 sessions under domes, with presentations prepared specifically  for domes. Four sessions will be devoted to 
education. Transportation and housing will be relatively inexpensive, with multiple possibilities for both. Early-
bird registration is $420. Guests will pay a low rate of $50, and there will be specific guest pricing for each 
event. Approximately 550 attendees are expected.
 Many IPS members in GLPA may have attended only North American IPS conferences up to now, such as 
the excellent  conference in Baton Rouge in 2012. However, I strongly suggest that you consider attending the 
2016 conference in Warsaw next summer. Not only is the Warsaw region the home of Copernicus, an experience 
that could be the source of a planetarium program in your facility and a personal high point, but  the Warsaw 
conference planning has been so amazingly outstanding.
 About half of the Montreal Council meeting time was devoted to considering the recommendations of the 
IPS Vision 2020 Planning Team’s recommendations. The Team consists of Chair Jon Elvert, Karrie Berglund 
(who hosts LIPS conferences at GLPA meetings), Ruth Coalson, Marc Moutin, Mark SubbaRao, and Facilitator 
Liz Monroe-Cook. I found the two days of discussion worthwhile, and I have the greatest respect for both the 
Vision 2020 team, the IPS Officers, and all my fellow IPS Council members. I thank all of these wonderful 
planetarians for their hard work.
 One change that  seemed to have widespread agreement was a change to the IPS website.  It is hoped that 
the website can be modified so that it is easier to use.  
 Karrie Berglund gave a great presentation about her subcommittee’s work on results of survey questions 
about professional development. I expect many valuable results to come from her subcommittee’s work, results 
that we all will feel.
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Contact: sales@skyskan.com

The next generation in intuitive, unified
fulldome theater software



★ The cover story  written by prolific astronomy author Dr. Donald Menzel (1901-1976) was titled “Why 
Black Holes do not Exist.” In that three-page article, Dr. Menzel concluded, based on his analysis of the 
Schwarzschild equations, that black holes do not exist, and he declared them to be a myth. Furthermore, he 
concluded that since the end product of such super-massive stars will always have a finite size, they  cannot 
have a zero output. As the he concluded, “We can have gray holes, red holes, or even infra-red holes. But 
not black holes!”

★ Everett Carr from the Herkimer BOCES Planetarium in Herkimer, New York described his animated talking 
Sun (with moving mouth) that he projected onto his dome with two slide projectors and a motor-driven 
shutter on each projector.

★ In a paper titled “Format for a Mini-Research Investigation,” Jeanne Bishop from the Westlake Public 
Schools Planetarium posed three problems:

•  What difference does music make in a planetarium program?
•  What difference does using a special-effects projector versus a simple slide and discussion alone 

make in (1) comprehension of the concept and/or (2) motivation, interest, and enjoyment of the 
presentation?

•  Is there a difference in conceptual learning of an astronomical topic if the planetarium is utilized?

 Jeanne Bishop then provided an overview and description of the problem and provided an evaluation.

★ Bob Gardner from the Rogers High School Planetarium in Toledo, Ohio was interviewed about his own path 
to the planetarium field and the annual GLPA Symposiums that he has organized. These symposiums 
brought notable astronomers to speak, including Peter van de Kamp, John Kraus, Bart Bok, Thornton Page, 
W.A. Hiltner, Helen Dodson Prince, Friedman Miller, and Donald Menzel.
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VOLUME X, NUMBER 3 AUTUMNAL EQUINOX, 1975
(12 pages in length)

GLPA’s 30th newsletter and the second issue of 1975 contained the 
following articles and columns:



This program is funded in part by the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation.

Narrated by Frances McDormand

Explore our relationship with the animals, plants and  
other life forms that make up the many ecosystems on  
earth. Learn how life changes our planet and how we  
benefit from our connections with all the life that  
surrounds us. 

To watch the trailer and for information on ordering  
the show, visit www.calacademy.org/licensing or  
contact your local distributor.

A new fulldome experience from the California Academy of Sciences



The International  Planetarium Society (IPS) is the  largest organization of professional  planetarians in the  world. 
It is  comprised of members from all over the  globe. GLPA is an affiliate  of this prestigious organization. If you 
are not a member of IPS, you should consider becoming a member! Why?

Because IPS serves its members with . . .

• its full-color quarterly journal, Planetarian, filled with a wide range of articles
• its biennial conferences
• Proceedings of each IPS conference
• free publications, including the Directory of the World’s Planetariums and the IPS Resource Directory
• access to resources found only in the members section of the IPS website
• access to the IPS News listserv
• networking on all scales, from local to global

See more on the IPS website:  www.ips-planetarium.org

IPS dues are  only $65 a year, or two years for $100. Other levels  of membership are  also available  at Institutional 
and Corporate levels. For more information or to join IPS, please contact:

IPS
7714 Lookout Court
Alexandria  VA  22306
www.ips-planetarium.org

http://www.ips-planetarium.org
http://www.ips-planetarium.org
http://www.ips-planetarium.org
http://www.ips-planetarium.org


VOLUME XXX, NUMBER 3 AUTUMNAL EQUINOX, 1995
(14 pages in length)

GLPA’s 109th newsletter and the third issue of 1995 contained the 
following articles and columns:

★ Twenty years ago, the GLPA Newsletter’s conference promotional page proclaimed “Celebrate the 30th 
anniversary of GLPA by returning to its birthplace in Grand Rapids and tour the brand new $35 million Van 
Andel Museum complex and Chaffee Planetarium.” [Ed. Today, we’re about to celebrate GLPA’s 50th 
anniversary. . . once again in Grand Rapids. Chaffee Planetarium Manager Ken Cott adds that “this year, in 
addition to the 1928 Spillman carousel, 1928 Wurlitzer theater organ, and Digistar 5-equipped Chaffee 
Planetarium, delegates can elect to view ‘The Discovery of King Tut’ and ‘American Spirits: The Rise and 
Fall of Prohibition’ traveling exhibitions.”]

★ Twenty years ago, GLPA was also preparing for its biennial election. Later, at the conference, Dan Francetic 
would win as President-Elect, David Parker would win re-election as Secretary/Treasurer, and Sue Reynolds 
would win as IPS Representative. [Ed. Today, we are preparing for another biennial election. . . winners yet 
to be determined].

★ In the fall of 1995, David Batch was GLPA President, April Whitt  was President-Elect, Dale Smith was Past 
President, David Parker was Secretary/Treasurer, and Dayle Brown was IPS Representative.

★ Nearing the end of his term as GLPA President, Dave Batch waxed poetic about the Executive Committee in 
his President’s Message. “We did a quick survey at one of the committee meetings a while back to see how 
many combined years of service the Executive Committee members represented. The answer from this 
informal tally: 69 years! That is, the current Executive Committee has volunteered almost  70 years of effort 
to GLPA! Lest you think that figure represents nothing more than an ‘old boys club,’ the composition of the 
current committee includes people with less than a year of service, from big domes and small and both 
genders as well. We have a good mix of traditional ideas and progressive thinking.” [Ed.: Everything that 
Dave Batch said 20 years ago about the cumulative experience and diversity of the Executive Committee is 
still true today. By my own calculations, I can report that the total number of “Exec years” now stands at 
119.5, individually ranging from 30 years and counting for Gary Tomlinson to our newest member Dayna 
Thompson. Furthermore, the gender gap continues to shrink. The Executive Committee now consists of 7 
men and 5 women].
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The Great Lakes Planetarium Association acknowledges 
the following companies and organizations for their 
generous support in Fiscal Year 2014-15:

Parallel Universe Sponsors
Ash Enterprises    www.ash-enterprises.com
Evans & Sutherland    www.es.com
GOTO INC.     www.goto.co.jp/english
R.S.A. Cosmos    www.rsacosmos.com/en/
Seiler Instrument    www.seilerinst.com/divisions/planetarium/
Spitz      www.spitzinc.com
Sky-Skan     www.skyskan.com

Universe Sponsors
Astro-Tec Manufacturing, Inc.  www.astro-tec.com
Audio Visual Imagineering, Inc.  www.av-imagineering.com
Digitalis Education Solutions, Inc.  www.digitaliseducation.com
Konica Minolta Planetarium/Magna-Tech www.mediaglobeplanetarium.com
Mirage 3D     www.mirage3d.eu

Solar System Sponsors
Bays Mountain Productions   www.baysmountain.com/planetarium-productions/
California Academy of Sciences  www.calacademy.org
ChromaCove     www.chromacove.com
Clark Planetarium    www.clarkplanetarium.org
GeoGraphics Imaging & Consulting www.geographicsimaging.com
Milwaukee Public Museum   www.mpm.edu
Museum of Science/Charles Hayden Plm. www.mos.org

Planet Sponsors
East Coast Control Systems   www.eastcoastcontrol.com
Laser Fantasy    www.laserfantasy.com
Michigan Science Center   www.mi-sci.org
Prismatic Magic    www.prismaticmagic.com
SCISS Uniview    www.scalingtheuniverse.com

Moon Sponsors
Bowen Technovation    www.bowentechnovation.com
Stargarten     www.billionsuns.eu
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THE GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION (GLPA) offers membership opportunities to all  individuals in any way connected with 
the operation of planetariums regardless of geographic location. GLPA is an affiliate of IPS (International Planetarium Society), NSTA (National 
Science Teachers Association), and  IMERSA (Immersive Media Entertainment, Research, Science & Arts). Membership dues are $20 annually, 
payable at  the time of the Autumnal Equinox. General correspondence should be addressed to the Secretary, and requests for membership should be 
addressed to the Membership Chair (see below). The quarterly GLPA Newsletter is received by all members in good standing. Ideas and opinions 
expressed in the GLPA Newsletter  are not  necessarily those of GLPA, its membership  or the editor. Deadlines for contributions fall  on the 1st of 
February, May, August and November. Send information to GLPA Newsletter Editor (address below). Copyright © 2015.

GLPA Home Page:
glpa.org

PLEASE NOTE:

The GLPA Newsletter is printed and mailed from:

Physics and Astronomy Department
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green  OH  43403

For a replacement copy of this newsletter, please contact Dale Smith at
dwsmith@bgsu.edu.

Astronomical photographs used within the GLPA Newsletter are courtesy of 
NASA and the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI).
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The current design of the GLPA Newsletter incorporates small sections 
of several Hubble Space Telescope images for its page mastheads. 
These and other images can be accessed from the Hubble Heritage 
Project website at heritage.stsci.edu or the HubbleSite Gallery website 
at hubblesite.org/gallery. And because the photos are from NASA, 
they are free to use (with proper credit).

Cover   Infant Stars in the Small Magellanic Cloud
Masthead:  Credit: NASA, ESA and A. Nota (STScI/ESA)

Image Credits page background image: Abstract Art Found in the Orion Nebula
  Credit: NASA, ESA, and The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

State News Prototypical Barred Spiral Galaxy NGC 1300
Masthead: Credit: NASA, ESA, The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

Bulletin Board Hubble Ultra Deep Field (STScI-2004-28)
Masthead:  Credit: NASA, ESA, R. Windhorst (Arizona State University)
   and H. Yan (Spitzer Science Center, Caltech)

IPS Update  August 29, 2011 GOES East Full Disk Satellite Image
Masthead: NASA/NOAA GOES Project Science website

IMAGE CREDITS

Cover Photographs: Conference Photographer Dan Goins provided three separate 
images from GLPA’s  50th Anniversary Conference in Grand Rapids, Michigan, which 
were then combined by Bart Benjamin using Photoshop Elements to create the cover of 
this winter issue.

http://heritage.stsci.edu/
http://heritage.stsci.edu/
http://hubblesite.org/gallery/
http://hubblesite.org/gallery/
http://goes.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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The Great  Lakes Planetarium Association has a bright 
future. I was amazed at  the attendance, both delegates and 
vendors, for what turned out to be a wonderful conference 
in Grand Rapids. Congratulations to the staff of the 
Chaffee Planetarium for all their hard work. Wow — 
papers, posters, and new members! It  was amazing. One of 
the things I wanted to accomplish as President was to 
encourage more member participation in terms of papers, 
posters, and workshops. I’m elated by the participation at 
this conference, whether it was because I kept  encouraging 
people to participate or it just  happened anyway. This is 
what our conferences are all about. Thank you! There was 
a lot going on and I realize you couldn’t  see every 

presentation, but don’t forget that our excellent Proceedings and videos of many of the sessions will be available soon.
 Congratulations to this year’s award recipients. [Ed.: See the list  on page 41]. Don’t  forget  to think about members 
who may be deserving of one of the GLPA awards. Any GLPA member can nominate someone for Galileo, Honorary Life, 
Service, and Mentor awards and for the rank of Fellow. The guidelines and nomination forms are all listed on the GLPA 
awards web page under “Membership.” Consider nominating one of your colleagues. The deadline for nominations is the 
Vernal Equinox.
 I’m confident  the bright future I referred to above will come about because of all the young and enthusiastic 
people I see coming into our ranks. I know this “second generation” of GLPA will make our next  50 years memorable by 
inspiring others, especially young people, about the wonders of the universe. That’s our job, and I think it’s the best job in 
the world. I hope you do too.
 I have been honored to serve GLPA as President. Dayle Brown will take over as President next March on the 
Vernal Equinox. We will certainly be in good hands! In addition, Geoff Holt  will become President-Elect, Dan Tell 
remains as Secretary, Cheri Adams remains as Treasurer, and Mike Smail assumes the office of IPS Representative. Along

(continued on page 15)

Garry Beckstrom

President’s
Message

Wow! Grand Rapids sure knows how to host a conference! 
This was Grand Rapids’ fifth GLPA conference, and it was 
truly a memorable experience, replete with outstanding 
speakers, papers, workshops, and camaraderie befitting of a 
50th anniversary celebration. I would also like to 
congratulate the staff of the Chaffee Planetarium for their 
long hours and hard work to make the conference such a 
huge success.
 Recently, I’ve been preparing for a speaking 
engagement in which I will reflect upon my 40+ years as an 
observational astronomer. For me, my career path was a 
direct result  of an enthusiastic love of the sky that was 
nurtured by my local astronomical society in Peoria, 
Illinois.
 As you may know, many astronomy clubs throughout  
the country are facing a problem attracting new members from the ranks of the younger generation. Many say that  the 
long shadow of the Internet is largely to blame. But as I strode amidst the classrooms and vendor tables and watched the 
many presentations at the recent  conference, I was reminded that, thankfully, GLPA has no such problem. Not  only do we 
have young people entering the planetarium field. . . we have a growing legion of very talented and enthusiastic young 
professionals who are more than willing to grab the proverbial torch and carry it forward. We should all feel great about 
GLPA's future! Our love of the sky and the future of our beloved profession is in very good hands.
 Within the pages of this winter newsletter, you’ll find an assortment of photographs from Conference Photographer 
Dan Goins on pages 32-34. As usual, his full collection of photographs will be included on the Proceedings DVD that will 
be mailed to members in late-December or January.
 Please note that the deadline for the spring issue of the GLPA Newsletter is February 1, 2016. Please submit your 
facility reports to your state chairs by mid-January. On behalf of GLPA’s Executive Committee, I wish you all a happy 
holiday season and a wonderful start to 2016!

Editor’s
Message

Bart
Benjamin
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Illinois State Meeting
Date: Saturday, April 30, 2016
Location: Cernan Earth and Space 
Center, Triton College, River Grove
Contact: Kris McCall 
(kristinemccall@triton.edu)

T h e W i l l i a m M . S t a e r k e l 
Planetarium at Parkland College in 
Champaign will open the new year 
with the return of Adler Planetarium’s 
Spirits From the Sky, Thunder on the 
Land. Using their real-time system 

and scanned images from the original slide-based show, the 
program has been converted to fulldome format. Spirits 
will be joined by their last  showings of One World, One 
Sky: Big Bird’s Adventure, as well as Flight Adventures and 
their live Winter Prairie Skies. In February, the staff will 
continue their “World of Science” lecture series with talks 
on earthquakes, nanotechnology, and the emergence of life. 
They will also have special President’s Day matinees of 
Back to the Moon for Good.
 The Elgin School District U-46 Planetarium 
continues to present  planetarium lessons to school groups 
with a full-time schedule. Work continues to align 
presentations with the NGSS. A December public show 
focused on meteor showers and some mythology. This 
winter will find merit badge candidates poring over star 
maps, Moon phases, and planets, while younger scouts 
learn about sky watching.
 Autumn 2015 was a hectic time for the Illinois State  
University Planetarium in Normal. Events included a 
concert featuring harpist Ann McLaughlin under the dome 
and beneath the Moon to celebrate the September 27 total 
lunar eclipse. Ann returned the following weekend to 
perform in the planetarium for ISU’s Family Weekend. The 
planetarium and the Normal Public Library participated in 
Adler Planetarium’s “Galaxy Ride,” with Senior TED 
Lecturer Dr. Lucianne Walkowicz. The program involved 
hands-on science activities at the library for families, 
followed by a special program in the planetarium focusing 
on the beauty of the night sky. Another unique event  under 
the planetarium dome featured the talents of ISU’s award-
winning Improv Mafia. The improv group performed a 
series of funny and frightening tales for the planetarium’s 
Halloween program Ghostly Tales Under the Star. Each 
performance included both tradition scary stories and 
improv tales about ghost, ghouls, and monsters. Finally, the 

STATE CHAIRS

ILLINOIS: Renae Kerrigan
  Peoria Riverfront Museum
 222 S Washington Street
 Peoria, Illinois  61602
 (309) 863-3030
 rkerrigan@peoriariverfrontmuseum.org

INDIANA:  Alan Pareis
 9421 Stagecoach Drive
 Fort Wayne, Indiana  46804
 (260) 432-8786
 bellerophonii@aol.com

MICHIGAN:  Matthew Linke
 University of Michigan Plm.
 Room 4508 Museums
 1109 Geddes Avenue
 Ann Arbor, Michigan  48109
 (734) 647-1381
 mlinke@umich.edu

OHIO:  Dale Smith
 BGSU Planetarium
 Department of Physics & Astronomy
 Bowling Green State University
 Bowling Green, Ohio  43403
 (419) 372-8666
 dwsmith@bgsu.edu

WISCONSIN/ Jean Creighton
MINNESOTA:  Manfred Olson Planetarium
 Univ. of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
 1900 E. Kenwood Boulevard
 Milwaukee, Wisconsin  53201
 (414) 229-4961
 jcreight@uwm.edu
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planetarium offered a look at the myths and science surrounding the northern nights in Aurora, which ran 
weekends through mid-November, followed by the holiday program Tis’ the Season on weekends in December.
 Like many facilities, autumn is the lightest-attended season at  Chicago’s Adler Planetarium. So, if fewer 
people are coming in the door, why not  take the science directly to them? The staff has been running their 
sidewalk astronomy program “Scopes in the City” for a little over a year now, setting up telescopes, binoculars, 
and science activities all around the city of Chicago. [See photos below]. Celestial targets include the Sun, 

Moon, planets, and whatever else happens to be visible. At  a recent event, people were even able to observe the ISS and 
the Chinese space station Tiangong-1 within a few minutes of each other. Local libraries and the Chicago Park District 
have been extremely helpful partners in this effort, providing the staff with event space and helping to promote the 
viewing schedule to their patrons. If you haven’t considered doing similar events in your community, give it  some 
thought. There’s minimal overhead involved —  essentially just staff time — and the effort reaches anywhere from 20-200 
people each event. It’s likely much easier than you think.
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 This fall has been busy and fun at the Peoria Riverfront Museum’s Dome Planetarium. The staff teamed up 
with the Peoria Astronomical Society, the Peoria Park District, and the Peoria Public Library to host  a Lunar Eclipse 
Viewing Party at  Northmoor Observatory. About  500 people came to watch the eclipse under an entirely clouded out 
sky. While the view was disappointing, it  was great to witness so much public interest in an astronomical event. In 
October, the staff hosted their first “Yoga Under the Stars” event. A local yoga instructor led the class on a gentle 
practice under their beautiful starry sky. The event  was sold out, and the staff received a great deal of positive feedback. 
As a result, they have scheduled two more sessions in February. Later that month, the staff was honored to host a lecture 
by Dr. James Kaler, who presented on the “Lives and Deaths of Stars.” Following his talks were visualizations created 
by SCISS and the California Academy of Sciences using Uniview. This winter, the planetarium resumes its popular 
“Wine and Cheese Under the Stars” series after a few months break, and the staff is looking forward to capitalizing off 
of the new Star Wars movie to draw attention to the planetarium and astronomy.
 At the Cernan Earth & Space Center on the campus of Triton College in River Grove, new theater seating is 
now installed, new theater carpeting and lobby flooring has been laid, new programs have been purchased for its new 
Super MediaGlobe II projection system, and Kris McCall has now assumed her role as Director. More from Kris can be 
found in her own open letter to GLPA members that appears on page 17.
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At this writing, Indiana GLPA members are still holding the 23rd and the 30th of April 
open for the final determination of date and location of the Indiana State Spring Meeting. 
They will be notified via email once the final determination has been made.

Dayle  Brown, GLPA President-Elect, recently was featured in a one-woman show of “Skylore 
from Planet  Earth” and one week of Starlab presentations at  the Buchanan Art Center in 
Buchanan, Michigan.
  The Merrillville Community Planetarium  sent four student  assistants to this year’s 
conference in Grand Rapids. Two were middle school first  timers, and two high school students 
were “veterans,” having attended the “other 50th” in Muncie last year. Merrillville continues to 
be the GLPA leader in involving younger students in the planetarium field. Hopefully, more 
planetariums around the planet will begin to follow Merrillville’s decades-old example.
  Mitch Luman from the Koch Immersive Theater at the Evansville Museum [See photo 
below] attended his first Digistar Users Group meeting in Salt Lake City in August and has been 

busy sharing everything he learned with his staff with an eye toward improving their live shows. He reports that even 
though it’s been nearly two years since they opened with their fulldome system, he continues to be amazed at what can be 
done with digital planetariums. In addition to its perennial offerings, the Koch is currently running the Clark Planetarium’s 
Let it Snow for the holidays. With funding from the Indiana Space Grant Consortium, they are also fortunate to be sharing 
with the Evansville community the Franklin Institute and Sky-Skan’s space-tech film To Space and Back.

Winter Solstice, 2015

So far, four classes have signed up to take advantage of this opportunity. Ball State’s “old” planetarium has been 
converted to become a new “fulldome media lab”. This joint  venture with Ball State’s IDIA Lab will help teams of 
students create digital media content for the dome.
 And last  but  certainly not  least, this news from Deb Lawson at the SpaceQuest Planetarium  in the Indianapolis 
Children’s Museum: “Time is rolling along and the spaces are clearing out. SpaceQuest, the planetarium organ donor, has 
sent  chairs to Ball State University for the production studio, palettes of slides to Illinois, 27 Kodak Ektagraphic slide 
projectors to Cocoa Beach, Florida, and assorted other items to other locales. . . all to help other planetariums save money 
and live longer! I am thrilled to say how much our collections department deemed valuable enough to keep in their 
archives. They also were elated that they could have some steel shelving that  matched what  they use in their area. I had 
the joy of a visit  from some of my early volunteers-turned-part-time-staff a few weeks ago. They stopped by on a Friday 

 Keith Davis and Arielle 
Phillips from the University of 
Notre Dame’s Digital Visualization 
Theater will be teaching the first-
ever astronomy track for the pre-
college Summer Scholars program 
at Notre Dame. Pre-col lege 
Summer Scholars is a selective 
multi-track, two-week program for 
high school juniors and seniors. The 
astronomy track will make heavy 
use of the Notre Dame DVT.
 Dayna Thompson, Assistant 
Planetarium Director, reports that 
the Brown Planetarium  at Ball 
State University has completed its 
first  year of operation. In the first 
year, there were 328 presentations 
for a total of 20,105 visitors. Still 
adding to its lists of firsts, Ball 
State is now offering Back to the 
M o o n f o r G o o d i n s e v e r a l 
languages for BSU and a local 
school’s foreign language classes. 

The Koch Immersive  Theater in Evansville hosted independently sanctioned TED 
talks under their dome in October.
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and we toured a place they hadn’t  been in for years. Then we sat down and reminisced about how things used to 
be. As things wrap up in the facility, I’ll move up a few floors for the remainder of 2015, assisting School 
Services with some research and program development.”

And now a personal note from Indiana State Chair Alan Pareis: “It  seems like only yesterday when, as a state 
chapter, we met at  the Children’s Museum for a spring state meeting and toured the then under construction 

SpaceQuest  Planetarium with its first  director Sharon Parker. Within a year or two (1990), Sharon and SpaceQuest hosted 
the GLPA annual conference. SpaceQuest has provided astronomy and space science inspiration to uncountable hundreds 
of thousands of school children and others during its relatively short life. I for one cannot imagine how the void from 
SpaceQuest’s demise can be filled in the future.
 Thank you Deb for all you have done for astronomy education in the greater Indy area, and indeed for your 
participation and contributions to all of us in the state, GLPA, and the international planetarium community. I wish you 
well and hope you will remain active in the planetarium community.”

Michigan State Meeting
Date: Saturday, April 23, 2016
Location: Abrams Planetarium, Michigan State University, East Lansing
Contact: Shannon Schmoll (schmoll@pa.msu.edu)

The Kalamazoo Valley Museum is pleased to announce that  LaRue Russell has been 
hired as Planetarium Technician to oversee and maintain the daily shows and 
presentations. The planetarium’s featured winter shows are Black Holes: The Other Side 
of Infinity and Invaders of Mars. Family shows include Secret of the Cardboard Rocket 
and Bear Tales. Their Seasonal Stargazing Shows are Orion Nights and The Artists’ 
Sky. Finally, Led Zeppelin laser light shows will be featured on the first Friday of the 
month.
 In Alpena, the Besser Museum for Northeast Michigan has launched a campaign 

to transform its 50 year-old, optical-mechanical planetarium into a multi-disciplinary digital theater. The Board of Trustees 
will soon make a final decision concerning equipment  and platform, in preparation for the museum’s 50th anniversary 
celebration in May of 2016.
 In Grand Rapids, Bowen Technovation has announced that they are designing and installing all the new exhibits at  
the Gerald Ford Presidential Museum. They are completely stripping the building down to bare concrete and starting over.
 In East  Lansing, the Abrams Planetarium  will be running their traditional shows of Season of Light and George 
and Oatmeal Save Santa for the holiday season. They will close for the last  two weeks of the year and reopen in January 
with Skywatchers of Africa and Perfect Little Planet.
 At the Delta College Planetarium in Bay City, Mike Murray is hosting a new monthly series called Gateway to the 
Stars, which offers a live and interactive show about observing techniques with binoculars and telescopes. Audiences get 
to put their hands on real telescopes after the show, either on the observation deck to practice on the real sky or (if cloudy) 
in the lobby for a workshop-style approach. A new blog was created to help promote the program and astronomy in 
general (planetariumman.tumblr.com). The planetarium staff has also been busy producing a number of short  live 
sequences on current  events and hot  topics that  accompany the recorded programs. These have proved to be quite popular 
and always attract further interaction after the shows. New exhibits are in active planning, with the installation of a large 
ViewSpace display coming later this fall. Music shows will be making a comeback this winter after all of the Dark Side of 
the Moon fulldome shows were sold out in October.
 At the University of Michigan in  Ann Arbor, the building site now looks like the world’s largest  and most  
organized sandbox. [See photo on the next  page]. Foundation-level work continues, as does planning for exhibits and the 
dome. Endless meetings, review sessions, and stakeholder meetings occur weekly. Neurodome is now running in the 
dome, indicative of another direction that  this and the new dome will be heading. Star talks, various fulldome movies, and 
special-topic live shows continue. So far, fall attendance is up considerably over this time last year.

Winter Solstice, 2015
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Ohio State Meeting
Date: Saturday, April 23, 2016
Locations: Erie and Edinboro, Pennsylvania
Contact: The Erie contact is Jim Gavio (jvg10@psu.edu).
  The Edinboro contact is David Hurd (dhurd@edinboro.edu).

Laura Megeath reports from Lourdes University that the Appold Planetarium  got  an 
upgrade this past summer with a new Spitz projector. The new equipment was premiered 
with the show Solar Superstorms, sponsored by First Solar and enjoyed by their audiences. 
Invaders of Mars took over at Appold in November.
  Sue and Buck Batson have been busy at  the North  Hills Digital  Immersion 
Theater in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Their newly-renovated theater was asked to help with 
a high school program for freshmen while sophomores and juniors were taking the PSAT 

test. Seventy-five students were treated to Two Small Pieces of Glass to enhance their historical background. The exciting 
part was that this happened while Sue was attending the GLPA conference in October and the shows were run by three 
seniors in the astronomy club: Zach Rosenberger, Josh Monteverde, and Wesley Stuckey, who gave up their Senior Sleep-
in Morning to present  the program. The North Hills Astronomy Club will be visiting the National Air and Space Museum 
in Washington D.C. in December. The club is very active and supports the Digital Immersion Theater and Planetarium. 
Besides touring the museum, they will see a show in the Einstein Theater and spend some time in one of the art museums 
that make up the Smithsonian Institution.
 Curtis Spivey describes a time of transition at the Ward Beecher Planetarium in Youngstown. At the end of June, 
the illustrious Sharon Shanks retired, leaving a huge void in their team at  YSU. They are in the process of hiring her 
replacement, and by the time you read this, they hope to have extended an offer to one of the very qualified candidates and 
can only hope they can fill the immense shoes left  behind by Sharon. Thanks to her for many years of service and enjoy 
retirement! In another transition, the planetarium has received a generous endowment from the estate of Frank Papanga 
and the Papanga family, which will be used to purchase new shows and bring prominent lecturers to campus. This will be 
the first time the planetarium has a consistent  revenue stream for shows in its history! Finally, the Ward Beecher 
Planetarium team is happy to be working with Dr. Pamela Gay as part of her huge NASA grant for public outreach. They 
will be producing fulldome show content  for the website “Science of the Half Sphere,” which is part  of the CosmoQuest 
EPO network. They will be getting new workstations, a render farm, a fulldome camera rig, and will be hiring a full-time 
graphic artist for the five years of this grant! More on this will be announced as the grant rolls out over the next year.
 At the Bowling Green State University Planetarium, kids in both adult  bodies and younger bodies have enjoyed 
the fall show run of Secret of the Cardboard Rocket.
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Sent  by Matthew Linke, this photograph 
shows the new Biological Science 
Building/Museum construction site  on 
the  campus of the  University of 
Michigan in Ann Arbor on Monday, 
November 17.
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Wisconsin / Minnesota State Meeting
Date: April 29 and 30, 2016
Location: University of Minnesota-Duluth
Contact: Jim Rock (rockx016@d.umn.edu)

In November, the Charles Horwitz  Planetarium  in Waukesha, 
Wisconsin completed its summer and fall cooperative effort with 
Waukesha County Libraries, called “Waukesha Reads.” In this 
agreement, children in Waukesha County received free passes to public 
planetarium shows for reading ten books in a summer. This year’s 
theme was “Exploration,” so the planetarium ran the Explorers 

program. Also for the public in November, the planetarium presented the Soref Planetarium’s new program Space Aliens: 
Looking for Life in the Universe.
 The Soref Planetarium at  the Milwaukee Public Museum is running its student created show A Teenager’s Guide 
to the Galaxy. This winter, it will produce an original production titled Did An Asteroid Really Kill the Dinosaurs?
 The Southwest Minnesota State University Planetarium is featuring two new shows this fall and winter — Space 
Aliens and The First Stargazers (Soref Planetarium) — as well as Once and Future Cities…A Fractal Journey by the 
Gottlieb Planetarium in Kansas City. For the Christmas season, they will present Star of Wonder.
 The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Manfred Olson Planetarium had Uniview installed late in October and 
incorporated it in the storytelling class “Tale of Scale: How Big is the Universe.” After wrapping up Einstein’s Last 
Prediction, a program about some of the big ideas of Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity in December, the UWM 
Planetarium will start  the new year with an open house to celebrate its 50th anniversary. Galaxies Galore will be their 
Friday night program in January and February.

Winter Solstice, 2015

WHO DO I CONTACT?

If you ever have a GLPA-related question, but are 
not quite sure to whom you should direct that 
question, GLPA may have your answer.
 The GLPA website has a page that provides 
a helpful way to determine who best  could answer 
your question. To use it, please visit

glpa.org/contacts

President’s Message
(continued from page 3)

with the committee chairs, this is a great  group of people 
indeed to manage the affairs of GLPA.  One thing is for sure, 
GLPA played an important part for me throughout my career. 
I hope that is and will continue to be the case for all of you.
 Please join me in extending a warm “thank you” to 
those leaving their positions: Dave Leake (Past-President), 
Bob Bonadurer (Development), John Potts (Membership), 
and Jeanne Bishop (IPS Representative). Now that the 
holiday season is here, find some time to relax and enjoy 
family and friends. Happy Holidays!

mailto:rockx016@d.umn.edu
mailto:rockx016@d.umn.edu




B U L L E T I N  B O A R D

OPEN LETTER FROM KRIS MCCALL

My name is Kris McCall, and I am the new Director of the Cernan Earth and Space Center at Triton College 
in River Grove, Illinois. Bart Benjamin retired back in the spring, and I just started on September 14. I 
moved from Nashville, Tennessee, where I was Director of the way cool Sudekum Planetarium at the 
Adventure Science Center.
       When I arrived at Triton College, I walked into a construction zone. The Cernan Center dome had been 
stripped to bare plywood and concrete. Not only were the exhibits in the lobby gone, but so was the floor. 
Over the next  month, new tile appeared in the lobby while new carpet, seats, and acoustic panels were 
installed in the dome. We still have work to do, but the planetarium reopened for programs on October 9.
       With the installation of the Super MediaGlobe II fulldome digital projector in April, the Cernan Center 
can now present the same shows and content as any  large planetarium across the country. Over the next  few 
weeks and months, we will begin to showcase the new programs and capabilities of the fulldome projection 
system.
       So far, the people here have been most welcoming, and I am adapting to the big city. Before you ask 
why; yes, I know they have winter in Chicago. I made such a big change to pursue new opportunities and 
challenges, to build a new program, to make a difference in a dynamic community, and to give Adler some 
competition.
     The Cernan Earth and Space Center will be hosting the Illinois state meeting on Saturday, April 30, and 
we look forward to showing off to everyone, even if you are not from Illinois.
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FOLLOW-UP TO 2017 ECLIPSE WORKSHOP

GOTO Inc.’s U.S. Liaison Ken Miller of Indianapolis announced at the GLPA conference that GOTO Inc. is 
assembling a “Greatest  Eclipse Hits” set  containing numerous still images and many minutes of 
conventional and fulldome movie clips. GOTO wants everyone to be able to take advantage of the 2017 
eclipse as a great educational opportunity. And they know that different institutions need different 
programming. So the idea is that by marketing a fixed set, GOTO can save money servicing customers, and 
customers will get a deeply discounted set of resources with which they  can create their own shows. Look 
for “Hits” set prices to be $400-$600, depending on resolution, and previews of the set to be released in 
January 2016, in plenty of time to create that great total solar eclipse program in your dome.
 Ken also hopes to repeat his non-vendor eclipse workshop at next year's conference, helping 
planetariums get in gear for the full range of eclipse activity. He encourages everyone to start very  early 
with their media contacts, and to start  also thinking about the merchandise and marketing opportunities that 
could help everyone “make hay while the sun don’t shine!”





B U L L E T I N  B O A R D Winter Solstice, 2015

Guidelines for Submitting Project Proposals to the Project Review 
Subcommittee for Funding by GLPA

Mission: 
The Great Lakes Planetarium Association is interested in supporting member ideas for projects that further 

the goals of the organization. These projects can support the goals in a variety of ways and need not be 
limited to dome presentations. As such, the Project Review Subcommittee under the guidance of the 
Education Committee will collect and evaluate proposals and recommend projects to the Executive 
Committee for financial support. The Subcommittee will consist of at least three members of GLPA who 
are not members of the Executive Committee, plus the GLPA Education Chair. 

Deadlines and Project Criteria:
Proposals will be considered twice per year at the Executive Committee meetings in spring and fall. 

Deadlines for proposal submissions are February 1st for consideration at the spring meeting, and August 
1st for consideration at the fall meeting. Successful applicants may be required to present status reports 
to the Executive Committee. The most desirable projects will meet the following criteria:
● The final project will maximize the use to the membership, including domes with fulldome projection, 

domes with classic star and slide projectors, domes with other projection methods, or possibly no 
dome at all.

● The project will meet a demonstrated need that is not specific to a particular facility.
● The costs to be covered may include materials and outside professional services, but may not include 

payment for personal time or for in-house services.
● The project is aligned to the GLPA Astronomy Literacy Document as well as the National Science 

Education Standards and/or the Next Generation Science Standards.

Submission Guidelines:
Project proposal submissions should be no longer than four (4) pages, and should consist of the following:
● Project title and overview 
● Full description of project, including
○ Goals and objectives
○ Alignment to current science standards 
○ Population served (subset of membership who will benefit most)
○ Resulting deliverable(s) 
○ Plan for distribution

● Project plan, including
○ Persons and institutions working on project
○ Project breakdown
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(continued on page 35)
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CONFERENCE REFLECTIONS

GLPA ELECTION RESULTS

On October 17, 2015 at the GLPA Conference in 
Grand Rapids, Michigan, GLPA conducted its 
biennial election of officers. The outcome of this 
election was as follows:

President-Elect:
Geoff Holt

Secretary:
Dan Tell

Treasurer:
Cheri Adams

IPS Representative:
Mike Smail

Congratulations to our new officers (who will 
take office on the Vernal Equinox, 2016) and a 
big thank you to everyone who was willing to run 
for office.

GLPA AWARDS

At the Annual Banquet of the GLPA Conference 
in Grand Rapids, Michigan, GLPA bestowed a 
Galileo Award, an Honorary Life Membership, 
three Mentor Awards, a Service Award, and a 
Fellow Award. The list of recipients can be found 
on page 41.
 If you would like to nominate someone 
for GLPA Fellow, Honorary Life Member, 
Service Award, Mentor Award, or Galileo Award, 
please visit glpa.org/awards to download the PDF 
nomination forms and/or read the award 
guidelines.

THANK YOU, GLPA SPONSORS AND DONORS

In addition to the tireless work of the conference hosts and member volunteers, GLPA’s 50th Anniversary 
Conference was made possible by  the generosity of 28 conference sponsors (listed on page 46) and 13 
individual members and vendors who donated door prizes (listed on page 41). 

http://glpa.org/awards
http://glpa.org/awards


Cosmic Colors: An Adventure Along the Spectrum is a dynamic new  planetarium show  from the Great Lakes 
Planetarium Association (GLPA) that will take you on a wondrous journey across the entire electromagnetic 
spectrum. Get ready for an amazing adventure under a rainbow of cosmic light!
  31 minutes in length   Target audience: 5th grade and up

Ordering information:
FULLDOME VERSION: $300 for a full dome masters at 4K x 4K   (need 1 TB hard drive)

$250 for full dome masters at 2K x 2K      (need 500 GB hard drive)
$200 for full dome masters at 1K x 1K      (need 100 GB hard drive)

For FullDome versions, each planetarium must ship an appropriate hard drive to GLPA. Show  encoding is the 
responsibility of each planetarium.
TRADITIONAL VERSION: $100 for traditional version with two discs -- a playable Cosmic Colors show DVD 
and a DVD data disc containing all-sky images, digital JPEG images, audio tracks, flattened video scenes, 
teacher guides, and documentation.

Order Cosmic Colors through the GLPA Online Store at glpa.org/online-store.

Cosmic  Co lors
An Adventure  Along  the  Spec trum

http://glpa.org/online-store
http://glpa.org/online-store


GLPA Executive Committee Meeting
Grand Rapids Public Museum

Grand Rapids, Michigan
October 14, 2015

Present: Garry Beckstrom (President), Dayle Brown (President-Elect), Dave Leake (Past-President), Dan Tell (Secretary), 
Cheri Adams (Treasurer), Jeanne Bishop (IPS Representative), Sue Batson (Education Chair), Bart Benjamin 
(Publications Chair), Dayna Thompson (Technology Chair), Bob Bonadurer (Development Chair), John Potts 
(Membership Chair), and Gary Tomlinson (Conference Planning Chair) via Skype. This certifies a quorum with 12/12 
officers attending.
Observers: Janet  Beckstrom (GLPA Registrar), Dale Smith (Proceedings Editor, BGSU), and Dave DeBruyn (Curator 
Emeritus, Grand Rapids Public Museum).
Call to Order: The meeting was called to order at 8:27 a.m., Wednesday, October 14, 2015.
Secretary’s Report: Dan Tell delivered the Secretary’s Report. Dave Leake moved to approve minutes from the  2014 
Spring Executive  Meeting, Dayle Brown seconds. The motion  carried and the  minutes for the  2014 Spring 
Executive meeting were approved.
 In addition to decisions made at the spring meeting, the following online votes occurred between then and October 
of 2015:

GLPA adopted the guidelines for the project review committee as submitted by Sue Batson.
GLPA accepted St. Louis’ invitation to host the 2017 multi-regional conference in 2017.

 The following online votes were also conducted between the October 2014 meeting and the April 2015 Executive 
Committee meeting, but were not recorded correctly in the minutes:

The meetings from the Spring Executive Meeting were re-approved due a voting error at the fall conference.
The conference videographer will be reimbursed for his expenses for the 2014 conference and an amount will be 
budgeted for future videographic needs for conferences.
New purchasing procedures were approved to introduce a system for making purchases not  entered into the official 
budget at the Executive Committee Meetings.

It  was discussed how to handle reading of the executives’ reports and their recording into the minutes. An agreement  was 
reached that only items in need of discussion, voting, and budget  changes need to be read before the committee. Other 
material of interest  to the membership will be incorporated into the minutes at the discretion of the Secretary and the 
chairs.
Treasurer’s Report: Cheri Adams presented the Treasurer’s Report. GLPA’s total expenses for FY2015 were $41,856 and 
revenue of $52,206. Net  revenue was $10,350. Costs included $12,000 for CiviCRM, which allows for improved handling 
of registration. This is consistent with conference profits from previous years. There is a total of $162,000 between all 
GLPA accounts, but this is before the conference expenses have come out.
 Cheri Adams addressed the issue of GLPA’s Fiscal Year, which runs October 1 - September 30. When the 501(c)6 
application was sent to the IRS, multiple dates were listed on it by error, so IRS now believes GLPA’s fiscal year to be 
March 1 - February 28/29. The IRS expects our taxes on the 15th day of the 5th month after the fiscal year (October 15th). 
Our CPA has advised that we not make any changes with the IRS. GLPA cannot change its fiscal year without changing 
the bylaws, so we will operate with this procedure for the IRS only for the time being. This has some advantages, because 
the original fiscal date is not convenient for our conferences.
 Cheri Adams noted that we have a simple IRS filing if we make “around $50,000” or less, which has been 
consistent for most  years, but this may be a problem in 2017. Gary Tomlinson, inquired if there would be any issues if 
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revenues were slightly over $50,000 and Cheri Adams affirmed there likely would not be (the primary one is just a 
significant increase in paperwork).
 Cheri Adams clarified GLPA’s insurance: GLPA’s insurance covers the Executive Committee and general liability, 
but liability for individuals at  the conference comes from the host sites’ insurance, not GLPA. So for 2017, general 
insurance is on the St. Louis Science Center. Gary Tomlinson wanted some clarifications on how this pertains to other 
hosts — museums, school districts, etc. Cheri Adams will look into this. Gary Tomlinson noted conference guidelines 
currently don’t  require host sites to have liability insurance. It was briefly discussed if this was the purpose of the 
conference self-insurance, but  it  was affirmed it is not. Gary Tomlinson suggested it might be good if GLPA’s policies 
could be extended to host  sites that are uninsured, but Cheri Adams observed this is unlikely to be economically feasible, 
as well as that uninsured hosts are unlikely. Garry Beckstrom clarified: GLPA should now be sure to ask hosts if they have 
institutional liability insurance when hosting conferences.
 The conference emergency insurance was brought up: should GLPA be responsible for insuring the entire 2017 
conference? No, only for a fair GLPA portion.
 Gary Tomlinson noted that  the Grand Rapids Convention and Visitors Bureau mentioned they would help out, as 
Peoria’s did in 2013, in the case of incidents. Dan Tell and Garry Beckstrom noted that GLPA should always be sure to 
work with local CVBs in the future.
 Dan Tell inquired if conference emergency should be in the budget and not just in a reserve budget. It distorts our 
budget  projections as it creates a (so far) never spent expense of $40,000. The committee could do a vote when needed to 
authorize use when needed.
 Dan Tell moved instead of budgeting for the  conference  emergency, GLPA place it in a reserve  account and 
authorize use as needed. Bart Benjamin seconded. The motion carried.
 This money will be budgeted separately from GLPA operating funds. Checking account  requires us to have a 
balance of $50,000 to not have any fees so Cheri Adams will keep it in the checking account.
 Cheri Adams asked how to handle GLPA scholarships in the budget. Dan Tell proposed breaking out the food 
expenses and put that  in as the budget spent. Gary Tomlinson, noted this should be the true meal cost, not the subsidized 
one. Cheri Adams agreed (because GLPA pays meal package as well with scholarships, whereas registration is just 
comped).
 It  is noted that  the meal subsidy is not in the budget, but  it is spent, so it  will need to be added to the budget  in the 
future as it has not been before. Dayna Thompson noted this should be overestimated, and the committee agreed.
 As Cheri Adams now had changes to make the committee agreed to approve the budget later in the meeting, or 
subsequently via online vote.
 Dan Tell, noting profits from the newsletter, asked if color printing could be considered (especially as vendors with 
color ads have requested this). Bart  Benjamin feels income may justify color printing, and he will investigate costs. Dale 
Smith will provide the true cost of printing.
President’s  Report: Garry Beckstrom delivered the President’s Report. Garry Beckstrom inquired if there had been any 
other deaths since the 2014 conference that he was unaware of. Ken Perkins was mentioned as uncertain, and contact 
information is being sought for him.
President-Elect’s Report: Dayle Brown delivered the President-Elect’s report. It was asked if the nomination committee 
should be secret  due to attempts to improperly influence. Recently, the committee’s members’ names have not been 
published. Garry Beckstrom feels GLPA should be as transparent as possible with this, and similarly the scholarship 
committee should be known too. Gary Tomlinson notes this will also record their participation in GLPA and eligibility for 
awards.
 It  was discussed how to revise the time-table of committee appointments to allow for publication in the appropriate 
minutes:
 The President-Elect would need to form scholarship committees before for the Spring Executive Meeting each year 
so they can be announced for recording in the minutes for publication in the summer newsletter of that year.
 The President-Elect would need to form their Nominations Committee by the fall conference after their election 
(even years) so they can be announced and recorded in the minutes for publication in the winter newsletter of that year. 
This will be updated in the Handbook.
 Dan Tell proposed a revision to scholarship guidelines to include college students. John Potts asked if the “no-
students” requirement could just  be removed altogether and discretion can totally be with the committee. Dan Tell 
contended it  could say “preference will be given to professional planetarians.” Gary Tomlinson agreed there is also a 
difference between students on other tracks and those aimed at the planetarian profession.
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 Dan Tell will send out suggested revised wording to the scholarship committee to include students on track for the 
planetarium profession as eligible for the scholarship.
 Gary Tomlinson pointed out another potential use for scholarship recipients is assistance to the Conference 
Videographer.
 Janet  Beckstrom inquired if scholarship recipients needed to perform multiple assistance tasks at  the conference. 
The Committee agreed they do not, and conference guidelines need to clarify that the scholarship recipients aren’t  to be 
used for everything: experienced members can and should be used for conference services. Gary Tomlinson proposed the 
application can ask the applicant what  they want to do. Gary Tomlinson will work on this. Janet  Beckstrom also asked for 
confirmation that scholarship recipients cannot  receive the paper credit. The Committee affirmed recipients cannot  take 
paper credit on free registration. This loophole will be closed and Dave Leake will make the change in the Handbook.
Past President’s  Report: Dave Leake gave the Past President’s Report. Dave Leake swept the Handbook for changes and 
recorded them. Gary Tomlinson is going to try to add a proper inventory of Handbook files so the most recent  version is 
clearly organized.
 Historian’s Report: Garry Beckstrom gave the Historian’s Report: nothing has changed with the archives and won’t  
until the website is ready. Garry Beckstrom worked with Dave DeBruyn to produce a display with all existing conference 
photos, part of the Projectra costume and a copy of the original by-laws.
 Historic photos to be uploaded to GLPA.org galleries. Dayna Thompson will make the existing gallery public for 
demonstration purposes.
 Dan Tell noted that Handbook requires the Secretary to possess all historical meeting records and official 
documents, currently only the Historian has this. Garry Beckstrom to look into OCR-scanning of the documents to 
provide to the Secretary.
Conference  Host Report: KJ Cott delivered the Conference Host  Report. Some vendor registrations were very late, and 
KJ Cott suggested that  a deadline for vendor registration would be helpful. The conference included 139 regular delegate 
attendees, with 15 guests for 158 delegates, plus 51 additional vendor representatives. This is on record as the best 
attended GLPA conference ever. KJ Cott  had hard time figuring out which members signed up for which workshops, and 
also had hard time finding phone numbers. He further noted the conference planning documents are helpful, but  enormous 
and it’s very hard to find individual items. Dayna Thompson and Dan Tell will work with Gary Tomlinson on possibly 
editing the guidelines down to contain only information for the host  and some dynamic features (like automatic page 
numbering for easy searching).
 Vendors have requested vendor hall layouts sooner, but  it  was noted this can’t  always be done. Gary Tomlinson will 
add to guidelines that the host should send out the layouts as soon as possible.
 KJ Cott and Cheri Adams confirmed the debit card system for conference expenses works fine and remains an 
improvement over seed money.
 Gary Tomlinson thanked Dave Leake for developing a conference planning budget spreadsheet.
Development Report: Bob Bonadurer presented the Development Report. For the 2015 conference, there were 28 
vendors, a new record for GLPA. Both the prices for the sponsorship tiers and the plenary time allotted were reduced over 
2014. There were no complaints, and it was reported that the dedicated vendor hall time was appreciated.
 With regard to deadlines, it was noted that a fulldome content deadline already exists and is in the vendor invitation 
letter. However, it may be going unnoticed. A deadline for general vendor registration was discussed. Dan Tell proposed 
that vendors can be allowed to register at any point, but must meet  a deadline to be assured tabling and plenary time. Gary 
Tomlinson would like to see a vendor deadline at the early registration deadline. Bob Bonadurer added that for vendors 
there should be no deferred payment; they should pay when they register. Dan Tell proposed this be added to the Vendor 
Policy. Dave Leake added the system could just be that no plenary time or hall space be assigned until payment  is 
processed. Gary Tomlinson and Bob Bonadurer will work on wording changes to vendor policy.
 Due to the increase in vendors, especially in higher categories and the increase in portable domes, the requirement 
for exhibition hall space needs to be upped to 4,500 square feet, ideally in one room.
 GLPA has historically had a table in the vendor exhibition hall with GLPA resources on it, but has not  done so in the 
last few years. The Executive Committee would like to see this practice resume. Dan Tell suggested if space becomes an 
issue in the hall any year, GLPA should sacrifice this table, but otherwise it seems like a good idea.
 Bob Bonadurer announced that  he will step down as the Development  Chair. Garry Beckstrom and the Executive 
Committee thanked him for his service.
 The committee recessed for lunch at 12:00 p.m. The meeting resumed at 1:00 p.m.
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Your audience 
         will see the difference.

With crisp stars from a ZEISS projector
and deep black as only VELVET can deliver,
your audiences will be treated to the finest
planetarium experience possible. 

There’s nothing wrong with showing what 
light pollution looks like...we just think it 
should be optional. 

With crisp stars from a ZEISS projector
and deep black as only VELVET can deliver,
your audiences will be treated to the finest
planetarium experience possible. 

There’s nothing wrong with showing what 
light pollution looks like...we just think it 
should be optional. 

The sole distributor of ZEISS Planetariums 
in the United States and Canada

For a personal demonstration, contact:
Chuck Rau, Planetarium Sales Director
Direct: 314-218-6393
Email: crau@seilerinst.com
Toll Free: 1-800-489-2282

Exclusive Partner



International Planetarium Society Representative’s Report: Jeanne Bishop gave the IPS Representative’s Report. 
Jeanne Bishop asked if there were any comments on the selection of Toulouse, France as the 2018 conference site, noting 
it is the third sequential non-North American site. Dan Tell noted it  made the 2017 USA national conference all the more 
important (this conference also factored into IPS’s decision).
 There was much discussion of IPS Vision 2020. Jeanne Bishop feels there are many good components, including 
restructuring the website and Karrie Berglund’s professional development. However, Jeanne Bishop disagrees with some 
other components of the proposal, particularly IPS’s consideration of a paid Executive Director position. Jeanne Bishop 
feels the expense would be a problem, and there are not  enough members to generate these funds at  current membership 
cost. The proposed structure was compared to the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, and Jeanne Bishop noted that 
although ASP’s current Executive Director is doing a good job, she has not always felt this way about the positions.
 Jeanne Bishop also expressed that  IPS also wants elections for reps to be at-large, not from individual affiliates. 
They also want to set term limits.
 Dan Tell pointed out  that  this would be IPS re-writing our bylaws, which would not  be acceptable. JB noted that not 
everyone can be elected, as it’s a financial burden to hold the position. JB also noted that this would also hugely 
disadvantage other affiliates. Jeanne Bishop does feel large organizations maybe should have more power than small, Dan 
Tell disagrees though.
 Jeanne Bishop noted that there is a planning committee budget  for $66,500 for Vision 2020. This may lead to 
increased dues or sending donation requests like ASP does.
 Gary Tomlinson inquired if IPS wants term limits on affiliate representatives. Jeanne Bishop reported the proposal 
was for a maximum of two three-year terms, a limitation she strongly disagrees.
 Dale Smith expressed the opinion that  making IPS work like ASP is a false analogy, would not  work correctly, and 
IPS could not sustain a paid staff model like ASP.
 Garry Beckstrom feels that Dale Smith and Jeanne Bishop are most  knowledgeable about  IPS and totally respects 
their opinions.
 Gary Tomlinson agrees with the at-large voting idea: IPS affiliates or votes should be based on population of 
affiliates, not all even. Dale Smith said he floated that idea during his IPS Presidency. Idea was then shut  down by Chuck 
Bueter, who advocated for even representation among the affiliates.
 The Executive Committee agreed with Jeanne Bishop’s opposition to many of these issues, however, additional 
information to confirm IPS’s plans is desired.
Membership Report: John Potts delivered the Membership Report. There are currently 281 members of GLPA, with an 
even spread over institution type. Illinois now has the most members of any GLPA state. There were 55 new members at 
the time of the 2015 conference. Cheri Adams confirmed a budget line item for membership dues.
 Dan Tell brought up the idea of a membership contact  information directory. Gary Tomlinson and John Potts talked 
about possible mechanisms via the website. Dayna Thompson stated the proposed plans may be possible, but the 
Technology Committee is very busy with other website tasks. John Potts proposed an opt-in directory, like IPS. Dan Tell 
added this should ideally involve website login to use. Dayna Thompson may implement  a temporary solution like the IPS 
Directory. John Potts and Dayna Thompson will look into this.
 John Potts announced he will step down as Membership Chair. Garry Beckstrom and the Executive Committee 
thanked John Potts for his service.
Publications Report: Bart  Benjamin gave the Publications Report. The GLPA Newsletter has a record number of 
advertisers: 12 contractual for a total of $4,500 in revenue. There are more digital users than ever: the number of print-
only subscribers was down 5%. The previous year it  had dropped 14% and dropped 17% year before that. However, many 
people still get  both the print  and digital newsletters. Bart  will ask Dale Smith to investigate the cost  of color printing. It 
was noted that GLPA had one issue in its history that had a color cover. Bart Benjamin is planning to transfer production 
of the newsletter to a new page layout program. The new program is low-cost, which will lower the barrier-of-entry for 
future newsletter editors. The next  Proceedings will be GLPA’s 32nd, and the 28th edited by Dale Smith. Dale Smith has 
also been printing and mailing newsletter since the fall of 1990.
 Thanks to the new “no text, no talk” policy, 100% of talks and papers were submitted ahead of this conference. This 
will significantly reduce the wait  for the 2015 Proceedings to be sent out. IPS 2016 in Warsaw will also emulate GLPA’s 
“no text, no talk” policy at Dale Smith’s suggestion.
Education Report: Sue Batson presented the Education Report. It was decided the Project Review Guidelines will be 
published in the next GLPA Newsletter. Bart Benjamin will also send it via the glpadomes listserv.
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 As of the Committee Meeting, Sue Batson is still waiting to hear back from NSTA on her workshop proposal for 
use of planetariums with the Next Generation Science Standards. She has been preparing this with Buck Batson and 
Peggy Hernandez. If not  accepted, Sue plans to focus on state-level educational organizations. Sue Batson is on NSTA’s 
astronomy committee and Buck Batson is still being considered for the informal education committee.
 To present the workshop on GLPA’s behalf, Sue Batson requested travel funds for herself, Buck Batson, and Peggy 
Hernandez to NSTA, as well as funding for a substitute teacher for Peggy Hernandez. Dan Tell expressed that GLPA 
paying for a substitute sets a bad precedent, and Garry Beckstrom agreed.
  Dan Tell moved GLPA fund travel and registration for Sue Batson, Buck Batson, and Peggy Hernandez to 
attend NSTA on behalf of GLPA to present their workshop, if accepted. Dave Leake seconded.
 Dayle Brown asked if travel includes lodging.
 Dan Tell amended to accept Sue Batson’s proposed budget to fund travel, registration, and lodging to send 
Sue Batson, Buck Batson, and Peggy Hernandez to attend NSTA on  behalf of GLPA to present their workshop, if 
accepted. Dayle Brown seconded. The amendment carried. The amended motion carried.
 The Committee watched a few minutes of Ken Murphy’s update of The Stargazer into fulldome video, for which 
GLPA allocated funds in 2013. The show is now in a complete rough draft phase. The Committee expressed it  would like 
to see a polished version and get  member feedback on the quality of the show. Dave Leake said a deadline on feedback 
would be necessary, and Bob Bonadurer said the hope would be to show the finished program at  the 2016 conference, 
with it  ready for distribution, with show kits at  the conference. As with Cosmic Colors, the show would be distributed at-
cost  to GLPA. The show has not cost any money yet, but  Ken Murphy still needs some funds to complete the project. The 
funding was approved at the April, 2013 Executive Committee meeting. It was inquired if Ken Murphy needed additional 
funds, or just the disbursement  of funds already approved. Dan Tell said the Committee should wait  on member feedback 
before appropriating any additional funds. Garry Beckstrom said he should feel free to spend what  he’s been approved for 
previously. The show will be hosted online with a link for comments and feedback. Those who contribute comments may 
be asked to contribute to the project.
 Dan Tell inquired if all components of the show are license-cleared for GLPA to distribute. Bob Bonadurer was 
uncertain. Garry Beckstrom emphasized GLPA needs to make sure of that, and the committee agreed, noting clearing 
rights to some components may incur costs. Bob Bonadurer will to also look into soundtrack contracts, because rights 
were signed over to Minneapolis Planetarium when the show was originally produced.
 Mark Percy’s idea for GLPA to purchase spherical video equipment for member use was discussed. Mark Percy 
proposed several different systems at  different price points. Dan Tell pointed out  there would be software licensing 
concerns and the stitching software can be difficult. Dan Tell also expressed, to be fair, if GLPA pursued this, it  should 
send out  an RFP to give all vendors a fair chance. Dan Tell is also concerned that  some vendors have rental systems for 
spherical video rigs already, and so if GLPA were renting it  for free, it would be inappropriate competition. Dan Tell and 
Dayna Thompson will gather more information from Mark Percy and have him work through the formal Project Review 
process.
Technology Report: Dayna Thompson delivered the Technology Report. Dayna Thompson suggested that  the committee 
let  members know via Facebook and Twitter when new resources and features are added to the GLPA website. Important 
conference information was also moved to the front page of the site to make it easier to find and more accessible.
 Bart  Benjamin asked if the GLPA website still needed a forum. Dayna Thompson noted it has almost  no visitation, 
and feels it  makes the website look dated. Garry Beckstrom decided the forum is not  necessary and will be removed from 
the website.
  Twitter followers are up 126% since 2014. Facebook is up 30%. Dayna Thompson noted that  Mike Smail is doing a 
great job managing the Twitter account, and Renae Kerrigan is doing excellently managing the Facebook page.
 There is interest  in adding a streamlined registration module to the website, but  it required PayPal Payments Pro. 
This would make a single “event” for vendors and delegates rather than two “events”—as the CRM software understands 
it. It would resolve some other external issues. Dayna Thompson will continue to investigate this.
  Cheri Adams asked about  a budget line item for website work at $5,000. This may be a holdover from other website 
projects, but will be left in for the year. Dayna Thompson will check with Geoff Holt on other planned website projects.
 Gary Tomlinson and Janet Beckstrom have a list of desired changes for the website, which was sent  to Dayna 
Thompson. Garry Beckstrom noted the CiviCRM addition hugely improved registration. It  was noted that  almost 
everything Gary Tomlinson and Janet  Beckstrom want  is available on the website, but  not  always in an easy-to-find place. 
Dayna Thompson may add a committee member to assist with the desired tasks, because many things (such as analytics) 
don’t need push-button solutions on the website, but can be done through Excel.
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 Dan Tell proposed new language for all of the awards forms to create consistent requests/language in anticipation of 
creating new electronic submission forms. The Committee approved the idea. Dan Tell will send out the updated awards 
form language for later approval.
 Dave Leake contributed the audiovisual materials report: 4 vendors are distributing Cosmic Colors. GLPA has 
recouped all costs of the program from sales, and 79 show kits have been distributed.
 The GLPA Image Bank still does not exist, but  is being developed. Waylena McCully and Dayna Thompson are 
working on this, and incorporating a searchable site that will be stable. It  is, however, a big job and will take a while to 
roll out. This addition will finally make distribution of the Conference Proceedings no longer reliant on a DVD disc.
 Jeanne Bishop thanked Dayna Thompson for the enormous amount of work she has done.
Conference  Planning: Gary Tomlinson gave the Conference Planning Report. Per the earlier discussion, Gary Tomlinson 
and Bob Bonadurer will rewrite the vendor policy.
 Late registration fees were discussed. Jeanne Bishop asked if early-bird pricing could be done instead of late fees. 
Dan Tell said the language of late fees sounds punitive, which is the intent. Jeanne Bishop still feels an early-bird discount 
would be nice, and consistent  with IPS’s structure, which has early-bird discount, on-time cost, and late-registration cost. 
Garry Beckstrom likes the idea of late-fees only. Gary Tomlinson and Bob Bonadurer will work on the language for this.
 It  was noted some items for the conference budget were being budgeted for twice — in the GLPA budget and in the 
conference budget. This will be corrected and everything will be budgeted for only one time.
  Thanks to Dave Leake’s refinement of the budgeting spreadsheet, Gary Tomlinson noted that  the organization is 
getting closer to knowing the true costs of GLPA conferences. Gary Tomlinson expressed the budget  plan has been to lose 
money slightly on delegates and have that slightly supplemented by vendors, but due to excellent  work by development, 
GLPA has been making more money than intended. Gary Tomlinson would still like to err on the side of caution going 
forward, noting GLPA made about $10,000 on the 2015 conference. Dan Tell expressed this is too much profit, and many 
members of the Committee agree. The Committee feels GLPA should try to get  as close to breaking even as possible — 
ideally budgeting to make no more than $5,000. Garry Beckstrom noted that  the organization can compensate for excess 
profit in the past  in upcoming years, and aim for tighter budgeting with cheaper registration fees to benefit  the 
membership.
 Gary Tomlinson requested authorization to increase the videographer stipend, as Tom Dobes purchased a third rig 
for the tri-current paper sessions. Dan Tell felt this was an appropriate use of Dobes’ existing stipend, especially as he may 
not want to sell the equipment  to GLPA for that  reimbursement. Jeanne Bishop and Dayle Brown agreed with Dan Tell. 
The Executive Committee agreed to not increase the videographer stipend.
 Garry Beckstrom noted the tri-current paper session may speak to the growing pains of GLPA and that  jurying 
papers may become necessary. Dayna Thompson asked if an appropriate solution would be one-paper-per-delegate. Garry 
Beckstrom noted there were many ways to handle it, and it could be at the discretion of a paper committee. Garry 
Beckstrom also asked if the video recording of all talks was necessary. Dan Tell asked what the usage statistics of the 
streaming and recorded videos actually were. Dayna Thompson will get these numbers from Tom Dobes. Bob Bonadurer 
felt  it’s good to record the major speakers, but  maybe not every paper. Dan Tell and Garry Beckstrom agreed, but  not 
every member of the Committee did. The issue will be revisited at the spring meeting.
 Discussion of jurying papers resumed. Bart  Benjamin expressed that if GLPA starts jurying papers, the membership 
should be notified ahead of time via the newsletter. Dan Tell added it should include thanking the membership, as GLPA 
has recovered from low numbers of submissions to the current  highs. Dan Tell also proposed that grouping papers by topic 
should be part  of the conference guidelines. Dayna Thompson inquired who would be the paper jurors. Gary Tomlinson 
said it  would be the paper chair (outlined in the conference planning handbook). Dan Tell asked if there was a current 
paper chair. Gary Tomlinson said no one is in that  role currently. Dayna Thompson also asked if there could be a topic 
category at submission, like IPS has. The committee felt  this would be a good idea. Dale Smith suggested emulating IPS 
in other ways, like the one-paper-per-delegate rule, and that  some papers can only be ready by title, with text-only in the 
Proceedings.
 Gary Tomlinson noted that many of the above suggestions are already in the conference guidelines.
 Due to the enormity of the 2017 national conference, Gary Tomlinson expressed that  he may need to travel to St. 
Louis ahead of time to assist  with preparation and planning and asked if GLPA would fund this travel. The Committee 
expressed general support. Garry Beckstrom decided the Committee should wait to see how plans shape up over the next 
year.

(continued on page 35)
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. . . THE 2012 GLPA CONFERENCEPHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES OF . . .
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. . . THE 2015 GLPA CONFERENCE

All conference photographs were taken by  Dan Goins 
unless otherwise indicated.
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All conference photographs were taken by  Dan Goins 
unless otherwise indicated.

Venus →

Mars →
← Jupiter

Planetary conjunction photo taken from the conference 
hotel by Bart Benjamin on the morning of October 16.



(continued from page 30)

 Dave DeRemer has stepped down as Workshop Coordinator. Mark Reed will assume the position. Gary Tomlinson 
also thanked Janet Beckstrom for her excellent work as Registrar.
Old Business: The proposal for Ron Kaitchuck to be approved as Astronomy Update lecturer for the foreseeable future 
was discussed. Due to time constraints, Dan Tell and Garry Beckstrom tabled the idea for further discussion in the spring.
New Business: There  had been much discussion of the GLPAdomes guidelines leading up to the  conference and 
inconsistency in their enforcement. Dan Tell  reported being contacted by members who objected to advertisements 
on  the  listserv and felt it was overly spammy. It was decided the  “no-advertisements” policy will  stay in place, but 
will be better enforced.
 For greater consistency, the listserv will drop down to only one moderator — the Technology Committee Chair 
(Dayna Thompson) with the Secretary (Dan Tell) as a backup. Dan Tell and Dayna Thompson will add new GLPA 
members to the listserv, especially now that the spam is cut down.
 Cheri Adams will send out the budget after the meeting for approval.
 The Spring Executive Committee meeting will be held on April 16, 2016. The location is yet to be determined, but 
probably Flint, Michigan or Merrillville, Indiana.
 Adjournment: Sue Batson  moved to adjourn. Dayle Brown seconded. The meeting was adjourned at 4:51 
p.m.
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○ If collaborating, who is responsible for various parts of project
○ Estimated time commitment for project participants (an in-kind contribution, not paid 

by GLPA)
○ Credentials of those heading the project

● Project budget and timeline, including
○ Materials to be purchased, with justification
○ Services to be purchased, with justification
○ When the funds are to be spent within the project timeline
○ Milestones for measuring progress of project
○ Other funding sources (grants, donations)

Proposals should be sent either via postal mail or email to the GLPA Education Chair (address 
on the GLPA website, glpa.org, or the last page of this newsletter) and must be received by 
the due date. Proposals that arrive late may be considered at the discretion of the Project 
Review Subcommittee, or may be held for the following due date.

Project leaders of projects chosen to receive funding will be notified as soon as possible after the 
Executive Committee meeting in the spring or fall. Projects not chosen will be returned with 
reasons for rejection and/or suggestions for alterations that would increase the likelihood of 
support in the future.

Guidelines for Submitting Project Proposals  (continued from page 19)
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NEED FINANCING?



GLPA Annual Business Meeting
Grand Rapids Public Museum

Grand Rapids, Michigan
October 17, 2015

Call to Order: The meeting was called to order at 10:03 a.m., Garry Beckstrom, presiding.
Art Klinger moved that the minutes be approved as published in the newsletter. Mike Smail seconded. Motion carried.
Election: Dayle Brown starts the election. Garry Beckstrom notes that  new members may have been unable to see the 
candidate biographies, but this will be rectified in the future. Dayle Brown thanked the nomination committee and all of 
the nominees.
The election is held for the following candidates:

President-Elect: Geoff Holt, Waylena McCully
Treasurer: Cheri Adams, Mitch Luman
Secretary: Renae Kerrigan, Dan Tell
IPS Representative: Jeanne Bishop, Mike Smail

Dayle Brown noted the terms for each office are two years, and Garry Beckstrom added that  all members have the option 
to abstain or write-in candidates as well.

Treasurer Report: Cheri Adams reported that  GLPA has $99,871 in checking. Total in all accounts is $162,729.81. This 
total did not include the conference expenses, so the amount will reduce by the cost of the conference.
 Mike Smail asked if GLPA has a year-to-year cumulative look at the organization. Cheri Adams affirmed yes, and 
that GLPA has a healthy balance, but cannot drop below certain levels. Dan Tell added that  Cheri Adams has done great 
work as Treasurer, and GLPA has a better grasp than ever on its budget, and, per the discussion at the Executive 
Committee Meeting, can budget for conferences more intelligently and hopefully pass the savings on to the membership.
President’s Report: Garry Beckstrom noted that GLPA honored several members with awards at the 2015 conference:

Fellow: Adam Leis
Service Award: Geoff Holt
Mentor Award: David DeBruyn, Ronald Kaitchuck, Sheldon Schafer
Honorary Life Member: Ken Rheault
Spitz Lecturer: Susan Reynolds Button
Galileo Award: Von Del Chamberlain

Past-President’s Report: Dave Leake thanked GLPA for the honor of service as President and deferred to the Historian 
for the History Report.
 Garry Beckstrom gave the History Report. The archives had been organized, but  making the contents available to 
the membership has not  been totally resolved. Photos will likely be first, via the website. Hopefully all members had a 
chance to see items at the conference from GLPA history. The photo from the 1965 conference was highlighted.
Secretary’s Report: Dan Tell reminded the membership of the function of the Executive Committee and the precedence 
of GLPA powers. Members were encouraged to the newsletter to provide feedback on Executive Committee decisions in 
GLPA. Dan Tell also announced that among recent  Executive Committee decisions was the choice of the 2017 conference 
site at St. Louis and that  GLPA was, at  that time, among 6 of the 7 regions who had accepted this invitation for a national 
conference.
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Membership Report: Jon Potts reported that membership is increasing, mostly regular members, evenly distributed by 
planetarium type, although most  are from permanent planetariums. GLPA membership is widely distributed across the 
globe, although Illinois is now the state with the highest number of members.
 Keith Davis asked what  percent of the “none” category of membership by dome type is retirees. Jon Potts and Dan 
Tell note this is not broken down in the data, but does also include vendors as well.
Development Report: Bob Bonadurer reported that  GLPA has had a record year with 28 vendors. Despite this, the 
amount of plenary time for vendors at  the conference decreased because of changes in the guidelines. GLPA has held the 
line of ending conference events at  10 p.m. in response to the desires of the membership. The dedicated vendor exhibition 
hall time has been positively received, and the late night shows will continue to be evaluated. Bob Bonadurer notes they 
do not have high attendance, but it is hard to otherwise fit whole shows into the conference.
 Bob Bonadurer announced he will be stepping down as Development  Chair. Garry Beckstrom also announced John 
Potts will be stepping down. Both are thanked for their service to GLPA.
Publications Report: Bart  Benjamin reminded the assembly that GLPA has two regular publications: the quarterly GLPA 
Newsletter and annual Conference Proceedings. Dale Smith acts as Proceedings Editor. The GLPA Newsletter is doing 
well with a record number of advertisers, and collectively earns GLPA $4,510. The newsletter comes in three options: 
digital download in full color, a printed version, and the option to receive both. GLPA will investigate printing the 
newsletter in color. Deadline for submissions to the next issue was November 1, 2015.
 It  was noted that members and invited speakers have been very cooperative with contributions to the Proceedings 
this year, so it will be sent  out  sooner than ever. Bart Benjamin thanked Dale Smith for his editing. Dale Smith has edited 
28 of GLPA’s 32 Conference Proceedings.
Education Report: Sue Batson reported that there is a proposal in to NSTA to present  a workshop on using GLPA’s 
Astronomy Literacy Document  and NGSS as part of lesson planning. She will find out shortly if NSTA will accept  or 
reject the proposal. Sue Batson distributed information about GLPA’s project  proposal committee, which will also be 
published in the newsletter. She let  the membership know that  GLPA can help with projects that will benefit  all members, 
both financially and with network.
 Sue Batson highlighted the planetarium show The Stargazer, one of these projects currently being updated to a 
fulldome show. It will be presented at the next conference. GLPA assisted with some funding for the project.
Election Announcement: Garry Beckstrom announced there was a tie in the election, delaying results.
Technology Report: Dayna Thompson was appointed Technology Committee Chair on the Vernal Equinox of 2015, and 
she thanked her predecessor Geoff Holt  for managing the transition. Dayna Thompson noted that  the website is managed 
through open source software named CiviCRM and she is looking forward to implementing new features with everyone’s 
feedback, especially Janet  Beckstrom’s. Adam Leis and Tom Dobes have been working on the new responsive website 
and the link will be posted soon. Dayna Thompson thanked them for their work. A solution is still being sought for the 
online graphics banks and repositories. Waylena McCully has been very helpful with that, and hopefully GLPA will find a 
solution that meets its specific needs.
 Website visitors were up 28.5% for October 2015 over October 2014. This is a larger increase than the previous 
year and part of a consistent growth trend. There are no Opera users, mostly Chrome, Firefox and Safari. 9.5% are still 
using Internet  Explorer. Facebook likes are up 30% to 303 likes, with much thanks to Renae Kerrigan for managing the 
GLPA Facebook page. Twitter followers are up 126% to 249, with thanks to Mike Smail, who manages GLPA’s Twitter 
account.
 Chris Janssen asked, for the benefit  of new members and others who may not know, if IPS is at the level of website 
function and social media engagement  of GLPA. Dayna Thompson replied that  they are not, and much thanks should be 
given to the Technology Committee for their work. She added that  because of the robust functionality of our website, 
GLPA will be handling all registration for the 2017 national conference.
IPS Representative’s Report: Jeanne Bishop expressed her concerns about the direction of IPS, and referred the 
membership to her paper. Jeanne Bishop gave a thanks to Sharon Shanks for editing the Planetarian, and encouraged 
members to provide feedback on IPS. She notes the restructuring is not a done deal and strongly wants feedback.
 Gary Tomlinson asked if the restructuring votes for IPS are going to be line-by-line or a package vote. Joanne 
Young says they will be a package, but will be revised based on affiliate feedback; please provide any feedback to the IPS 
Representative. Jeanne Bishop encouraged as much GLPA representation as possible, and that she will send the Vision 
2020 report for posting on the GLPA website. Jeanne Bishop would like this process to be totally transparent.
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 Dan Tell reminded the membership that GLPA is the largest regional organization and can have a large influence in 
IPS. Jeanne Bishop added that GLPA can be very important in its ability to act as a unit.
Conference  Planning Report: Gary Tomlinson recognized his team: Tom Dobes, Videographer; Janet Beckstrom, 
Registrar; Todd DeZeeuw, Gift  Shop Manager; Waylena McCully, Assistant Door Prize Coordinator; Dave DeRemer, 
Workshop Coordinator; and Dan Goins, Conference Photographer. Gary Tomlinson presented the team with a small gift  of 
his appreciation (macadamia nuts).
 The locations of the state meetings were announced:

Indiana: either the 23rd or 30th of April, 2016, likely at Jefferson High School in Lafayette, Indiana.
Michigan: late April, at Michigan State University, in East Lansing, Michigan.
Ohio: The date is undecided, but it will be at both Erie, Pennsylvania with Jim Gavio and Edinboro, Pennsylvania with 
David Hurd.
Illinois: April 30th, 2016 at the Cernan Earth and Space Center at Triton College in River Grove, Illinois.
WIMPS:  Date to be determined, but will be in Duluth, Minnesota.

 Gary Tomlinson noted that  Dave DeRemer has stepped down as Workshop Coordinator. Mark Reed will be 
stepping in as the new coordinator in 2016. Gary Tomlinson also gave particular thanks to Tom Dobes for his videography 
services and Janet Beckstrom for registration services. The audience delivered a standing ovation.
 Buddy Stark, manager of the Longway Planetarium, was introduced, and presented information on the 2016 
conference in Flint, Michigan at the Sloan Museum and Longway Planetarium. He noted the location of 2016 conference 
sites. Most events will be at  Longway Planetarium, but also the nearby Sloan Museum, Buick Gallery, and the Flint 
Institute of Arts (for the banquet). Additional pictures were displayed of the conference site. The planetarium is newly 
upgraded from a Digistar 2 to Digistar 5 with Christie Boxxers, new seating and a new Astro-Tec dome. The conference 
will be October 19-22, 2016.
 It  was inquired if the hotel would have sufficient  accommodations. Buddy Stark confirmed that  200 rooms were 
blocked off, which was expected to suffice.
 Chuck Rau asked how the dates for the conference compared to those for ASTC that  year. Dan Tell noted it  was not 
the same week, ASTC will be held one month earlier. It was clarified that  GLPA conference guidelines specify GLPA 
should not be hosted the same week as ASTC. Greater effort will be made in the future to avoid overlap.
 Gary Tomlinson introduced Anna Green, manager of the McDonnell Planetarium at the St. Louis Science Center, 
for her presentation about the 2017 conference. Anna Green has branded the 2017 national conference “the Pleiades 
Conference.” As of the meeting, 6 of the 7 regional planetarium organization accepted the invitation: GLPA, SEPA, 
GPPA, PPA, SWAP, RMPA are all on board, waiting on MAPS only. A response from MAPS is expected by the end of 
October. The conference will be October 10-14, 2017. These dates do not  conflict with the Science Center’s “First  Friday” 
event, ASTC, or Halloween. Anna Green thanked the many individuals who helped plan the conference, and the 
membership of GLPA for their support.
 Two hotels are currently vying to host  the conference, with room rates at  $109/night. Each hotel has around 400 
rooms and estimated conference attendance is between 200 and 450. The membership was reminded to fill out their 
conference evaluations if they intend to attend the conference. Conference space at the hotel will be free with the rooms 
and a discount  will be granted on food. Anna Green notes that one of the hotels, the Airport Renaissance, was where the 
Mercury 7 stayed while their spacecraft was being worked on at McDonnell.
 The planetarium is an 80-foot dome with a Zeiss Universarium Mark IX. It  does not  have seats, and currently has 
mats for lying on the floor and stackable, straight-backed chairs. Anna Green hopes to have better removable chairs by 
2017 and to have a seating capacity of at  least  350, possibly up to 400. The facility currently does not have fulldome 
video, but is investigating adding it. The conference may also feature a one-day pre-conference LIPS/GLIPSA type event, 
or IMERSA. Anna Green requests contact via PleiadesSTL2017@gmail.com for information.
 Dave Weinrich asked if all U.S. regional organizations were planning to cancel their individual meetings for 2017. 
Anna Green affirmed they are, with MAPS still being undecided.
 Gary Lazich asked where the best  seat  in the McDonnell Planetarium could be found. Anna Green informed the 
assembly it was lying down on the floor.
 Mark Webb asked about  transportation between the conference site and hotels. Anna Green noted the closest  hotels 
to the Science Center were boutique hotels without conference space, but  there will be busing between the hotels and 
science center, as well as public transit between the two.
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Election Results: Dayle Brown presented the results of the election, thanking all of the nominees, and noted it  was a 
close election for all offices.
 Geoff Holt will be GLPA’s next President-Elect. Mike Smail will be the new IPS Representative. Both will assume 
office on the Vernal Equinox, 2016. Cheri Adams and Dan Tell were re-elected as Treasurer and Secretary, respectively.
Old Business: There was no old business.
New Business: Dan Tell reported that  some members had expressed interest in extending the conference, which was a 
question not  in the conference survey this year, and asked to hold a straw poll. Most members expressed interest  in 
extending the conference; only three in attendance staunchly opposed. Garry Beckstrom noted an extension would have to 
be planned around accommodating teachers.
 John French expressed that he (and others) would prefer adding extra time at the beginning, rather than the end of 
the conference. Another straw poll was held, with the majority of members preferring to add time at the end of the 
conference, going into Sunday. Dan Goins pointed out these extensions may affect flight prices to the conferences.
 Garry Beckstrom encouraged more comments and suggestions on the topic and the other “growing pains” of GLPA 
— but it will keep growing.
 Gary Lazich thanked John Hare for his organization of the Hospitality Suites at GLPA and added it  would be nice to 
have quieter social times for networking at the conference as well.
 Chuck Rau observed that trips in the middle of the conference are more disruptive than pre- or post-conference 
trips. Ken Miller agreed, noting that  it is good to put optional events at the start  and end of the conference, with core 
business in the middle.
 Keith Davis asked if, due to the tight schedules, some of the vendor time could be non-plenary, as he would prefer 
more importance being given to the delegate sessions. It was noted that  vendor time could not  be made non-plenary, but 
Dan Tell observed that  there have been reductions in plenary vendor time (and fees). There has been a continued increase 
of delegate presentations.
 Susan Button suggested that  perhaps, as in GLIPSA, vendors could be more focused on educational presentations 
than just advertising and could partner with members to create better demos.
 Chris Janssen noted that, per his calculations, far more time is spent on invited speakers (7 hours in 2015) than 
vendor sessions (5.5 hours) or delegate sessions (3.5 hours with concurrent sessions). He asked if the conference would 
consider fewer invited speakers to give more time for non-concurrent  paper sessions. He likes the invited speakers but 
prefers member papers. Garry Beckstrom felt this might be possible.
 Mark Reed added that  if the professional development value of the conference could be noted in the registration 
packet, it might be beneficial. Garry Beckstrom also felt this would be possible.
 Renae Kerrigan informed the members that  if they would like to share anything with the membership via the 
Facebook page, they can feel free to post it  to the Facebook page and Renae would re-share it to improve its visibility. 
Mike Smail added that  he also tries to promote news about  GLPA planetariums, but  members should contact him if they 
want anything highlighted on Twitter.
 Alan Pareis said it  is great that  GLPA is growing so much, but  reminded the assembly that  it  could take more than 
one year to solve problems. Garry Beckstrom agreed, but reminded everyone of the importance of maintaining a dialogue 
to work towards solutions.
 KJ Cott  noted that for the 50th Anniversary conference there were many extra events and it was fortunate that the 
conference hotel was so close, saving a lot of time.
Adjournment: Mark Reed motioned to adjourn the meeting. Mark Webb seconded. The motion carried. The business 
meeting was adjourned at 11:27 a.m.
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DOOR PRIZE DONORS
Thank you to members and vendors for contributions to this year’s 
GLPA Door Prize Program. Small prizes, large prizes, single prizes, 
and multiple prizes are all welcome and greatly appreciated. Thank 
you for adding to our 2015 conference finale fun!

Adler Planetarium — Mike Smail
California Academy of Sciences — Dan Tell

ChromaCove — Chuck Rau and Lynn Forster
Jack Dunn

GOTO Inc. — Ken Miller
Deb Lawson
Jon Marshall
Kris McCall

Waylena McCully
Seiler Instrument — Chuck Rau

Staerkel Planetarium — Cindy Reynolds
Dayna Thompson

Wolfram Alpha — Jeff Bryant

GLPA AWARDS
At the Annual Banquet of the GLPA Conference in Grand Rapids, Michigan, the Great 
Lakes Planetarium Association bestowed the following awards:

Galileo Award:
Von Del Chamberlain

Honorary Life Member:
Ken Rheault

Mentor Award:
Dave DeBruyn, Ron Kaitchuck, Sheldon Schafer

Service Award:
Geoff Holt

Fellow:
Adam Leis

Congratulations to the GLPA award winners for 2015! If you would like to nominate 
someone for GLPA Fellow, Honorary Life Member, Service Award, Mentor Award, or 
Galileo Award, please visit glpa.org/awards to read the award guidelines and download 
the PDF nomination forms.

http://glpa.org/awards
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U P D AT E
Jeanne Bishop, IPS Representative 

I very much hope that  you sent  me comments about the Vision 2020 proposal this fall, after receiving an email copy of the 
proposal that I received from Chair Jon Elvert.
 I apologize for not understanding earlier than the time of the GLPA meeting, that there is a much longer 
timeline in making Vision 2020 decisions than I thought. Jon wanted a very quick return of comments from 
affiliate representatives. I was very concerned about the apparent high-probability change items listed in the 
proposal. In truth, I happily learned, much more discussion by  both the Vision 2020 Planning Committee and 
the entire IPS Council needs to occur before any particular change is adopted.
 I am pleased with thoughtful responses to the document that GLPA members sent  to me that I then passed 
along to Jon. A big thank-you to all who sent comments.
 I am delighted that Mike Smail from Adler Planetarium was elected as the new IPS Representative from 
GLPA, to take office at the time of the Vernal Equinox. I have been forwarding him information about Council, 
my work as IPS Representative for the last five years, and all information and comments I have received about 
the IPS Vision 2020 proposals and process. Please contact Mike (msmail@adlerplanetarium.org) with your 
concerns for IPS (as well as me until the Vernal Equinox). Mike will represent GLPA at the IPS Council 
meeting next summer in Warsaw. He needs to know your concerns about Vision 2020.
 During my report at  the GLPA meeting, I asked how many people were planning or thinking of giving a 
paper in Warsaw. I’m happy that so many GLPA people raised their hands, and I hope you people got your 
proposals to the IPS 2016 sessions committee by their advertised extended deadline, October 26. (I hope you 
got news of the extension via our GLPA email.) 
 President Joanne Young is inviting IPS Conference site proposals for the year 2020. We have selected our 
site for 2018: Toulouse, France, which is a hub of European space activity, much like Houston in the U.S.
 It is great that  all U.S. affiliates will meet together in Saint Louis in 2017 at  the normal time of our annual 
GLPA meeting. Thanks to McDonnell Planetarium Manager Anna Green and her staff for hosting us for a 
“Pleiades Meeting” at the Saint Louis Science Center. I understand that  the appropriate name of “Pleiades” (for 
the number of regionals) was suggested at a banquet table by Buck Batson.
 The IPS 2016 website (ips2016.org) has information on fees and dates for the Warsaw conference. 
Registration for an IPS member by the Early Bird date of March 30 is $420. Online conference registration will 
be February 19-May 30. The conference will run June 19-23, with fulldome shows on June 24. and post-
conference excursions starting June 25. A 3-day fulldome competition with guests will take place in Brno before 
the IPS conference with a fee of only 60 Euros.
 With its very  innovative Heavens of Copernicus Planetarium and Copernicus Science Center, its three 
large domes available for presentations within domes, and its thoughtfully-organized plan for sessions, this 
promises to be a great conference. As IPS Education Chair, I will be involved in education workshops. I very 
much hope that you will be able to attend and that I will see you there.
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[Ed.: Attention, long-standing members: Do any of you know the significance of the key  that fills the cover of 
this 1975 issue of the GLPA Newsletter? Its inscription suggests that it is a ceremonial key to the City of 
Cleveland. Is there a story behind it? Let me know, and I’ll report it later.]

Using the 1976 editions of the Graphic Time Table of the Heavens and the American Ephemeris and Nautical 
Almanac as references, Robert Victor from the Abrams Planetarium wrote an article looking ahead to the 
“Planetary  Highlights for 1976.” [Ed.: Bob has generously  shared future sky highlights throughout his 
planetarium career. Forty years ago, long before the ubiquity of personal computers, this task was far more 
challenging than today. Thank you, Bob!]

In an article titled “Read! React! Reply!” incoming Education Committee Chair Jeanne Bishop implored 
members to communicate “ideas about 1) exciting script topics and little known script resources; 2) methods in 
interpreting science and related concepts which work best; and 3) organizational plans which aid the 
dissemination of information (e.g. course and curriculum outlines and promotional literature).” [Ed.: Jeanne has 
worked tirelessly  throughout her planetarium career to further the educational impact of planetariums. Thank 
you, Jeanne!]

The State Chairs in 1975 were Ken Perkins (Ohio), Duane Stanley (Indiana), Don Tuttle (Illinois), Lee Shapiro 
(Michigan), and Bob Elliott (Wisconsin).
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VOLUME X, NUMBER 4 WINTER SOLSTICE, 1975
(12 pages in length)

GLPA’s 31st newsletter and the third issue of 1975 contained the 
following articles and columns:



VOLUME XXX, NUMBER 4 WINTER SOLSTICE, 1995
(22 pages in length)

GLPA’s 110th newsletter and the fourth issue of 1995 contained the 
following articles and columns:

In his President’s Message, Dave Batch remarked that “our recent Grand Rapids conference was a clear 
indication of the vitality of our 30-year-old association. First off, it  was the largest GLP A conference ever. Over 
150 planetarians attended. The setting was magnificent. . . The level and quality of participation by  all the 
delegates was impressive: the paper presenters, the exhibitors and sponsors and the invited speakers.” [Ed.: 
Twenty years later, current President Garry Beckstrom made similar remarks in his President’s Message on page 
3].

In his Editor’s Message, Bart Benjamin noted that “we have a rare treat on pages 10 and 11 — color 
photographs from the GLPA conference in Grand Rapids! The color printing is courtesy of the Bowling Green 
State University Print  Shop and Dale Smith.” [Ed.: Today, all pages of the GLPA Newsletter are rendered in 
color for those members who read the digital edition. GLPA is now investigating the cost of producing the 
printed newsletter in color, as well. Stay tuned].

In an advertisement and order blank, GLPA announced the pre-ordering of a new GLPA-produced planetarium 
show titled A Solar System Adventure Tour, which would likely  be shipped by the mid-summer of 1996. [Ed.: A 
Solar System Adventure Tour and other show titles are available for a nominal cost from the GLPA Store at 
glpa.org/catalog].
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The Great Lakes Planetarium Association acknowledges 
the following companies and organizations for their 
generous support in Fiscal Year 2015-16:

Parallel Universe Sponsors
Ash Enterprises    www.ash-enterprises.com
Konica Minolta / Magna-Tech  www.mediaglobeplanetarium.com
Seiler Instrument    www.seilerinst.com/divisions/planetarium/
Sky-Skan     www.skyskan.com
Spitz, Inc.     www.spitzinc.com

Universe Sponsors
Digital Projection, Inc.   www.digitalprojection.com
Digitalis Education Solutions, Inc.  www.digitaliseducation.com
Evans & Sutherland    www.es.com
GOTO INC     www.goto.co.jp/english

Galaxy Sponsors
Astro-Tec Manufacturing   astro-tec.com
Clark Planetarium    www.clarkplanetarium.org
Dome3D     www.dome3d.com
RSA Cosmos     www.rsacosmos.com/en/
SCISS       sciss.se

Solar System Sponsors
Adler Planetarium    www.adlerplanetarium.org
Audio Visual Imagineering   www.av-imagineering.com
Bowen Technovation    www.bowentechnovation.com
ChromaCove     www.chromacove.com
GeoGraphics Imaging   www.geographicsimaging.com
Milwaukee Public Museum   www.mpm.edu
Prismatic Magic    www.prismaticmagic.com

Planet Sponsors
California Academy of Sciences  www.calacademy.org
East Coast Control Systems   www.eastcoastcontrol.com
The Elumenati    www.elumenati.com
Free Fall Technologies   (616) 240-4151
Fulldome Pro, Inc.    www.fulldome.pro
Laser Fantasy    www.laserfantasy.com
Pegasus Productions    pegasusproductions.net
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THE GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION (GLPA) offers membership opportunities to all  individuals in any way connected with 
the operation of planetariums regardless of geographic location. GLPA is an affiliate of IPS (International Planetarium Society), NSTA (National 
Science Teachers Association), and  IMERSA (Immersive Media Entertainment, Research, Science & Arts). Membership dues are $20 annually, 
payable at  the time of the Autumnal Equinox. General correspondence should be addressed to the Secretary, and requests for membership should be 
addressed to the Membership Chair (see below). The quarterly GLPA Newsletter is received by all members in good standing. Ideas and opinions 
expressed in the GLPA Newsletter  are not  necessarily those of GLPA, its membership  or the editor. Deadlines for contributions fall  on the 1st of 
February, May, August and November. Send information to GLPA Newsletter Editor (address below). Copyright © 2015.

GLPA Home Page:
glpa.org

PLEASE NOTE:

The GLPA Newsletter is printed and mailed from:

Physics and Astronomy Department
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green  OH  43403

For a replacement copy of this newsletter, please contact Dale Smith at 
dwsmith@bgsu.edu.

Astronomical photographs used within the GLPA Newsletter are courtesy of 
NASA and the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI).

PRESIDENT
Garry Beckstrom
Flint, Michigan
garrybeckstrom@comcast.net

PRESIDENT-ELECT
Dayle Brown
South Bend, Indiana
dayledavid@comcast.net

PAST PRESIDENT
David Leake
William M. Staerkel Planetarium
Champaign, Illinois
dleake@parkland.edu

SECRETARY
Daniel Tell
Morrison Planetarium
San Francisco, California
dtell@calacademy.org

TREASURER
Cheri Adams
Boonshoft Museum of Discovery
Dayton, Ohio
cadams@boonshoftmuseum.org

IPS REPRESENTATIVE
Jeanne Bishop
Westlake Schools Planetarium
Westlake, Ohio
jeanneebishop@wowway.com

MEMBERSHIP
John Potts
Bay City, Michigan
jjpotts42@gmail.com

PUBLICATIONS
     GLPA NEWSLETTER  EDITOR
Bart Benjamin
Bloomingdale, Illinois
bart.benjamin@icloud.com

     PROCEEDINGS EDITOR
Dale Smith
BGSU Planetarium
Bowling Green, Ohio
dwsmith@bgsu.edu

EDUCATION
Susan C. Batson
North Hills High School
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
batsons.nhsd@gmail.com

DEVELOPMENT
Robert Bonadurer
Daniel M. Soref Planetarium
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
bonadurer@mpm.edu

HISTORIAN
Garry Beckstrom
Flint, Michigan
garrybeckstrom@comcast.net

GIFT SHOP
Todd DeZeeuw
Gary E. Sampson Planetarium
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
dezeeuto@wauwatosa.k12wi.us

TECHNOLOGY
Dayna Thompson
Charles W. Brown Planetarium
Ball State University; Muncie, Indiana
dlthompson3@bsu.edu

     AUDIO-VISUAL RESOURCES
David Leake
William M. Staerkel Planetarium
Champaign, Illinois
dleake@parkland.edu

     TECHNOLOGIES AD HOC
Waylena M. McCully
William M. Staerkel Planetarium
Champaign, Illinois
wmccully@parkland.edu

CONFERENCE PLANNING
Gary Tomlinson
Comstock Park, Michigan
gtomlins@sbcglobal.net

2016 CONFERENCE HOST
Jeffrey “Buddy” Stark
Longway Planetarium
1310 E. Kearsley Street
Flint, Michigan  48503
(810) 237-3405
jstark@sloanlongway.org

UPCOMING GLPA CONFERENCES:
2016 October 19 - 22
 Flint, Michigan

2017 October 10 - 14
 St. Louis, Missouri

Executive Committee mailing addresses 
and phone numbers can be found by 
visiting  glpa.org/exec.
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